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Preface

 About this guide

The Guide to Statistics and CSRF Reporting contains procedures used to customize the presentation of statistics on INS.
It provided procedures for creating custom statistics reports and modifying some aspects of statistics collection. Using the
procedures in this manual, you can define which statistics you want to see and how that information is generated and printed.

 Audience

This document is intended for personnel who are responsible for monitoring the performance of INS and applications using
the statistics generated by the node and the applications. They can be operations personnel who need to ensure that the
system is running properly or network engineers who need to see how much of the machine capacity is being used.

 New and changed information
This release of the HPE INS Statistics and CSRF Reporting Guide is updated with the technical content in the following
sections:

New or Baseline Section Sub-sections Description

Baseline Statistics Groups Statistics groups on page 28 Added a note on groups reserved for or
used by INS node.

 Document history

Product Version Published

HP INS R08.00.00 April 2015

HPE INS R07.01.20 February 2016

HPE INS R08.01.00 July 2016

HPE INS R08.01.01 February 2017

HPE INS R08.01.10 February 2017

HPE INS R08.01.20 September 2017

HPE INS R08.02.00 December 2017
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Product Version Published

HPE INS R09.00.00 May 2019

HPE INS R09.01.00 April 2020

HPE INS R09.01.30 October 2020

 Where to get more information

Information or instructions from the following documentation is required at some point in this manual:

Configuration Planning Guide

 Conventions
This document uses the following symbolic conventions:

Convention Description

Fixed width text Used for file paths, file names, file contents, computer inputs or outputs, and program code.

Bold text Indicates emphasized text and navigation options in user interfaces. Multi-level menu paths
also contain the  →  sign; for example, Start → Settings →  Control Panel.

Green text Indicates internal cross-references to sections, table or figure titles, or external references to
web resources.

<angle brackets> Indicates generic variable names that must be substituted by real values or strings.

Italicized text Used for book or document titles, parameters, terms, and replaceable text.

IMPORTANT:
Indicates essential information to explain a concept or to complete a task.

NOTE:
Indicates additional information to emphasize or supplement important points of the main
text.

TIP:
Provides helpful hints for completing a task. A tip might provide an alternative method for
completing the task that precedes it.

This document uses the following style conventions for procedures:

Subsection title Description

Before you begin Describes prerequisites of the procedure.

About this task Provides background information on the procedure.



Subsection title Description

Procedure Lists the procedure steps in sequence. A paragraph after a procedure step in the Procedure
section states either of the following information:

• Additional information on the procedure step.
• Example on how to operate the procedure step.
• Results after the procedure step is performed.

Results Result to achieve after the steps in the Procedure section are completed.

What to do next What to do after the procedure is completed.

Example Provides an example, or use case reference on the procedure.

This document uses the following style conventions for related information at the end of sections:

Subsection title Description

Related tasks Contains links to related procedures of the document.

Related concepts Contains links to related sections with conceptual information.

Related references Contains links to related sections with reference information.

Related information Provides external references to web resources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to statistics and CSRF management

The statistics registers, register sets, and the events that cause the statistics to be updated are defined by the node and
application developers. You cannot change what statistics are collected. However, you have complete control of how the
statistics are reported. You control how often the statistics are summarized, what reports are created, the location where the
reports are printed, how often the reports are printed, and the format of those reports.

1.1 Introduction to statistics and CSRF management

INS is delivered with four standard reports that are described in Fully-configured CSRF reports on page 174. You do not
need to do anything to generate these reports in the standard format. In addition to these four reports, INS is delivered with
the report formats and Schedule records for many more reports. To activate these reports, all you need to do is add the Item
records that correspond to the report. These registers are listed in Partially-configured CSRF reports on page 177.

If none of the delivered reports meet your requirements, you can create a custom CSRF report using the instruction in
Creating CSRF reports on page 12. Creating your own CSRF report requires that you know the basics of Enform.

The CSRF reports are generated from Statistics summary files. The Statistics summary file is updated periodically with the
statistics held in each processor. You can define the location of the statistics summary files, whether summary and detailed
statistics information is kept, how often information is transferred from each processor, how long statistics information is
kept, and the threshold values for specific registers. See Modifying statistics collection on page 17 for the procedures for
changing how statistics are collected.

Reporting statistics information can be processor intensive. If you are doing something to the system that requires a lot of
processing power, you can temporarily turn of the statistics reporting and recover the missed reports at a later time. See
Controlling CSRF reports on page 22 for the procedures to control whether reports are created.
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Chapter 2

Creating CSRF reports

The CSRF allows you to create reports tailored to your needs. These custom reports use data gathered by the node software.
The data is available in Summary Statistics reports, but the custom reports organize it according to the settings you specify in
CSRF records.

2.1 Creating CSRF reports

See Statistics groups on page 28, for detailed descriptions of the statistics collected by the node software. See Standard
CSRF reports on page 171, for detailed information on the standard CSRF report format and samples of the preconfigured
reports.

Creating CSRF reports involves:

• Identifying the report content and reporting schedule.
• Creating a Schedule record and Items records for the report.
• Specifying the format of the report by creating an Enform script. Scripts give the report a title, create column headings, set

column widths, and specify other formatting parameters.

2.1.1 To create the CSRF records

About this task

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• You have planned the Schedule and Items record data using the information in the HPE INS Configuration Planning

Guide.
• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You have created a change project that describes the database changes.

Procedure

1. Create the Schedule record.

Enter TSCSSCHD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Schedule screen.

2. Enter the necessary information in each field. In the Report Status field, enter 1 (for Active).

3. Press SF10 to add the record. Wait until the message line displays:

ADD Operation Completed Successfully

4. Create Items records, if needed.

Enter TSCSITMD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Items screen.

5. At the Items screen, enter the required data in each field.

6. Press SF10 to add the record. Wait until the message line displays:

ADD Operation Completed Successfully
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2.1.2 To create the Enform script

About this task

Figure 1: Sample Enform Script on page 15 shows a sample Enform script. Note that callouts appear to the left of
particular lines in the script. Figure 2: Sample CSRF Report on page 16 shows a sample report generated using the script.

Assumptions

• You have planned the Enform script using the information in the Configuration Planning Guide.
• You have identified an existing Enform script that produces a report similar to the report you want to create.
• TACL is running.

Procedure

1. Copy the desired Enform script and put it in a file different than the CSRFEF file. This practice ensures that your custom
report scripts will not be lost if the Enform script file for the standard reports is re-released. You may put the script files for
your custom reports in individual files or in a single file.

– If you place the report script in an individual file, it is recommended that you name the script file:

Rreport-name

where report-name matches the Report Name field in the Schedule record.
– If you place the report script in a file containing multiple Enform scripts, you must use this command in the script file to

identify each report:

?SECTION Rreport-name

2. Edit the newly created Enform script. Modify these statements in the Enform script:

Table 1: Statements

Description Callouts in Figure 1: Sample Enform Script on page 15

Report name

and

Print width

Report heading

3.
Modify the information printed at the end of the report (See callout . This example prints column totals that are

calculated in the statements at callout . You can put anything at the end of the report.

4.
Look for the LIST statement and the BY clause following it. (See callout . Modify this clause as needed to satisfy your
reporting requirements. In the sample script, "BY RSID" means "by register set ID". The BY clause is followed by the items
to be included in the report.

5. Modify the items to be included in the report. Change the column headings so they agree with the data to be printed on

the report. (See callout ).

The Enform script uses this notation to refer to data items:
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RREG[n].RVAL

where n is a number defined on a Report Column Number field in the Items record for the report. CSRF uses this
correspondence to replace the notation with a data value.

NOTE:  If the report uses an existing report data file, refer to the Items records for that report. Use the Report
Column Number field values in the Enform script.

6.
Modify any user variables defined in the script. Callout  populates the subtotals for the register set that are printed at

callout . Callout populates the totals for all register sets that are printed at callout .

7.
Modify the data selection clause in the Enform script. (See callout ). The clause contains the conditions under which
data will be included in the report.

8. Save the file and exit.

9. Compile the script to create a compiled query.

> ENFORM

> ?COMPILE edit-file TO enform-program-file

The Enform program file should have the name Oreport-name unless you specified another Enform program file on
the Schedule record.
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Figure 1: Sample Enform Script
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Figure 2: Sample CSRF Report
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Chapter 3

Managing statistics and CSRF

You can control how statistics are collected and whether schedule CSRF reports are reported.

3.1 Modifying statistics collection

This subsection explains how to modify statistics collection for node and application processes. The changes you make to
Statistics Threshold records, Process Input Parameters records, and File Assignments records are entered through a change
project.

IMPORTANT:  Perform the procedures in this subsection only during off-peak hours except in the case of an
emergency.

3.1.1 Add statistics thresholds

About this task
Monitoring statistics thresholds allows INS to notify the operator through an ER that the value of a specific register in specific
register sets has exceeded or fallen below the defined threshold. Use statistics thresholds to closely monitor the value of
critical registers.

Assumptions

• You have planned the threshold information using the considerations in the Configuration Planning Guide.
• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the record number of an unused Statistics Thresholds record. Note that records 1-3 are reserved for reporting

on idle signaling links.
• You have created a change project that describes the database changes.

Procedure

1. Display the Statistics Threshold record to be changed.

Enter TSSTATHD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4. The Statistics Threshold screen is
displayed.

2. Add the record.

Add the record values in each field as needed.

3. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.1.2 Modify the number of statistics summary files
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About this task
Whenever you modify the number of Statistics Summary files the system maintains on disk, the system automatically stops,
then restarts the Node Measurement Process#(NMP). This action causes any currently collected statistics held in NMP
memory to be lost.

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen with the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the number of the Process Input Parameter record that contains the NMP-SUMMARY-RETENTION parameter

(usually 43).
• You have created a change project that describes the database changes.

Procedure

1. Display the Process Input Parameters record for NMP-SUMMARY-RETENTION

Enter TSPRPRMD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4. The Process Input Parameters screen is
displayed.

2. At the Process Input Parameters screen, enter the record number in the Record Number field and press F7 to retrieve the
record and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

3. Change the number in the Text field.

Enter the number of days to retain the Summary Statistics files on disk before they are purged in the PARAM Text field.

4. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.1.3 Enable detailed statistics logging

About this task

You can activate the logging of detailed statistics to disk, thus creating an audit trail of all statistics messages received by the
NMP. Enabling detailed statistics logging involves:

• Establishing the START parameter for detailed statistics logging.
• Changing the number of hours of statistic in each detail file, if needed. The default is 24 hours.
• Changing the length of time detail statistics files are retained on the system before they are purged, if needed. The default

is 72 hours.
• Changing the location of the detail statistics files and other file parameters as needed.

IMPORTANT:  Enabling detailed logging of detailed statistics may result in severe degradation of system
performance. For this reason the system is preconfigured for logging only summary statistics. You should enable
detailed statistics logging only when absolutely required and prior to system initialization.

To enable detailed statistics logging

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the numbers for the Process Input Parameters records that contain the NMP-ARCHIVE, NMP-ARCHIVE-

PERIOD, NMP-ARCHIVE-RETENTION parameters (usually 40, 41, and 42).
• You know the number for the File Assignments record that contains the NMP-ARCHIVE-FILE file (usually 40).
• You have created a change project that describes the database changes.
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Procedure

1. Establish the START parameter for detailed statistics logging.

Enter TSPRPRMD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4. The Process Input Parameters screen is
displayed.

2. At the Process Input Parameters screen, enter the record number for the NMP-ARCHIVE parameter in the Record
Number field and press F7 to retrieve and display the record on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

3. Change the STOP to START in the PARAM Text field and press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line
displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

4. Define the number of hours of statistics contained in each detail file, if needed.

Enter the record number of the record for the NMP-ARCHIVE-PERIOD parameter in the Record Number field and press
F7 to retrieve the record and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

5. Enter the number of hours in the PARAM Text field.

6. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

7. Define the length of time detail files are retained on the system, if needed.

Enter the record number of the record for the NMP-ARCHIVE-RETENTION parameter in the Record Number field, then
press F7 to retrieve the record and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

8. Enter the number of hours that detail files are to be retained on the system before they are purged in the PARAM Text
field.

9. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

10.Define the location of the detail files and specify other file parameters, if needed.

Enter TSFILASD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the File Assignments screen.

11.At the File Assignments screen Record Number field, enter the record number for the NMP-ARCHIVE-FILE file, then press
F7 to retrieve the record and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

12.Modify the subvolume designator in the Actual File Name field, if needed. Do not alter the file name (DYMMDDHH).

13.Examine the CREATE/OPEN SPECIFICATION fields. If changes are required, enter the appropriate value in each field.

14.Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.1.4 Modify the size of statistics summary file
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About this task
Whenever you modify the size of the Statistics Summary file that is maintained by the system on the disk, the system
automatically stops and then restarts the Node Measurement Process (NMP). This action causes any currently collected
statistics held in the NMP memory to be lost.

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen with the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the number for the File Assignments record that contains the NMP-SUMMARY-FILE file (usually 41).
• You have created a change project that describes the database changes.

Procedure

1. Display the File Assignments record for NMP-SUMMARY-FILE.

Enter TSFILASD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4. File Assignments screen is displayed.

2. In the File Assignments screen, enter the record number in the Record Number field and press F7 to retrieve the record
and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

3. Change the number in the Primary Extent Size (pages) and Secondary Extent Size (pages).

Modification of the primary and secondary extent of the Statistics summary file will reflect only in the following cases:

– Purge the existing file and restart the node.
– Wait until the next day for the auto creation of the file.

Enter the number of primary extents and secondary extents for the statistics summary file in the PARAMs, Primary Extent
Size (pages) and Secondary Extent Size (pages), respectively.

4. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.1.5 Modify the location of statistics summary file

About this task

Whenever you modify the location of the Statistics Summary file that is maintained by the system on the disk, the system
automatically stops and then restarts the Node Measurement Process (NMP). This action causes any currently collected
statistics held in the NMP memory to be lost.

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen with the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the number of the File Assignments record that contains the NMP-SUMMARY-FILE file (default 41).
• You have created a change project that describes the database changes.

Procedure

1. Display the File Assignments record for the NMP-SUMMARY-FILE file.

Enter TSFILASD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4. The File Assignments screen is displayed.

2. In the File Assignments screen, enter the record number in the Record Number field and press F7 to retrieve the record
and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully
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3. Change the location in the Actual File Name field.

Specify the location in the form $vol.subvol.SYYMMDD.

– If only subvol.SYYMMDD is specified, the volume location is considered as the volume on which the node is installed
and running.

– By default, the volume will be the node-volume and subvol will be CSSGNDAT.
– INS expects the Statistics Summary file name to be in the format SYYMMDD.

4. Press SF8 to update the record.

Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

Change the User Interface to read the statistics and display them. Follow these steps:

– Edit the CSSHIOB.CSSHIPC file.
– Set the value of SERVER ASSIGN SUMMARY-STATS to $vol.subvol.S.

The volume and subvolume should match the location in the File assignment record for the NMP-SUMMARY-FILE file.
– Save the CSSHIOB.CSSHIPC file.
– Stop and start the UI by using Obey cssgnob.stopuiob and Obey cssgnob.strtuiob.

NOTE:  Whenever you modify the location of the Statistics Summary file, restart the INS SNMP subagent (if
running).

3.1.6 Modify collection intervals

About this task
Modifying statistics collection intervals involves: Updating Statistics Group records, and Updating Statistics Threshold records
(if necessary). If the statistics group has any registers that have thresholds defined for them, changing the collection interval
can affect whether the threshold value will be reached. If you shorten the collection interval, the threshold value will be
reached more quickly. If you lengthen the collection interval, the threshold value may never be reached. If you change the
collection interval dramatically, change the threshold value to coordinate with the new collection interval value.

To modify collection intervals

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the record numbers for the Statistics Group records to be modified.
• You know the record numbers for the Statistics Threshold records to be modified.
• You have created a change project to describe the database changes.

Procedure

1. Update Statistics Group records.

In the REQUEST field, enter TSSTAGPD and in the TYP field, enter L. Press F4 to display the Statistics Group screen.

2. At the Statistics Group screen, enter the number of the record to be modified in the Record Number field and press F7 to
retrieve the record and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

3. Change the value in the Subnode Collection Interval field to the one you selected.

4. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully
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5. Update Statistics Threshold record, if needed.

Enter TSSTATHD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Statistics Threshold screen.

6. At the Statistics Threshold screen, enter the number of the record to be modified in the Record Number field.

7. Press F7 to retrieve the record and display it on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

8. Press F2 to go to page 2 of the screen display. Change the value in the THRESHOLD VALUES #1 field.

9. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.2 Controlling CSRF reports

This subsection contains CSRF report procedures.

3.2.1 Configuring spooler options for CSRF reports

This subsection describes how to configure spooler options for CSRF reports.

3.2.1.1 CSRF reports and spooler options

The CSRF enables you to configure the way CSRF reports are released to the spooler. You can specify the owner of CSRF
report jobs, the spooler collector, and the destination of a job once it has been spooled at either of two levels:

• The Default level specifications apply to all reports except those defined at the Category level.
• The Category level specifications apply to all reports having the same first three characters in the report name on

Schedule records.

If you do not configure these spooler options, you must specify a single spooler location on the Schedule record for each
report. The owner of the job will be the user that started the node. The spooler collector will be $S.

3.2.1.2 Determine parameters for process input parameters records

Use one of the following parameters in the Name field on Process Input Parameters records. The Text field entry depends on
the parameter in the Name field.

3.2.1.2.1 CSR-SPOOL-DEFAULT

At the Default level, the syntax for the Text on the Process Input Parameters record is:

;group.user;collector.location

Value Description

;group.user Defines the user who owns the job once the report has been spooled.
Replace group and user with group and user names that are valid for the
HPE NonStop server. If you do not specify a group.user, the system uses
the group.user that started the node.
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Value Description

;collector.location Establishes the routing or destination of a job once it has been spooled. This
setting overrides the setting on the Schedule records for Spooler Collector
and Spooler Location. If you omit collector., $S. is used. The location
must be a valid location for the system.

To define NODEUSER.CSRF as the default owner and $S.#CSRF.DEFAULT as the default spooler location, enter the text field
as:

;NODEUSER.CSRF;$S.#CSRF.DEFAULT

To define the user that started the node as the default owner and $S.#CSRF as the default spooler location, enter the text
field as:

;;$S.#CSRF

To define SCP.MGR as the default owner and value defined on the Schedule record as the default spooler location, enter the
text field as:

;SCP.MGR

3.2.1.2.2 CSR-SPOOL-CATn

You can establish up to 14 categories by replacing the n in CSR-SPOOL-CATn with 1 to 14.

At the Category level, the syntax for Text field on Process Input Parameters records is:

xxx;group.user;collector.location.

Value Description

xxx Identifies the first three characters of the names of the reports with this
category. This value must match the first three characters in the Report
Name field in at least one Schedule record (Report Name field).

;group.user Defines the user who owns the job once the report has been spooled.
Replace group and user with group and user names that are valid for the
NonStop server. If you do not specify a group.user, the system uses the
group.user that started the node

;collector.location Establishes the routing or destination of a job once it has been spooled. This
setting overrides the Spooler Collector and Spooler Location field settings on
the Schedule record.

The collector is optional. $S is the default. The location must be a
valid location.

You can specify a maximum of three locations. The reports will be routed to
the locations you specify. Separate the locations with a semicolon ( ; ).

You can establish more than one CSR-SPOOL-CAT n parameter for a single xxx number. This allows you to specify multiple
locations and multiple owners for reports.

To define 121 as the start of the name of the reports in the category, SERVICE.MGR as the owner of the reports in the
category, and $LPS.#CSRF.SERVICE and $S.#CSRF.SERVICE as the two spooler locations for the category, enter the Text
field as:

121;SERVICE.MGR;$LPS.#CSRF.SERVICE;#CSRF.SERVCE
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3.2.1.3 Configure spooler options for CSRF reports

About this task

Add Process Input Parameters records

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You have created a change project to describe the database changes.
• You know the number of unused Process Input Parameters records.
• You know the record number of the Process Descriptions record for the $CSR process (usually 151).

Procedure

1. Enter TSPRPRMD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Process Input Parameters
screen.

2. At the Process Input Parameters screen, enter an unused record number in the Record Number field.

3. Enter the parameter CSR-SPOOL-DEFAULT in the Name field.

4. Enter the appropriate text for the parameter as determined in Determine parameters for process input parameters records
on page 22 in the Text field.

5. Press SF10 to add the record. Wait until the message line displays:

ADD Operation Completed Successfully

6. Repeat Step 2 through Step 5 to create as many Process Input Parameters records as needed for the parameter CSR-
SPOOL-CAT n (where n is replaced with a number).

7. Modify the Process Descriptions record for CSRF.

Enter TSPRDESD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Process Descriptions screen.

8. At the Process Descriptions screen, enter the record number of the $CSR process in the Record Number field.

9. Press F7 to retrieve and display the record.

10.Press F2 to display screen page 2.

11.Enter the record number of a new Process Input Parameters record (see Step 2) in the first blank PARAM INDEXES field.
Enter the record number of each other new Process Input Parameters record in other blank PARAM INDEXES fields.

12.Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.2.2 Suspending the printing of CSRF reports

About this task

You can suspend the printing of a CSRF report by modifying the Schedule record associated with the report.

If you suspend a report, CSRF skips that report for any reporting cycles that occur during the report suspension period. To
activate the printing of CSRF reports that have been suspended, see Activating suspended CSRF reports on page 25.

To suspend the printing of individual CSRF reports:

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
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• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the name of the report to be suspended.
• You have created a change project to describe the database changes.

Procedure

1. Display the Schedule record to be changed.

Enter TSCSSCHD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Schedule screen.

2. Enter the report name in the Report Name field, then press F7 to retrieve the record and display it on the screen. Wait
until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

3. Change the Report Status field to 2.

Enter 2 (for Suspended) in the Report Status field.

4. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.2.3 Activating suspended CSRF reports

About this task

You can activate the printing of any CSRF report you previously suspended by modifying the Schedule record associated with
the report. When you reactivate the report:

On the same day it was suspended The data for the "skipped" report, as well as the regular
report data, will be included in the next report.

On the next day (after midnight system time) The skipped data will not be included. The skipped data will
be in the previous day's report data file since CSRF begins
using a new report data file at midnight. See Printing CSRF
reports for skipped report cycles on page 26 for more
information.

To activate the printing of CSRF reports that have been suspended:

Assumptions

• You are logged onto the INS Pathway user interface.
• A screen that contains the REQUEST and TYP fields is displayed.
• You know the name of the report to be activated.
• You have created a change project to describe the database changes.

Procedure

1. Display the Schedule record to be changed.

Enter TSCSSCHD in the REQUEST field, enter L in the TYP field, and press F4 to display the Schedule screen.

2. At the Schedule screen, enter the report name in the Report Name field, then press F7 to retrieve the record and display it
on the screen. Wait until the message line displays:

READ Operation Completed Successfully

3. Change the Report Status field to 1.

Change the entry to 1 (for Active) in the Report Status field.
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4. Press SF8 to update the record. Wait until the message line displays:

UPDATE Operation Completed Successfully

3.2.4 Printing CSRF reports for skipped report cycles

About this task

The system automatically produces CSRF reports according to the schedules you specify on the Schedule record associated
with each report except under these conditions:

• You have manually suspended the printing of a report by modifying the Report Status field on the Schedule record. CSRF
skips that report during scheduled report cycles until you reactivate the report.

• The processor where CSRF is running is overloaded at the time reports are scheduled to be printed. CSRF automatically
skips all reports and does not print any reports until the next report cycle following overload abatement.

If you reactivate a suspended report within the same day or if the overload condition does not cause the last report cycle of
the day to be missed, CSRF prints skipped report data within the same day in the next report cycle following reactivation or
overload abatement.

However, if you reactivate a report after midnight (system time) or if the overload condition causes the last report cycle of the
day to be missed, the skipped report data is included in the previous day's report data file.

To print CSRF reports containing data from the previous day

Assumptions

• You are logged in as node.mgr.
• The reports are defined in the CSRF database and in compiled Enform scripts.

Procedure

1. Create a command file.

Create a command file using the editor of your choice.

2. Add these parameters. The format for adding parameters is:

ASSIGN param_name, param_value

Parameter Description

ddate Enter the date to be printed in the Data Date field on reports in the format
yyyy/mm/dd.

clli Enter Common Language Location Identifier (CLLI) code to be printed in the
CLLI field on reports. If you do not enter a CLLI code, the text "#-#CLLI NOT
DEFINED. RECOVERY RUN -" is printed on the reports.

lhour Enter the last hour reported (in the format hh) to be printed in the “From”
portion of the Report Interval field on reports.

Example: 13

lmins Enter the last minutes reported (in the format mm) to be printed in the “From”
portion of the Report Interval field on reports.

Example: 30

dtime Enter the time (in the format hh:mm) to be printed in the “To” portion of the
Report Interval field on reports. If you do not modify the “dtime” value, the “To”
report interval printed on the reports is 00:00 (midnight).
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Parameter Description

ltime Enter the time (in the format hh:mm) to specify the starting time the system
should use to select records from the report data file. The system selects
records to be included in the reports that have a time that is equal to or greater
than the “ltime” specified.

3. For each report to be printed, add the following two lines:

ASSIGN CSRPT-REC, data-subv.Preport-name
ENFORM /IN enform-subv.Oreport-name, OUT $spooler-file/

where data-subv is typically CSRGNDAT, enform-subv is typically CSRGNOBJ, and report-name is the name of the report
as it appears in the Report Name field on the Schedule record.

4. Save and exit the file.

5. Execute the command file to print the CSRF reports.

Execute the command file to print CSRF reports for the previous day. Enter:

> O new-command-filename
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Appendix A

Statistics groups

The INS software provides for the collection, summary, and reporting of statistics registers which are incremented by
processes operating within the node.

This appendix describes the statistics collected by the node software:

• General description of the type of statistics collected in the group
• How to interpret register set IDs that appear on statistics displays, summary statistics reports, and CSRF reports
• Descriptions of each register within the statistics group:

– Brief register description as defined on Statistics Description records
– Detailed discussion of register contents
– Other registers that collect related data (if applicable)

Use the information in this appendix to:

• Interpret data values appearing on summary statistics displays, summary statistics reports, and CSRF reports.
• Identify the data to be included in CSRF reports you create. For example, you could refer to the Statistics Description

Record report for a brief description of a particular register, then look up the register here for more details.

The descriptions cover those statistics defined in the statistics records released with the INS software. This appendix does not
describe any application statistics that may have been configured for your site.

NOTE:  Registers marked as 'For Internal Use' or 'Reserved' are used only for debugging purposes.

NOTE:  Groups 253, 321-329, 490-494, 500, 501, 505, 509, 560, 565, 600–602, 790-791, 800-802, 900-906,
909, 920-999 are reserved for or used by INS node. These groups should not be used by INS applications.

A.1 Group 200: SCE TCAP statistics

Registers in statistics group 200 collect data for TCAP service defined on the system.

A.1.1 Register Set IDs—Group 200: SCE TCAP statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a register set ID for TCAP service. Each register set contains statistics register values for
TCAP service. The register set ID has the format as below:

For ITU Message type:

ITU-MSG-<cpu number>

ITU-COMP-<cpu number>

where cpu number is the cpu on which the SCE Applications is running.

For ANSI Message type:

ANSI-PKG-<cpu number>

ANSI-COMP-<cpu number>
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NOTE:  If multiple applications are configured in the same node, statistics of these applications are merged under the
same register set. This is a known limitation. This is due to the current behavior of SCE that does not create register
sets that uniquely identify an individual application.

A.1.2 Registers—Group 200: SCE TCAP statistics

Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 2: Registers—Group 200: SCE TCAP statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 TCAP QUERY WITH PERMISSION RECEIVED The number of TCAP queries received with permission.

002 TCAP QUERY WITH PERMISSION TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP queries transmitted with permission.

003 TCAP QUERY WITHOUT PERMISSION RECEIVED The number of TCAP queries received without permission.

004 TCAP QUERY WITHOUT PERMISSION TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP queries transmitted without
permission.

005 TCAP CONVERSATION WITH PERMISSION RECEIVED The number of TCAP messages received with permission.

006 TCAP CONVERSATION WITH PERMISSION
TRANSMITTED

The number of TCAP messages transmitted with permission.

007 TCAP CONVERSATION WITHOUT PERMISSION
RECEIVED

The number of TCAP messages received without permission.

008 TCAP CONVERSATION WITHOUT PERMISSION
TRANSMITTED

The number of TCAP messages transmitted without
permission.

009 TCAP RESPONSES RECEIVED The number of TCAP responses received.

010 TCAP RESPONSES TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP responses transmitted.

011 TCAP UNIDIRECITONAL RECEIVED The number of TCAP single primitives received.

012 TCAP UNIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP single primitives transmitted.

013 TCAP INVOKE LAST RECEIVED The last received TCAP invoke operation message.

014 TCAP INVOKE LAST TRANSMITTED The last transmitted TCAP invoke operation message.

015 TCAP INVOKE NOT LAST RECEIVED The TCAP invoke operation received with a scope to receive
more.

016 TCAP INVOKE NOT LAST TRANSMITTED The TCAP invoke operation transmitted with a scope to
transmit more.

017 TCAP RETURN RESULT RECEIVED The response received from the TCAP invoke operation.

018 TCAP RETURN RESULT TRANSMITTED The response transmitted from the TCAP invoke operation.

019 TCAP RETURN RESULT RECEIVED The response received from the TCAP invoke operation.

020 TCAP RETURN RESULT TRANSMITTED The response transmitted from the TCAP invoke operation.

021 TCAP RETURN ERROR RECEIVED The occurrence of TCAP error received.

022 TCAP RETURN ERROR TRANSMITTED The occurrence of TCAP error transmitted.

023 TCAP REJECT RECEIVED The rejected TCAP message received.
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Register Numbers Description

024 TCAP REJECT TRANSMITTED The rejected TCAP message transmitted.

025 TCAP 2 ABORT RECEIVED The number of TCAP ABORT messages received.

026 TCAP 2 ABORT TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP ABORT messages transmitted.

027 TCAP UNIDIRECTIONAL MESSAGE TYPES RECEIVED The number of TCAP single primitive message types
received.

028 TCAP UNIDIRECTIONAL MESSAGE TYPES
TRANSMITTED

The number of TCAP single primitive message types
transmitted.

029 TCAP BEGIN MESSAGE TYPES RECEIVED The number of TCAP begin message types received.

030 TCAP BEGIN MESSAGE TYPES TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP begin message types transmitted.

031 TCAP END MESSAGE TYPES RECEIVED The number of last TCAP primitive of an existing dialog
message types received.

032 TCAP END MESSAGE TYPES TRANSMITTED The number of last TCAP primitive of an existing dialog
message types transmitted.

033 TCAP CONTINUE MESSAGE TYPES RECEIVED The number of subsequent TCAP primitive of an existing
dialog message types received.

034 TCAP CONTINUE MESSAGE TYPES TRANSMITTED The number of subsequent TCAP primitive of an existing
dialog message types transmitted.

035 TCAP ABORT MESSAGE TYPES RECEIVED The number of TCAP ABORT messages received.

036 TCAP ABORT MESSAGE TYPES TRANSMITTED The number of TCAP ABORT messages transmitted.

A.2 Group 321: SIP service statistics

Registers in statistics group 321 collect data for each SIP service defined on the system.

A.2.1 Register Set IDs—Group 321: SIP service statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each SIP service defined on the system. Each register set
contains statistics register values for one SIP service. The register set ID has the format:

SIP-servicename

where servicename is the name of the SIP service defined on the system.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all SIP services:

SIP-~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.2.2 Registers—Group 321: SIP service statistics

Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.
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Table 3: Registers—Group 321: SIP Service Statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs SENT The total number of INVITE requests sent.

002 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs RECEIVED The total number of INVITE requests received.

003 TOTAL NUMBER OF RE INVITEs SENT The total number of re-INVITE requests sent.

004 TOTAL NUMBER OF RE INVITEs RECEIVED The total number of re-INVITE requests received.

005 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs SENT ERROR The total number of INVITE requests that could not be sent.

006 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of received INVITE requests that could not
be processed.

007 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs FORWARDED The total number of INVITE requests forwarded.

008 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of INVITE requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

009 TOTAL NUMBER OF INVITEs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of INVITE requests that could not be
forwarded.

010 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs SENT The total number of REGISTER requests sent.

011 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs RECEIVED The total number of REGISTER requests received.

012 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs SENT ERROR The total number of REGISTER requests that could not be
sent.

013 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of received REGISTER requests that could
not be processed.

014 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs FORWARDED The total number of REGISTER requests forwarded.

015 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of REGISTER requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

016 TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of REGISTER requests that could not be
forwarded.

017 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs SENT The total number of OPTION requests sent.

018 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs RECEIVED The total number of OPTION requests received.

019 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs SENT ERROR The total number of OPTION requests that could not be
sent.

020 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs RECIEVED ERROR The total number of OPTION requests received that could
not be processed.

021 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs FORWARDED The total number of OPTION requests forwarded.

022 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of OPTION requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

023 TOTAL NUMBER OF OPTIONs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of OPTION requests that could not be
forwarded.

024 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs SENT The total number of PRACK requests sent.

025 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs RECEIVED The total number of PRACK requests received.

026 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs SENT ERROR The total number of PRACK requests that could not be sent.
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Register Numbers Description

027 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs RECIEVED ERROR The total number of PRACK requests received that could not
be processed.

028 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs FORWARDED The total number of PRACK requests forwarded.

029 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of PRACK requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

030 TOTAL NUMBER OF PRACKs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of PRACK requests that could not be
forwarded.

031 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs SENT The total number of ACK requests sent.

032 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs RECEIVED The total number of ACK requests received.

033 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs SENT ERROR The total number of ACK requests that could not be sent.

034 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of ACK requests received that could not be
processed.

035 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs FORWARDED The total number of ACK requests forwarded.

036 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs FORWARDED STATELESS The total number of ACK requests forwarded in call-stateless
mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

037 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACKs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of ACK requests that could not be
forwarded.

038 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs SENT The total number of INFO requests sent.

039 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs RECEIVED The total number of INFO requests received.

040 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs SENT ERROR The total number of INFO requests that could not be sent.

041 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of INFO requests received that could not
be processed.

042 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs FORWARDED The total number of INFO requests forwarded.

043 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs FORWARDED STATELESS The total number of INFO requests forwarded in call-
stateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

044 TOTAL NUMBER OF INFOs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of INFO requests that could not be
forwarded.

045 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs SENT The total number of CANCEL requests sent.

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
transaction layer of the SIP stack.

046 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs RECEIVED The total number of CANCEL requests received.

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
the transaction layer of the SIP stack.
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047 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs SENT ERROR The total number of CANCEL requests that could not be
sent.

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
the transaction layer of the SIP stack.

048 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of CANCEL requests received that could
not be processed.

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
the transaction layer of the SIP stack.

049 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs FORWARDED The total number of CANCEL requests forwarded.

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
the transaction layer of the SIP stack.

050 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of CANCEL requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
the transaction layer of the SIP stack.

051 TOTAL NUMBER OF CANCELs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of CANCEL requests that could not be
forwarded.

When SIP Entity acts as stateful proxy, this register is not
pegged, as the related call flow is automatically managed by
the transaction layer of the SIP stack.

052 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs SENT The total number of BYE requests sent.

053 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs RECEIVED The total number of BYE requests received.

054 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs SENT ERROR The total number of BYE requests that could not be sent.

055 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of BYE requests received that could not be
processed.

056 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs FORWARDED The total number of BYE requests forwarded.

057 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs FORWARDED STATELESS The total number of BYE requests forwarded in call-stateless
mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

058 TOTAL NUMBER OF BYEs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of BYE requests that could not be
forwarded.

059 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs SENT The total number of EXTENSION requests sent.

060 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs RECEIVED The total number of EXTENSION requests received.

061 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs SENT ERROR The total number of EXTENSION requests that could not be
sent.

062 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of EXTENSION requests received that
could not be processed.
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063 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs FORWARDED The total number of EXTENSION requests forwarded.

064 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of EXTENSION requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

065 TOTAL NUMBER OF EXTENSIONs FORWARDED
ERROR

The total number of EXTENSION requests that could not be
forwarded.

066 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs SENT The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests sent.

067 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs RECEIVED The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests received.

068 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs SENT ERROR The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests that could not be
sent.

069 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests received that
could not be processed.

070 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs FORWARDED The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests forwarded.

071 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

072 TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBEs FORWARDED
ERROR

The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests that could not be
forwarded.

073 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs SENT The total number of NOTIFY requests sent.

074 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs RECEIVED The total number of NOTIFY requests received.

075 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs SENT ERROR The total number of NOTIFY requests that could not be sent.

076 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of NOTIFY requests received that could
not be processed.

077 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs FORWARDED The total number of NOTIFY requests forwarded.

078 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of NOTIFY requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

079 TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIFYs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of NOTIFY requests that could not be
forwarded.

080 TOTAL NEW SUBSCRIBEs SENT The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for creation of a
new subscription sent.

081 TOTAL NEW SUBSCRIBEs RECEIVED The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for creation of a
new subscription received.

082 TOTAL NEW SUBSCRIBEs SENT ERROR The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for creation of a
new subscription that could not be sent.

083 TOTAL REFRESH SUBSCRIBEs SENT The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for refreshing an
existing subscription sent.

084 TOTAL REFRESH SUBSCRIBEs RECEIVED The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for refreshing an
existing subscription received.

085 TOTAL REFRESH SUBSCRIBEs SENT ERROR The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for refreshing an
existing subscription that could not be sent.

086 TOTAL UN SUBSCRIBEs SENT The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for releasing an
existing subscription sent.
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087 TOTAL UN SUBSCRIBEs RECEIVED The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for releasing an
existing subscription received.

088 TOTAL UN SUBSCRIBEs SENT ERROR The total number of SUBSCRIBE requests for releasing an
existing subscription that could not be sent.

089 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs SENT The total number of REFER requests sent.

090 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs RECEIVED The total number of REFER requests received.

091 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs SENT ERROR The total number of REFER requests that could not be sent.

092 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of REFER requests received that could not
be processed.

093 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs FORWARDED The total number of REFER requests forwarded.

094 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of REFER requests forwarded in call-
stateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

095 TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of REFER requests that could not be
forwarded.

096 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs SENT The total number of UPDATE requests sent.

097 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs RECEIVED The total number of UPDATE requests received.

098 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs SENT ERROR The total number of UPDATE requests that could not be
sent.

099 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs RECEIVED ERROR The total number of UPDATE requests received that could
not be processed.

100 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs FORWARDED The total number of UPDATE requests forwarded.

101 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of UPDATE requests forwarded in
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

102 TOTAL NUMBER OF UPDATEs FORWARDED ERROR The total number of UPDATE requests that could not be
forwarded.

103 TOTAL PROVISIONAL RESPONSES SENT The total number of 1xx responses sent.

104 TOTAL PROVISIONAL RESPONSES RECEIVED The total number of 1xx responses received.

105 TOTAL ACCEPT RESPONSES SENT The total number of 2xx responses sent.

106 TOTAL ACCEPT RESPONSES RECEIVED The total number of 2xx responses received.

107 CURRENT NUMBER OF CALLS RECORDS The current number of call-state records.

Applies to the user agent client, user agent server, and proxy
(stateful and stateless) entities.

108 CURRENT CALLS IN PROGRESS The current number of ongoing calls. A call as seen by the
CallHandling level is created when an INVITE (but not re-
INVITE), REGISTER, OPTION, or EXTENSION request is
transmitted or received. OPTION or EXTENSION requests.

Applies to the user agent client, user agent server, and proxy
(stateful and stateless) entities.
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109 CURRENT CALLS CONNECTED The current number of connected calls. A call as seen by
the CallHandling level is created when an INVITE (but not
re- INVITE), REGISTER, OPTION, or EXTENSION request is
transmitted or received. OPTION or EXTENSION requests
that are part of an established call are not counted.

If the register has pegged a low value when the TPS is high,
it indicates a short call duration.

CurrentCallInProgress + CurrentCallsConnected = CallStateR
ecords

However, these registers should not be incremented with the
Call-Handling layer used in the transaction stateful mode.

Applies to the user agent client, user agent server, and proxy
(stateful and stateless) entities.

110 CURRENT CALLS BLOCKED The current number of calls blocked because of network
congestion. A call as seen by the CallHandling level is
created when an INVITE (but not re-INVITE), REGISTER,
OPTION, or EXTENSION request is transmitted or received.
OPTION or EXTENSION requests that are part of an
established call are not counted.

111 INVALID INDICATIONS FROM HOST The number of messages from the host that could not
be processed because of software incompatibility or
programming errors.

112 LOCAL SERVER ERROR EVENTS The number of errors caused by problems with the local
addresses provided when the call-handling instance was
created.

113 TRANSACTIONS DELETED ABNORMALLY The number of times an active transaction object was
deleted, generally because of problems at either the local or
remote end of the transaction.

114 DIALOGS DELETED ABNORMALLY The number of times an active dialog object was deleted
abnormally.

115 SUBSCRIPTIONS DELETED ABNORMALLY The number of times an active subscription object was
deleted abnormally.

116 SUBSCRIPTIONS TIMED OUT The number of times an active subscription object was
closed upon the expiration of the established subscription
timeout variable.

117 REGISTRATIONS DELETED The number of times an active registration binding was
deleted.

118 NETWORK CONGESTION END EVENTS The number of times that congested dialog objects became
operational.

119 ENUM RESOLUTION EVENTS The number of times the resolution of an enumerator
address failed.

120 TRANSPORT ERRORS The number of transport errors returned by the SIP stack.

121 DNS ERRORS The number of DNS errors returned by the SIP stack.
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122 TRANSACTION ERRORS The number of transaction errors returned by the SIP stack.

123 CALL HANDLING ERRORS The number of call-handling errors returned by the SIP stack.

124 MGT ERRORS The number of MGT errors returned by the SIP stack.

125 CURRENT INTERVAL INDICATIONS REMAINING The highest number of indications remaining to be
processed in the current interval.

126 INDICATIONS REMAINING HI WATER The highest number of indications remaining to be
processed at any given moment since the service started.

127 NUMBER OF CALL INFO OBJECTS HELD (INTERNAL) HPE uses this register internally. It is the number of "call info"
objects held by this SIP service during this reporting interval.

128 INBOUND REQUESTS REJECTED - MEMORY
EXHAUSTED

The number of inbound SIP requests rejected with a
response of 500 because of low available memory in the
CLIM.

129 OUTBOUND REQUESTS REJECTED - MEMORY
EXHAUSTED

The number of outbound SIP requests rejected with a
response of 500 because of low available memory in the
CLIM.

130 TOTAL PROVISIONAL RESPONSES FORWARDED The total number of 1xx responses forwarded.

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

131 TOTAL PROVISIONAL RESPONSES FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of 1xx responses forwarded in the
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

132 TOTAL ACCEPT RESPONSES FORWARDED The total number of 2xx responses forwarded.

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

133 TOTAL ACCEPT RESPONSES FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of 2xx responses forwarded in the
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

134 TOTAL REDIRECT RESPONSES SENT The total number of 3xx responses sent.

135 TOTAL REDIRECT RESPONSES RECEIVED The total number of 3xx responses received.

136 TOTAL REDIRECT RESPONSES FORWARDED The total number of 3xx responses forwarded.

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

137 TOTAL REDIRECT RESPONSES RECEIVED
STATELESS

The total number of 3xx responses forwarded in the
callstateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).

138 TOTAL CHALLENGE RESPONSES SENT The total number of 401 or 407 responses sent.

139 TOTAL CHALLENGE RESPONSES RECEIVED The total number of 401 or 407 responses received.

140 TOTAL CHALLENGE RESPONSES FORWARDED The total number of 401 or 407 responses forwarded.

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

141 TOTAL CHALLENGE RESPONSES FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of 401 or 407 responses forwarded in the
call-stateless mode (that is, transaction-stateful or stateless).
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142 TOTAL REFUSE RESPONSES SENT The total number of 4xx (but 401 or 407), 5xx or 6xx
responses sent.

143 TOTAL REFUSE RESPONSES RECEIVED The total number of 4xx (but 401 or 407), 5xx or 6xx
responses received.

144 TOTAL REFUSE RESPONSES FORWARDED The total number of 4xx (but 401 or 407), 5xx or 6xx
responses forwarded.

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

145 TOTAL REFUSE RESPONSES FORWARDED
STATELESS

The total number of 4xx (but 401 or 407), 5xx or 6xx
responses forwarded in the call-stateless mode (that is,
transaction-stateful or stateless).

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

146 TOTAL RESPONSE SENT ERROR The total number of responses that could not be sent.

Applies to the user agent entity.

147 TOTAL RESPONSE RECEIVED ERROR The total number of responses received from the transaction
layer, which could not be processed or delivered to the call
handling layer. The reasons for this can include the following:

• not able to get an existing dialog or transaction for the
response received

• error in parsing or copying the response headers or the
body

• unsupported required extensions
• invalid response received in the current call state

148 TOTAL RESPONSE FORWARDED ERROR The total number of responses that could not be forwarded.
The upper layer is not allowed to forward, for example,
due to the current call state or an error returned by
sip_trans_forward_response. Please refer to HPE SIP Network
Layer Application Development Guide to know the possible
errors returned by sip_trans_forward_response.

Applies to the proxy (stateful and stateless) entity.

149 TOTAL EVENT ACCEPT RESPONSE SENT The total number of 2xx responses to SUBSCRIBE requests
sent.

150 TOTAL EVENT ACCEPT RESPONSE SENT ERROR The total number of 2xx responses to SUBSCRIBE requests,
that could not be sent. This counter is incremented each
time there is a failure while trying to send a 2xx response to
a SUBSCRIBE or REFER request. The reasons for the failure
can include the following:

• not notifier role of the response
• invalid subscription state of the response
• invalid method name
• error in parsing or copying headers or body
• error has been returned by sip_trans_send_response
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151 TOTAL EVENT REFUSE RESPONSE SENT The total number of negative responses to SUBSCRIBE
requests sent.

152 TOTAL EVENT REFUSE RESPONSE SENT ERROR The total number of negative responses to SUBSCRIBE
requests, that could not be sent. This counter is incremented
each time there is a failure while replying with an error code
to a SUBSCRIBE or a REFER request. The reasons for the
failure can include the following:

• not notifier role of the response
• invalid method name
• invalid method name
• error in parsing or copying headers or body
• error has been returned by sip_trans_send_response

153 TOTAL EVENT SUBSCRIBE RESPONSE RECEIVED The total number of responses to SUBSCRIBE requests
received.

154 TOTAL BUSY CONDITION RESPONSE SENT The total number of responses (for example, 486) sent due
to instance busy condition.

155 TOTAL OUTGOING CALLS CREATED The total number of outgoing calls created. An outgoing
call as seen by the CallHandling level is created INVITE
(including re-INVITE), REGISTER, OPTIONS, or EXTENSION
requests is transmitted. OPTIONS or EXTENSION requests
that are part of an established call are not counted.

156 TOTAL INCOMING CALLS CREATED The total number of incoming calls created. An outgoing
call as seen by the CallHandling level is created INVITE
(including re-INVITE), REGISTER, OPTIONS or EXTENSION
requests is received. OPTIONS or EXTENSION requests that
are part of an established call are not counted.

157 TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS CREATED (NON SUBSCRIBE
RQ)

The total number of subscriptions created without using
the SUBSCRIBE request. This indicates the number of
successfully and silently created subscriptions by using the
sip_call_evt_create_subscription API method.

158 TOTAL SUBSCRIPTIONS CREATE ERROR The total number of subscriptions, that could not be created
(without using the SUBSCRIBE request). The reasons for
failure include the following:

• Dialog not found
• Dialog not persistent
• Subscription creation not possible

159 TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTIVE PEERS The number of peers in active state for the configured
service.

160 TOTAL NUMBER OF INACTIVE PEERS The number of peers in inactive state for the configured
service.

A.3 Group 322: Diameter service statistics
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Registers in statistics group 322 collect data for each Diameter service defined on the system.

NOTE:  Only the registers listed in this section are pegged by INS.

A.3.1 Register Set IDs—Group 322: Diameter service statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each Diameter service defined on the system. Each register set
contains statistics register values for one Diameter service. The register set ID has the format:

D-servicename

where servicename is the name of the Diameter service defined on the system.

A.3.2 Registers—Group 322: Diameter service statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 4: Registers—Group 322: Diameter service statistics

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

002 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
REQUESTS SEND FAILED

The total number of outbound
Diameter request messages that failed
to be sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

003 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
ANSWERS SEND FAILED

The total number of outbound
Diameter answer messages that could
not be sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

004 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
MSG DECODING FAILED

The total number of outbound
Diameter messages that could not be
decoded.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

005 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
REQUESTS RECEIVED

The total number of inbound Diameter
requests received.

This register does not count the
Diameter management messages CER/
CEA, DWR/DWA, and DPR/DPA.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

006 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
ANSWERS RECEIVED

The total number of inbound Diameter
answers received.

This register does not count the
Diameter management messages CER/
CEA, DWR/DWA, and DPR/DPA.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

007 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
REQUESTS SENT SUCCESSFULLY

The total number of outbound
Diameter requests sent successfully.

This register does not count the
Diameter management messages CER/
CEA, DWR/DWA, and DPR/DPA.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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008 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
ANSWERS SENT SUCCESSFULLY

The total number of outbound
Diameter answers sent successfully.

This register does not count the
Diameter management messages CER/
CEA, DWR/DWA, and DPR/DPA.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

009 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND CER
RECEIVED

The total number of inbound CER
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

010 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
DPR RECEIVED

The total number of inbound DPR
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

011 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
DWR RECEIVED

The total number of inbound DWR
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

012 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND STR
RECEIVED

The total number of inbound STR
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

013 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND ASR
RECEIVED

The total number of inbound ASR
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

014 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
ACR RECEIVED

The total number of inbound ACR
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

015 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
RAR RECEIVED

The total number of inbound RAR
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

016 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND CEA
RECEIVED

The total number of inbound CEA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

017 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
DPA RECEIVED

The total number of inbound DPA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

018 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
DWA RECEIVED

The total number of inbound DWA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

019 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND STA
RECEIVED

The total number of inbound STA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

020 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND ASA
RECEIVED

The total number of inbound ASA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

021 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
ACA RECEIVED

The total number of inbound ACA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

022 TOTAL DIAMETER INBOUND
RAA RECEIVED

The total number of inbound RAA
messages received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

023 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
CER SENT

The total number of outbound CER
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

024 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
DPR SENT

The total number of outbound DPR
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

025 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
DWR SENT

The total number of outbound DWR
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

026 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
STR SENT

The total number of outbound STR
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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027 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
ASR SENT

The total number of outbound ASR
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

028 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
ACR SENT

The total number of outbound ACR
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

029 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
RAR SENT

The total number of outbound RAR
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

030 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
CEA SENT

The total number of outbound CEA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

031 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
DPA SENT

The total number of outbound DPA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

032 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
DWA SENT

The total number of outbound DWA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

033 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
STA SENT

The total number of outbound STA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

034 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
ASA SENT

The total number of outbound ASA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

035 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
ACA SENT

The total number of outbound ACA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

036 TOTAL DIAMETER OUTBOUND
RAA SENT

The total number of outbound RAA
messages sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

037 NUMBER OF DIAMETER
APPLICATIONS CURRENTLY
CONFIGURED

The number of Diameter applications
currently configured for a given service.

SNAPSHOT

038 TOTAL NUMBER OF
CONNECTIONS ACCEPTED

The total number of connections
accepted for a given service.

Connections can be TCP, SCTP, TLS or
DTLS connections.

039 TOTAL NUMBER OF
CONNECTIONS CREATED

The total number of connections
created for a given service.

Connections can be TCP, SCTP, TLS or
DTLS connections.

040 NUMBER OF CURRENT
CONNECTIONS

The number of current connections for
a given service.

Connections can be TCP, SCTP, TLS or
DTLS connections.

041 NUMBER OF DIAMETER ROUTES The number of Diameter routes
currently available for a given service.

SNAPSHOT

044 NUMBER OF CURRENTLY
ACTIVE PEERS

The number of currently active
Diameter peers.

SNAPSHOT

045 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
APPLICATION REQUESTS RECEIVED

The total number of Diameter
application requests received by a given
service.

Cumulative (Not Implemented)

046 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
APPLICATION REQUESTS SENT

The total number of Diameter
application requests sent by a given
service.

Cumulative (Not Implemented)

047 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
APPLICATION ANSWERS SENT

The total number of Diameter
application answers sent by a given
service.

Cumulative (Not Implemented)
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048 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
APPLICATION ANSWERS RECEIVED

The total number of Diameter
application answers received by a given
service.

Cumulative (Not Implemented)

049 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
BASE PROTOCOL REQ SENT

The total number of Diameter base
protocol requests sent by a given
service.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

050 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
BASE PROTOCOL REQ RECEIVED

The total number of Diameter base
protocol requests received by a given
service.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

051 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
BASE PROTOCOL ANS SENT

The total number of Diameter base
protocol answers sent by a given
service.

Cumulative

052 TOTAL NUMBER OF DIAMETER
BASE PROTOCOL ANS RECEIVED

The total number of Diameter base
protocol answers received by a given
service.

Cumulative

240 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
MISSING SESSION ID

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to missing
Session-Id AVP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

241 MSGS DISCARDED DUE TO
INVALID SESSION ID

The total number of Diameter
messages discarded due to invalid
Session-Id AVP value.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

244 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
UNSUPPORTED APP ID

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to Un-
Supported Diameter Application Id

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

245 CER REJECTED DUE TO NO
COMMON APPLICATION

The total number of CER message
rejected because no common Diameter
Application Ids found

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

246 CER REJECTED DUE TO NO
COMMON SECURITY

The total number of CER message
rejected because of no common
security mechanism

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

248 MSGS DISCARDED DUE TO PEER
WSM IN REOPEN STATE

The total number of Diameter
messages discarded due to Peer
Watchdog State machine being in
REOPEN state

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

249 NO. OF DWA TIMEOUTS The total number of stack encountered
DWA timeouts

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

251 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
INVALID DESTINATION REALM

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to invalid
Destination-Realm AVP value

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

252 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
INVALID DESTINATION HOST

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to invalid
Destination-Host AVP value

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

253 CER RECEIVED FROM UNKNOWN
PEERS AND REJECTED

The total number of rejected CER
message, received from Unknown Peer

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

254 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
UNSUPPORTED DIAMETER VERSION

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to Unsupported
Diameter Protocol Version

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

255 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
INVALID HEADER BITS

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to invalid
Diameter Header Bits

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

256 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
MISSING ORIGIN HOST

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to missing
Origin-Host AVP

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

257 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
INVALID ORIGIN HOST

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to invalid
Origin-Host AVP value

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

258 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
MISSING ORIGIN REALM

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to missing
Origin-Realm AVP

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

259 MSGS REJECTED DUE TO
INVALID ORIGIN REALM

The total number of Diameter
messages rejected due to invalid
Origin-Realm AVP value

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

260 CER REJECTED DUE TO MISSING
HOST-IP-ADDRESS AVP

The total number of CER message
rejected due to missing Host-IP-
Address AVP

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

261 CER REJECTED DUE TO MISSING
VENDOR-ID AVP

The total number of CER message
rejected due to missing Vendor-Id AVP

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

262 CER REJECTED DUE TO MISSING
PRODUCT-NAME AVP

The total number of CER message
rejected due to missing Product-Name
AVP

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

270 COUNT OF CURRENT SESSION
BINDINGS

The number of currently active session
binding entries.

SNAPSHOT

271 NUMBER OF SESSION BINDINGS
CREATED

Total number of session binding entries
created for the given service

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

272 NUMBER OF SESSION BINDINGS
DELETED

Total number of session binding entries
deleted for the given service

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

273 NUMBER OF IN-POOL THREADS Number of threads in the inbound
thread pool

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

274 NUMBER OF OUT-POOL
THREADS

Number of threads in the outbound
thread pool

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.2.1 Statistics related to proxy functionality

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

080 TOTAL NO. OF PROXY INBOUND
REQUEST RCVD

The total number of proxy requests
received with different Destination-Host
or Destination-Realm.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

082 TOTAL NO. OF PROXY INBOUND
REQ WITH DESTINATIONHOST RCVD

The total number of proxy requests
received with Destination-Host AVP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

087 TOTAL PROXY REQ DELIVERED
TO APP SUCCESSFULLY

The total number of proxy requests
delivered to application successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

088 TOTAL PROXY REQ DELIVERY
TO APP FAILURES

The total number of proxy requests
whose delivery to application failed.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

092 TOTAL MESSAGE LOOP
DETECTION COUNT

The total number of loop detected error
messages.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

097 TOTAL PROXY OUTBOUND
REQUEST SEND SUCCESS

The total number of outbound proxied
requests sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

098 TOTAL PROXY OUTBOUND
REQUEST SEND FAILURES

The total number of proxy outbound
request sending failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

099 TOTAL PROXY OUTBOUND ANS
SEND SUCCESS

The total number of proxy outbound
answers sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

100 TOTAL PROXY OUTBOUND ANS
SEND FAILURES

The total number of proxy outbound
answer sending failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.2.2 Statistics related to Diameter topology discovery functionality

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

180 NO. OF DTD PEERS Total number of DTD Peers configured
(includes non-static DTD peers that
have/ had connectivity).

SNAPSHOT

181 NO. OF ACTIVE DTD PEERS Count of currently active DTD peers. SNAPSHOT

182 NO. OF PEER INFORMATION
REQUEST RECEIVED

Total number of Peer Information
Requests (PIR) received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

183 NO. OF PEER INFORMATION
ANSWER RECEIVED

Total number of Peer Information
Answers (PIA) received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

184 NO. OF FETCH PEERS REQUEST
RECEIVED

Total number of Fetch Peers Requests
(FPR) received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

185 NO. OF FETCH PEERS ANSWER
RECEIVED

Total number of Fetch Peers Answers
(FPA) received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

186 NO. OF FETCH PEERS(MORE)
REQUEST RECEIVED

Total number of Fetch Peers Requests
(FPR) received to fetch the next sub-
set of peer list.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

187 NO. OF FETCH PEERS(MORE)
ANSWER RECEIVED

Total number of Fetch Peers Answers
(FPA) received, with ‘More-Peers’ AVP
set.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

188 NO. OF SUBSCRIBE CHANGE
REQUEST RECEIVED

Total number of Subscribe Change
Requests (SCR) received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

189 NO. OF SUBSCRIBE CHANGE
ANSWER RECEIVED

Total number of Subscribe Change
Answers (SCA) received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

190 NO. OF NOTIFY CHANGE
REQUEST RECEIVED

Total number of Notify Change
Requests (NCR) Received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

191 NO. OF NOTIFY CHANGE
ANSWER RECEIVED

Total number of Notify Change
Answers (NCA) Received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

192 NO. OF PEER INFORMATION
REQUEST SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Peer Information
Requests (PIR) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

193 NO. OF PEER INFORMATION
REQUEST SEND FAILURES

Total number of Peer Information
Requests (PIR) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

194 NO. OF PEER INFORMATION
ANSWER SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Peer Information
Answers (PIA) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

195 NO. OF PEER INFORMATION
ANSWER SEND FAILURES

Total number of Peer Information
Answers (PIA) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

196 NO. OF FETCH PEERS REQUEST
SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Fetch Peers Requests
(FPR) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

197 NO. OF FETCH PEERS REQUEST
SEND FAILURES

Total number of Fetch Peers Requests
(FPR) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

198 NO. OF FETCH PEERS ANSWER
SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Fetch Peers Answers
(FPA) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

199 NO. OF FETCH PEERS ANSWER
SEND FAILURES

Total number of Fetch Peers Answers
(FPA) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

200 NO. OF FETCH PEERS (MORE)
REQUEST SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Fetch Peers Requests
(FPR) - to fetch more peers - sent
successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

201 NO. OF FETCH PEERS (MORE)
REQUEST SEND FAILURES

Total number of Fetch Peers Requests
(FPR) - to fetch more peers - send
failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

202 NO. OF FETCH PEERS (MORE)
ANSWER SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Fetch Peers Answers
(FPA) - with ‘More-Peers’ AVP set -
sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

203 NO. OF FETCH PEERS (MORE)
ANSWER SEND FAILURES

Total number of Fetch Peers Answers
(FPA) - with ‘More-Peers’ AVP set -
send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

204 NO. OF SUBSCRIBE CHANGE
REQUEST SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Subscribe Change
Requests (SCR) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

205 NO. OF SUBSCRIBE CHANGE
REQUEST SEND FAILURES

Total number of Subscribe Change
Requests (SCR) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

206 NO. OF SUBSCRIBE CHANGE
ANSWER SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Subscribe Change
Answers (SCA) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

207 NO. OF SUBSCRIBE CHANGE
ANSWER SEND FAILURES

Total number of Subscribe Change
Answers (SCA) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

208 NO. OF NOTIFY CHANGE
REQUEST SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Notify Change
Requests (NCR) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

209 NO. OF NOTIFY CHANGE
REQUEST SEND FAILURES

Total number of Notify Change
Requests (NCR) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

210 NO. OF NOTIFY CHANGE
ANSWER SENT SUCCESSFULLY

Total number of Notify Change
Answers (NCA) sent successfully.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

211 NO. OF NOTIFY CHANGE
ANSWER SEND FAILURES

Total number of Notify Change
Answers (NCA) send failures.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

213 NO. OF REQUESTS DTD ROUTED Total number of requests with
Destination-Host DTD routed.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

216 DTD SEND MESSAGE FAILURE
BECAUSE OF NO ROUTE

Total number of message send failures
because of no route to peer where peer
is picked up based on DTD route look-
up.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.2.3 Statistics related to Diameter overload protection and detection/Diameter
session control

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

070 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
INITIATED SESSION DELETIONS

Total number of application initiated
session deletions

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

071 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
INITIATED SESSION MAINTAINED

Count of application initiated requests
for session's maintenance

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

072 TOTAL NO. OF INBOUND MSGS
REJECTED ON OVERLOAD

Total number of inbound session
creating requests that are rejected due
to service being in overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

073 TOTAL NO. OF OUTBOUND MSGS
REJECTED ON OVERLOAD

Total number of outbound session
creating requests that are rejected due
to service being in overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

078 NO. OF ERROR RESPONSE SENT
TO PEER ON OVERLOAD

Count of error responses sent to
Diameter peers for every session
creating inbound requests that are
rejected due to service being in
overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

079 NO. OF ERROR EVENT SENT TO
APPLICATION ON OVERLOAD

Count of error events sent to INS
Diameter application for every session
creating outbound requests that
are rejected due to service being in
overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.3 Register Set IDs—Group 322: Diameter applications specific statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each Diameter application configured in the service defined on
the system. Each register set contains statistics register values for each Diameter application for a given Diameter service. The
register set ID has the format:

D-serviceId-DiameterApplicationName

where

serviceId is the Diameter service ID defined on the system; and

DiameterApplicationName is the name of the Diameter application for which statistics is collected.

A.3.4 Registers—Group 322: Diameter applications specific statistics

Table 5: Registers—Group 322: Diameter Applications Specific Statistics

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

053 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC REQUESTS RECEIVED

The total number of Diameter requests
received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

054 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC REQUESTS SENT

The total number of Diameter requests
sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

055 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC ANSWERS SENT

The total number of Diameter answers
sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

056 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC ANSWERS RECEIVED

The total number of Diameter answers
received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.4.1 Statistics related to proxy functionality

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

120 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC PROXY REQUEST RCVD

The total number of Diameter
application (that is Sh, Cx, S6a...) specific
proxy inbound requests.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

122 TOTAL NO. OF APP. SPECIFIC
PROXY REQ WITH DH RCVD

The total number of Diameter
application (that is Sh, Cx, S6a...)
specific proxy inbound requests with
Destination-Host AVP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

123 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC PROXY REQUEST SENT

The total number of Diameter
application (that is Sh, Cx, S6a...) specific
proxy outbound requests.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

124 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC PROXY ANSWER SENT

The total number of Diameter
application (that is Sh, Cx, S6a...) specific
proxy outbound answers.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.4.2 Statistics related to Diameter topology discovery functionality

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

214 NO. OF APP. SPEC. REQUESTS
DTD ROUTED

Total number of Diameter application
(that is, Sh, Cx, S6a…) specific requests
with Destination-Host DTD routed.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.4.2.1 Statistics related to Diameter overload protection and detection/Diameter session
control

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

074 TOTAL NO. OF APP SPEC IN
MSGS REJECTED ON OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter application
(that is Sh, Cx, S6a…) specific inbound
session creating requests that are
rejected due to service being in
overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

075 TOTAL NO. OF APP SPEC OUT
MSGS REJECTED ON OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter application
(that is Sh, Cx, S6a…) specific outbound
session creating requests that are
rejected due to service being in
overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

160 NO. OF APP SPEC ERROR
RESPONSE SENT TO PEER ON
OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter application
(that is Sh, Cx, S6a…) specific error
responses sent to Diameter peer
for every inbound session creating
requests that are rejected due to
service being in overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

161 NO. OF APP SPEC ERROR
EVENT SENT TO APPLICATION ON
OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter application
(that is Sh, Cx, S6a…) specific error
events sent to INS Diameter application
for every outbound session creating
requests that are rejected due to
service being in overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.5 Register Set IDs—Group 322: Diameter command code specific
statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each Diameter message command. Each register set contains
statistics register values for each command code for a given Diameter application and Diameter service. The register set ID
has the format:

D-serviceId-diameterApplicationName-diameterCommandCode

where

serviceId is the Diameter service ID defined on the system; and

diameterApplicationName is the name of the Diameter application for which statistics is collected.

diameterCommand is the Diameter Message Command Code.

A.3.6 Registers—Group 322: Diameter command code specific statistics

Table 6: Registers—Group 322: Diameter Command Code Specific Statistics

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

063 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC REQUEST SENT

The total number of Diameter requests
sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

064 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC ANSWER SENT

The total number of Diameter answers
sent.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

065 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC REQUEST RCVD

The total number of Diameter requests
received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

066 TOTAL NO. OF APPLICATION
SPECIFIC ANSWER RCVD

The total number of Diameter answers
received.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.6.1 Statistics related to proxy functionality

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

140 TOTAL NO. OF CC SPECIFIC
PROXY REQUEST RCVD

The total number of Diameter
command code specific proxy inbound
requests.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

142 TOTAL NO. OF CC SPECIFIC
PROXY REQ WITH DH RCVD

The total number of Diameter
command code specific proxy inbound
requests with Destination-Host AVP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

143 TOTAL NO. OF CC SPECIFIC
PROXY REQUEST SENT

The total number of Diameter
command code specific proxy outbound
requests.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

144 TOTAL NO. OF CC SPECIFIC
PROXY ANSWER SENT

The total number of Diameter
command code specific proxy outbound
answers.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.6.2 Statistics related to Diameter topology discovery functionality

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

215 NO. OF CC SPEC. REQUESTS DTD
ROUTED

Total number of diameter command
code specific requests with Destination-
Host DTD routed.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.3.6.3 Statistics related to Diameter overload protection and detection/Diameter
session control

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

076 TOTAL NO. OF CC SPEC IN MSGS
REJECTED ON OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter command
code specific inbound session creating
requests that are rejected due to
service being in overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

077 TOTAL NO. OF CC SPEC OUT
MSGS REJECTED ON OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter command
code specific outbound session creating
requests that are rejected due to
service being in overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

165 NO. OF CC SPEC ERROR
RESPONSE SENT TO PEER ON
OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter command
code specific error responses sent
to Diameter peer for every inbound
session creating requests that are
rejected due to service being in
overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

166 NO. OF CC SPEC ERROR
EVENT SENT TO APPLICATION ON
OVERLOAD

Total number of Diameter command
code specific error events sent to
INS Diameter application for every
outbound session creating requests
that are rejected due to service being in
overload condition.

NOTE:  Not implemented in
this release.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.4 Group 490: SS7 signaling link statistics

Registers in statistics group 490 collect data for each SS7 link configured in the system.

A.4.1 Register Set IDs—Group 490: SS7 signaling link statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each SS7 link configured in the system. Each register set contains
statistics register values for one SS7 link. The register set ID has the format:

LK-linkname

where linkname is the name of the SS7 link configured in the system.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all SS7 links:

LK-~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.4.2 Registers—Group 490: SS7 signaling link statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 7: Registers—Group 490: SS7 signaling link statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Normal alignment failures This is the number of times the link failed during a normal
alignment attempt for one of these reasons:

• An expected signal unit is not received in the designated
time period.

• The Alignment Error Rate Monitor (AERM) threshold is
exceeded and proving is aborted.

When this kind of problem occurs, INS takes the link out of
service.
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Register Numbers Description

002 Emergency alignment failures This is the number of times the link failed during an
emergency alignment attempt for one of these reasons:

• An expected signal unit is not received in the designated
time period.

• The (AERM) threshold is exceeded and proving is
aborted.

When this kind of problem occurs, INS takes the link out of
service.

003 Link failure - abnormal BSN This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
for one of these reasons:

• It received two out of three consecutive message signal
units (MSUs)

• It received fill-in signal units (FISUs) containing an
unexpected backward sequence number (BSN).

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

004 Link failure - abnormal FIB This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
for one of these reasons:

• It received two out of three consecutive MSUs.
• It received fill-in signal units containing an unexpected

forward indicator bit (FIB).

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

005 Link failure - SIOS received This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because it received a Status Indication Out-of-Service (SIOS)
link status signal unit (LSSU).

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

006 Link failure - excessive delay of ACK This is the number of times the link was taken out of service
because INS did not receive an acknowledgment (ACK) for a
MSU before the T7 timer expired. The T7 timer is set on the
second page of the Add a Link or Modify a Link screen.

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service
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Register Numbers Description

007 Link failure - excessive congestion duration This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because the remote end was still in a congested state when
the T6 timer expired. The T6 timer is set on the second page
of the Add a Link or Modify a Link screen.

During link congestion, the adjacent node does not
process user traffic nor does it send any ACKs or negative
acknowledgments (NAKs) in response. When the link
congestion clears at the adjacent node, it:

• Stops sending “busy” LSSUs.
• Resumes processing user traffic.
• Sends ACKs or NAKs in response to the messages.

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

008 Link failure - SUERM threshold exceeded This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because the signal unit error rate monitor (SUERM)
threshold was exceeded. The SUERM threshold set on the
third page of the Add a Link or Modify a Link screen.

INS keeps track of the rate of errors in signal units while the
link is in service. If the rate exceeds the threshold specified
for it, INS takes the link out of service.

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

009 Link failure - idle link timer expiration This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because it received no signal units before the idle link
duration timer expired. The idle link duration timer is set on
the second page of the Add a Link or Modify a Link screen.

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

010 Link failure - transmitter timeout This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because the transmitter could not successfully send a signal
unit due to loss of clocks.

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

011 Link failure - ECM failure This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because a failure occurred at the Electrical Conversion
Module (ECM).

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service
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Register Numbers Description

012 Link stop from Level 3 This is the number of times INS took the link out of service
because it received a deactivate request.

Related registers:

490-013 Duration of link out-of-service

013 Duration of link out-of-service This is the total number of seconds the link was out-of-
service.

490-003 Link failure abnormal BSN

490-004 Link failure abnormal FIB

490-005 Link failure SIOS received

490-006 Link failure excessive delay of ACK

490-007 Link failure excessive congestion duration

490-008 Link failure SUERM threshold exceeded

490-009 Link failure idle link timer expiration

490-010 Link failure transmitter timeout

490-011 Link failure ECM failure

490-012 Link stop from Level 3

014 NAKs received This is the number of NAKs INS has received from the
remote node.

The adjacent node sent the NAK as a result of one or more
lost MSUs or as a result of leaving the busy discard state.
The MSUs were lost because a FISU or a MSU contained
a forward sequence number (FSN) greater than the next
expected FSN.

INS retransmits the MSUs and holds them in a queue until it
receives an ACK from the adjacent node.

015 MSUs retransmitted This is the number of MSUs INS has retransmitted as a result
of NAKs. This applies to Basic Error Correction (BER) only,
not Preventive Cyclic Retransmission (PCR) retransmitted
signal units.

INS holds the MSU(s) in a queue until it receives an ACK
from the destination node.

Related registers:

490-016 MSU octets retransmitted

016 MSU octets retransmitted This is the total number of octets contained in all the MSUs
that INS has retransmitted. This applies to BER only, not PCR
retransmitted signal units.

Related registers:

490-015 MSU retransmitted
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Register Numbers Description

017 Level 2 congestion accept onset This is the number of times that INS has entered the
congestion accept state (local busy). INS enters this state
when the use of system resources rises above the Onset-
Accept threshold set on the third page of the Add a Link or
Modify a Link screen.

During this state, INS sends “busy” LSSUs, but continues to
accept and process received MSUs.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

Related registers:

490-019 Duration of local busy

018 Level 2 congestion discard onset This is the number of times that INS has entered the
congestion discard state (local busy). INS enters this state
when the use of system resources rises above the Onset-
Discard threshold set on the third page of the Add a Link or
Modify a Link screen.

During this state, INS sends “busy” LSSUs and discards all
received MSUs.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

Related registers:

490-019 Duration of local busy

019 Duration of local busy This is the total number of seconds INS was locally
congested. This applies to both congestion accept and
congestion discard.

Related registers:

490-017 Level 2 congestion accept onset

490-018 Level 2 congestion discard onset

020 Remote Level 2 congestion This is the number of times the node at the remote end of
the link has entered the congestion state and transmitted
“busy” LSSUs.

This count applies to each time the remote end enters
the congested state and not the number of “busy” LSSUs
received.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

Related registers:

490-021 Duration of remote Level 2 congestion

021 Duration of remote Level 2 congestion This is the total number of seconds the remote node has
been congested.

Related registers:

490-020 Remote Level 2 congestion
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Register Numbers Description

022 IO Controller Discarded Outbound Messages This is the number of outbound messages discarded by the
IO Controller during the collection interval. Related registers:
490-023 IO Controller Discarded Inbound Messages .

Related registers:

490-023 Controller Discarded Inbound Messages

023 IO Controller Discarded Inbound Messages The number of inbound messages discarded by IO controller,
plus the number of DATA messages received by the INS
for GVPCs not in the ALLOWED state, during the collection
interval.

Related registers:

490-022 Controller Discarded Outbound Messages

024 Outbound Data Messages This is the number of outbound messages successfully
transmitted to the network by the IO controller during the
collection interval.

Related registers:

490-025 Inbound Data Messages

025 Inbound Data Messages This is the number of inbound messages successfully
received from the network by the IO controller during the
collection interval.

Related registers:

490-024 Outbound Data Messages

026 - 029 Reserved

030 Congestion level 1 onset This is the number of times the link has become congested
at congestion level 1 for MTP Level 3.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

Related registers:

490-036 Congestion level 1 duration

031 Congestion level 2 onset This is the number of times the link has become congested
at congestion level 2 for MTP Level 3.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

Related registers:

490-037 Congestion level 2 duration

032 Congestion level 3 onset This is the number of times the link has become congested
at congestion level 3 for MTP Level 3.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

Related registers:

490-038 Congestion level 3 duration
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033 Congestion Discard level 1 onset This is the number of times that INS reached MTP Level
3 congestion discard level 1 for this link The level 1
parameters are set on the second page of the Add a Link Set
or Modify a Link Set screen.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

034 Congestion Discard level 2 onset This is the number of times that INS reached the MTP
Level 3 congestion discard level 2 for this link. The level 2
parameters are set on the second page of the Add a Link Set
or Modify a Link Set screen.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

035 Congestion Discard level 3 onset This is the number of times that INS reached MTP Level 3
congestion discard level 3 for link. The level 2 parameters
are set on the second page of the Add a Link Set or Modify a
Link Set screen.

An ER is issued each time this register value is increased.

036 Congestion level 1 duration This is the total number of seconds the link was congested in
MTP Level 3 congestion level 1.

Related registers:

490-030 Congestion level 1 onset

037 Congestion level 2 duration This is the total number of seconds the link was congested in
MTP Level 3 congestion level 2.

Related registers:

490-031 Congestion level 2 onset

038 Congestion level 3 duration This is the total number of seconds the link was congested in
MTP Level 3 congestion level 3.

Related registers:

490-032 Congestion level 3 onset

039 Danger of Congestion onset This is the total number of times INS has reached a MTP
Level 3 danger of congestion for the link.

Related registers:

490-040 Danger of Congestion duration

040 Danger of Congestion duration This is the total number of seconds the link was in danger of
congestion.

Related registers:

490-039 Danger of Congestion onset

041 MSUs discarded priority level 0 This is the number of MSUs with priority 0 that were
discarded while the link was in congestion.

042 MSUs discarded priority level 1 This is the number of MSUs with priority 1 that were
discarded while the link was in congestion.
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043 MSUs discarded priority level 2 This is the number of MSUs with priority 2 that were
discarded while the link was in congestion.

044 Originating MSUs This is the number of MSUs originating on the local node
and sent on this link.

For statistics about messages originating from virtual point
codes, see registers 046 and 049 in this group.

Related registers:

490-047 Originating MSU octets

045 Terminating MSUs This is the number of MSUs received on this link that
terminated on the local node.

Related registers:

490–048 Terminating MSU octets

046 Through-switched MSUs This is the number of MSUs transmitted from virtual point
codes (Gateway or Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN) User Part (ISUP) point codes) to other point codes.

Related registers:

490-049 Through-switched MSU octets

047 Originating MSU octets This is the total number of octets contained in all MSUs that
have been sent from MTP Level 3 to MTP Level 2.

For statistics about messages originating from virtual point
codes, see registers 046 and 049 in this group.

Related registers:

490-044 Originating MSUs

048 Terminating MSU octets This is the total number of octets contained in all MSUs that
have been received from MTP Level 2.

Related registers:

490-045 Terminating MSUs

049 Through-switched MSU octets This is the total number of octets in all MSUs transmitted
from virtual point codes (Gateway or ISUP point codes) to
other point codes.

Related registers:

490-046 Through-switched MSUs
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050 Link unavailable This is number of times the link could not be used to send
user traffic. A link cannot be used for user traffic when:

• The link has been taken out of service.
• The link has been inhibited.
• There has been a processor outage condition.

These events may have occurred at the local node or at the
adjacent node.

Related registers:

490-051 Duration of link unavailability

051 Duration of link unavailability This is the number of seconds the link could not be used to
send user traffic.

One or more of these link conditions at the local node or at a
remote node caused the link to be unavailable:

• The link was out of service.
• The link was inhibited.
• There was a processor outage condition.

Related registers:

490-050 Link unavailable

490-052 Duration of link availability

052 Duration of link availability This is the number of seconds the link could be used to
send user traffic. This value added to the value in register
490-051 Duration of link unavailability should be equal to
the statistics collection interval.

Related registers:

490-051 Duration of link unavailability

053 Locally blocked This is the number of times the link was blocked to all traffic
due to a processor outage condition at the local node.

Related registers:

490-055 Duration of locally blocked

054 Remotely blocked This is the number of times the link was blocked to all traffic
due to a processor outage condition at the adjacent node.
This is the result of receiving processor outage LSSUs.

Related registers:

490-056 Duration of remotely blocked

055 Duration of locally blocked This is the number of seconds the link was blocked to all
traffic due to a processor outage condition at the local node.

Related registers:

490-053 Locally blocked
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056 Duration of remotely blocked This is the number of seconds the link was blocked to all
traffic due to a processor outage condition at the adjacent
node.

Related registers:

490-054 Remotely blocked

057 Local management inhibits This is the number of times the link was manually inhibited
at the local node.

Related registers:

490-058 Local management uninhibits

490-061 Duration of local management inhibit

058 Local management uninhibits This is the number of times the locally-inhibited link was
manually or automatically uninhibited.

Related registers:

490-057 Local management inhibits

059 Remote management inhibits This is the number of times the link was manually inhibited
at the adjacent node.

Related registers:

490-060 Remote management uninhibits

490-062 Duration of remote management inhibit

060 Remote management uninhibits This is the number of times the remotely-inhibited link was
manually or automatically uninhibited.

Related registers:

490-059 Remote management inhibits

061 Duration of local management inhibit This is the number of seconds user traffic was forced off
the link because the link was manually inhibited at the local
node.

Related registers:

490-057 Local management inhibits

062 Duration of remote management inhibit This is the number of seconds user traffic was forced off the
link because the link was manually inhibited at the adjacent
node.

Related registers:

490-059 Remote management inhibits
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063 Manual changeovers This is the number of times user traffic on the link was
moved to other links during a manual changeover at the
local node.

The changeover was caused by a manual operation, typically,
a local management inhibit, a management deactivate, or a
block request.

Related registers:

490-064 Manual changebacks

490-065 Automatic changeovers

064 Manual changebacks This is the number of times user traffic was moved back
onto the link. User traffic was previously moved to other links
during a manual changeover at the local node.

Related registers:

490-063 Manual changeovers

490-066 Automatic changebacks

065 Automatic changeovers This is the number of times user traffic on the link was
moved to other links during an automatic changeover at the
local node.

Related registers:

490-063 Manual changeovers

490-066 Automatic changebacks

066 Automatic changebacks This is the number of times user traffic on the link was
moved back onto the link during an automatic changeback
at the local node or at the adjacent node.

Related registers:

490-064 Manual changebacks

490-065 Automatic changeovers

067 Link flush buffer cmd sent This is the number of times a flush buffer message was sent
to MTP Level 3 traffic management upon processor recovery
after a time controlled changeover completed.

068 Link continue cmd sent This is the number of times a continue message was sent
to MTP Level 3 link management upon processor recovery
before a time controlled changeover completed.

069 ATM octets received This is the number of ATM octets received on the link.

070 ATM octets transmitted This is the number of ATM octets transmitted on the link.

071 ATM cells received This is the number of ATM cells received on the link.

072 ATM cells transmitted This is the number of ATM cells transmitted on the link.
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073 ATM LMI algorithm 1 link failures This is the number of link failures attributed to error-
monitoring algorithm 1 (high error rate).

This count is incremented by SAAL Layer Management
to indicate the specific cause of a link-quality-related link
failure.

074 ATM LMI algorithm 2 link failures This is the number of link failures attributed to error-
monitoring algorithm 2 (intermediate error rate).

This count is incremented by SAAL Layer Management
to indicate the specific cause of a link-quality-related link
failure.

075 ATM LMI algorithm 3 link failures This is the number of link failures attributed to error-
monitoring algorithm 3 (low error rate).

This count is incremented by SAAL Layer Management
to indicate the specific cause of a link-quality-related link
failure.

076 LMI NO CREDIT timer expired This is the number of link failures caused by the expiration of
the NO-CREDIT timer.

This count is incremented by SAAL Layer Management
to indicate the specific cause of a link-quality-related link
failure.

077 LMI SREC MAAL-report indication This is the number of link failures caused by receipt of
a Management ATM Adaptation Layer (MAAL) report
indication signal during SSCOP recovery.

This count is incremented by SAAL Layer Management
to indicate the specific cause of a link-quality-related link
failure.
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078 SCTP Receive Window, Local Low Water Mark Registers 078 through 081 indicate the status of the SCTP
receive credit window. The credit window represents the
amount of receive buffer space (in octets) allocated for
each SCTP association. A data sender must not transmit
more data to a receiver than the receiver can accommodate
in its receive window at any given time. Both ends of the
association continuously advertise their receive credit
window size in the SACK messages. If the receiver becomes
congested, its credit window shrinks, effectively "throttling"
the sending end of the link.

The initial receive credit window size is 16K octets. The
Local Low Water Mark is the minimum local receive credit
window size during the most recent 5-minute reporting
interval.

Related registers:

490-079 SCTP Receive Window, Local Current Value

490-080 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Low Water Mark

490-081 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Current Value

079 SCTP Receive Window, Local Current Value The local receive credit window size at the end of the most
recent 5-minute reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-078 SCTP Receive Window, Local Low Water Mark

490-080 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Low Water Mark

490-081 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Current Value

080 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Low Water Mark The minimum remote receive credit window size during the
most recent 5-minute reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-078 SCTP Receive Window, Local Low Water Mark

490-079 SCTP Receive Window, Local Current Value

490-081 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Current Value

081 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Current Value The remote receive credit window size at the end of the
most recent 5-minute reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-078 SCTP Receive Window, Local Low Water Mark

490-079 SCTP Receive Window, Local Current Value

490-080 SCTP Receive Window, Remote Low Water Mark
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082 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Missing Chunks The total number of chunks the local node failed to receive
from the association's remote endpoint during the most
recent 5-minute reporting interval. Each association
endpoint reports any missing chunks to the other endpoint
via SACK chunks.

Related registers:

490-083 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

490-084 SCTP Received SACK: Missing Chunks

490-085 SCTP Received SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

083 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

The largest number of missing chunks (as reported in
a single SACK) the local node failed to receive from the
association's remote endpoint during the most recent 5-
minute reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-082 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Missing Chunks

490-084 SCTP Received SACK: Missing Chunks

490-085 SCTP Received SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

084 SCTP Received SACK: Missing Chunks The total number of chunks the remote node failed to
receive from the association's local endpoint during the most
recent 5-minute reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-082 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Missing Chunks

490-083 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

490-085 SCTP Received SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

085 SCTP Received SACK: Max Missing Chunks per SACK The largest number of missing chunks (as reported in a
single SACK) the remote node failed to receive from the
association's local endpoint during the most recent 5-minute
reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-082 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Missing Chunks

490-083 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Missing Chunks per
SACK

490-084 SCTP Received SACK: Missing Chunks
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086 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Duplicate Chunks The total number of duplicate chunks the local node
received from the association's remote endpoint during the
most recent 5-minute reporting interval. Each association
endpoint reports the reception of duplicate chunks to the
other endpoint via SACK chunks.

Related registers:

490-087 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks
per SACK

490-088 SCTP Received SACK: Duplicate Chunks

490-089 SCTP Received SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks per
SACK

087 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks per
SACK

The largest number of duplicate chunks (as reported in a
single SACK) the local node received from the association's
remote endpoint during the most recent 5-minute reporting
interval.

Related registers:

490-086 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Duplicate Chunks

490-088 SCTP Received SACK: Duplicate Chunks

490-089 SCTP Received SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks per
SACK

088 SCTP Received SACK: Duplicate Chunks The total number of duplicate chunks the remote node
received from the association's local endpoint during the
most recent 5-minute reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-086 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Duplicate Chunks

490-087 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks
per SACK

490-088 SCTP Received SACK: Duplicate Chunks

089 SCTP Received SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks per SACK The largest number of duplicate chunks (as reported
in a single SACK) the remote node received from the
association's local endpoint during the most recent 5-minute
reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-086 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Duplicate Chunks

490-087 SCTP Transmitted SACK: Max Duplicate Chunks
per SACK

490-088 SCTP Received SACK: Duplicate Chunks
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090 SCTP Retransmission List, Current Value The latest recorded size of the SCTP retransmission list
during the most recent reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-091 SCTP Retransmission List, High Water Mark

091 SCTP Retransmission List, High Water Mark The maximum size of the SCTP retransmission list recorded
during the most recent reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-090 SCTP Retransmission List, Current Value

092 M3UA Received SCONs The total number of SCON (congestion) messages received
during the most recent reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-093 M3UA Transmitted SCONs

093 M3UA Transmitted SCONs The total number of SCON (congestion) messages
transmitted during the most recent reporting interval.

Related registers:

490-092 M3UA Received SCONs

098 Ethernet Carrier Lost The number of times the carrier signal was lost during
transmission. Statistics 098 - 103 are retrieved directly from
the status registers of the line interface controller.

This register is not available for CLIM-based links, but you
can retrieve similar statistics by invoking the SCF utility and
running the stats clim $zzcip.* or stats mon
$zzcip.* commands.

Related registers:

490-099 Ethernet Transmit Collisions

490-100 Ethernet Receive Collisions

490-101 Ethernet Received Short Frames

490-102 Ethernet Received Long Frames

490-103 Received CRC Errors
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099 Ethernet Transmit Collisions The number of collision errors that occurred on outbound
frames.

This register is not available for CLIM-based links, but you
can retrieve similar statistics by invoking the SCF utility and
running the stats clim $zzcip.* or stats mon
$zzcip.* commands.

Related registers:

490-098 Ethernet Carrier Lost

490-100 Ethernet Receive Collisions

490-101 Ethernet Received Short Frames

490-102 Ethernet Received Long Frames

490-103 Received CRC Errors

100 Ethernet Receive Collisions The number of collision errors that occurred on inbound
frames.

This register is not available for CLIM-based links, but you
can retrieve similar statistics by invoking the SCF utility and
running the stats clim $zzcip.* or stats mon
$zzcip.* commands.

Related registers:

490-098 Ethernet Carrier Lost

490-099 Ethernet Transmit Collisions

490-101 Ethernet Received Short Frames

490-102 Ethernet Received Long Frames

490-103 Received CRC Errors

101 Ethernet Received Short Frames The number of frames received that were smaller than the
minimum packet size.

This register is not available for CLIM-based links, but you
can retrieve similar statistics by invoking the SCF utility and
running the stats clim $zzcip.* or stats mon
$zzcip.* commands.

Related registers:

490-098 Ethernet Carrier Lost

490-099 Ethernet Transmit Collisions

490-100 Ethernet Receive Collisions

490-102 Ethernet Received Long Frames

490-103 Received CRC Errors
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102 Ethernet Received Long Frames The number of frames received that were larger than the
maximum packet size.

This register is not available for CLIM-based links, but you
can retrieve similar statistics by invoking the SCF utility and
running the stats clim $zzcip.* or stats mon
$zzcip.* commands.

Related registers:

490-098 Ethernet Carrier Lost

490-099 Ethernet Transmit Collisions

490-100 Ethernet Receive Collisions

490-101 Ethernet Received Short Frames

490-103 Received CRC Errors

103 Received CRC Errors For SS7-over-ATM links, this is the Errored ATM Cell Count
(the number of cells received with errors).

For IP links, this is the number of frames received with an
invalid CRC.

Related registers:

490-098 Ethernet Carrier Lost

490-099 Ethernet Transmit Collisions

490-100 Ethernet Receive Collisions

490-101 Ethernet Received Short Frames

490-102 Ethernet Received Long Frames

106 SAAL-SSCF: Local/Remote Link Disconnect (AA-
RELEASE-Ind)

The number of times the SSCF sublayer received a release
indication from the SSCOP sublayer to terminate an
established connection for an SS7-over-ATM link. The
release indication may have come from either the local or
remote link end.

Related registers:

490-107 SAAL-SSCF: Remote Link Disconnect (AA-
RELEASE-Ind)

107 SAAL-SSCF: Remote Link Disconnect (AA-RELEASE-
Ind)

The number of times the SSCF sublayer received a release
indication from the SSCOP sublayer at the remote link end to
terminate an established connection for an SS7-over-ATM
link.

Related registers:

490-106 SAAL-SSCF: Local/Remote Link Disconnect (AA-
RELEASE-Ind)

108 CLIM - Memory Used High-Water Mark The highest percentage of memory used by the CLIM
process that supports this link.
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109 SAAL-SSCF: Local Link Disconnect (Link Fault
AARELEASE- Req)

The number of times the SSCF sublayer received a release
indication from the SSCOP sublayer at the local link end to
terminate an established connection for an SS7-over-ATM
link because of a locally detected link fault.

490-110 SAAL-SSCOP: Local Link Disconnect (Lk Fault
MAALRELEASE- Req)

110 SAAL-SSCOP: Local Link Disconnect (Lk Fault
MAALRELEASE- Req)

The number of times the SSCOP sublayer received a release
indication from the Layer Management sublayer at the local
link end to terminate an established SS7-over-ATM link
connection because of a locally detected link fault.

490-109 SAAL-SSCF: Local Link Disconnect (Link Fault
AARELEASE- Req)

111 ERRORED SECONDS EVENTS The number of seconds that a low-level link error condition
persisted at the local end. Low-level link error conditions
include absence of signal or periods of noise that result in a
loss of link synchronization.

112 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Sent (Local Link Disconnect) The number of times the local link controller sent an END
PDU to terminate an established SS7-over-ATM link
connection.

Related registers:

490-113 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

490-114 SAAL-SSCOP: BGN PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

490-115 SAAL-SSCOP: TmrNoResponse Expired (Lcl
Disconnect No STATs)

113 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

The number of times the local link controller received an
END PDU from the remote link controller to terminate an
established SS7-over-ATM link connection.

Related registers:

490-112 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Sent (Local Link
Disconnect)

490-114 SAAL-SSCOP: BGN PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

490-115 SAAL-SSCOP: TmrNoResponse Expired (Lcl
Disconnect No STATs)
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114 SAAL-SSCOP: BGN PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

The number of times the local link controller received a
BGN PDU from the remote end to restart an established link
connection for an SS7-over-ATM link.

Related registers:

490-112 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Sent (Local Link
Disconnect)

490-113 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

490-115 SAAL-SSCOP: TmrNoResponse Expired (Lcl
Disconnect No STATs)

115 SAAL-SSCOP: TmrNoResponse Expired (Lcl Disconnect
No STATs)

The number of times the local link controller terminated
an established SS7-over-ATM link connection because no
STAT PDUs were received before the expiration of the No
Response timer.

Related registers:

490-112 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Sent (Local Link
Disconnect)

490-113 SAAL-SSCOP: END PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

490-114 SAAL-SSCOP: BGN PDUs Received (Remote Link
Disconnect)

116 Received POLL PDU counts The number of times the local link controller received a
POLL PDU from the remote link controller.

Related registers:

490-116 Received POLL PDU counts

490-117 Transmitted POLL PDU counts

117 Transmitted POLL PDU counts The number of times the local link controller transmitted a
POLL PDU from the remote link controller.

Related registers:

490-116 Received POLL PDU counts

490-117 Transmitted POLL PDU counts

118 Received STAT PDU counts The number of times the local link controller received a
STAT PDU from the remote link controller.

Related registers:

490-118 Received STAT PDU counts

490-119 Transmitted STAT PDU counts
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119 Transmitted STAT PDU counts The number of times the local link controller transmitted a
STAT PDU from the remote link controller.

Related registers:

490-118 Received STAT PDU counts

490-119 Transmitted STAT PDU counts

120 Received USTAT PDU counts The number of times the local link controller received a
USTAT PDU from the remote link controller.

Related registers:

490-120 Received USTAT PDU counts

490-121 Transmitted USTAT PDU counts

121 Transmitted USTAT PDU counts The number of times the local link controller transmitted a
USTAT PDU from the remote link controller.

Related registers:

490-120 Received USTAT PDU counts

490-121 Transmitted USTAT PDU counts

122 No Credit counts The number of times the local link controller not obtained
credit from remote link controller.

123 Credit obtained counts The number of times the local link controller obtained credit
from remote link controller.

124 PDU retransmitted counts The number of times the local link controller retransmitted a
PDU to the remote link controller.

125 Received out-of-sequence PDU counts The number of times the local link controller received an out
of- sequence PDU from the remote link controller.

A.5 Group 491: SS7 link set statistics

Registers in statistics group 491 collect data for each link set configured in the system.

A.5.1 Register Set IDs—Group 491: SS7 link set statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each SS7 link set configured in the system. Each register set
contains statistics register values for one SS7 link set. Some register values are collected for both simplex and combined link
sets, while others are collected only for simplex link sets. The register set ID has the format:

LS-linksetname

where linksetname is the 8-character name assigned to the link set during SS7 configuration.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all SS7 link sets:

LS-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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A.5.2 Registers—Group 491: SS7 link set statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period. Some register values are collected for both simplex and
combined link sets while others are collected only for simplex link sets.

Table 8: Registers—Group 491: SS7 link set statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Terminating MSUs discarded - invalid DPC (Non-STP function only.) This is the number of MSUs
received on a simplex link set that INS discarded because the
destination point code (DPC) in the MSU was not the point
code for the local node.

Related registers:

491-002 Through-switched MSUs discarded invalid DPC

002 Through-switched MSUs discarded - invalid DPC (STP function only.) This is the number of through-switched
MSUs that INS discarded because it did not recognize
the DPC in the MSU. The DPC is not defined in the SS7
configuration.

Related registers:

491-001 Terminating MSUs discarded invalid DPC

003 Terminating MSUs discarded - invalid SIO This is the number of MSUs received on a simplex link set
that INS discarded because it did not recognize the Service
Information Octets (SIOs) in the MSUs.

Related registers:

491-004 Through-switched MSUs discarded invalid SIO

004 Through-switched MSUs discarded - invalid SIO This is the number of through-switched MSUs that INS
discarded because it did not recognize the SIO in the MSUs.

Related registers:

491-003 Terminating MSUs discarded invalid SIO

005 Terminating MSUs discarded - invalid SIF length This is the number of MSUs that INS discarded because it
did not recognize the Signaling Information Field (SIF) length
in the MSUs.

Related registers:

491-006 Through-switched MSUs discarded - invalid SIF
length

006 Through-switched MSUs discarded - invalid SIF length This is the number of through-switched MSUs that INS
discarded because it did not recognize the SIF length in the
MSUs.

Related registers:

491-005 Terminating MSUs discarded - invalid SIF length

007 Through-switched MSUs discarded - route set
unavailability

This is the number of through-switched MSUs that INS
discarded because the route set was not available.
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008 Link set unavailable This is number of times the link set could not be used to
send user traffic. This register value is collected for both
simplex and combined link sets.

A link set cannot be used for user traffic when all its links are
out of service, inhibited, or in processor outage. These events
may have occurred at the local node or at the adjacent node.

Related registers:

491-009 Duration of link set unavailability

009 Duration of link set unavailability This is the number of seconds the link set could not be used
to send user traffic. This register value is collected for both
simplex and combined link sets.

These events may have occurred at the local node or at the
adjacent node.

Related registers:

491-008 Link set unavailable

010 Through-switched MSUs discarded - application
unavailable

This is the number of through-switched MSUs received from
the network that INS discarded because the destination
application was found to be unavailable.

011 MSUs discarded - invalid SIO for local SCCP routing This is the number of times an application tried to route an
MSU locally when the MSU had a SIO other than Service
Connection Control Part (SCCP).

012 MSUs discarded - invalid length for local SCCP routing This is the number of times an application tried to route an
MSU that is larger than the size allowed by the protocol.

013 MSUs discarded - invalid SIO network indicator This is the number of times an inbound message was
received with a network indicator that did not match the
destination network's network indicator.

014 MSUs received - L2/L3 protocol mismatch This is the number of times INS has set the protocol of
an inbound message to a value different than that of the
destination network. The MTP Level 2 information does not
match the MTP Level 3 information.

A.6 Group 492: SS7 Local node statistics

Registers in statistics group 492 collect data for the local node.

A.6.1 Register Set IDs—Group 492: Local node statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for the local node. The register set ID has the format:

LND-network

where network is the name of the network.
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A.6.2 Registers—Group 492: Local node statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 9: Registers—Group 492: Local node statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 - 005 Reserved (for internal use only)

006 Inbound unsupported message count This is the number of inbound messages with unsupported
message types. INS releases the message containing the
error.

007 Inbound unitdata messages This is the number of inbound unitdata (UDT) messages
received.

008 Inbound unitdata service messages This is the number of unitdata service (UDTS) messages
received.

009 Inbound connection request messages This is the number of connection request messages received.

010 Inbound messages containing global title This is the number of inbound messages that have a called
party address (CDPA) field in the SCCP header containing
only a global title (GT) form of address. The GT address in
the CDPA field should have been translated into a point code
prior to delivery.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the calling party address (CGPA).
Otherwise, it releases the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure
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011 Inbound message syntax error count This is the number of inbound MSUs containing syntax
errors in the SCCP header. The syntax error may be in the
data length, the CDPA, the CGPA, or data pointers.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-038 Messages with protocol class syntax errors

492-039 Messages with called party address syntax errors

492-040 Messages with called party pointer syntax errors

492-041 Messages with data pointer syntax errors

492-042 Messages with international call syntax errors

492-043 Messages with option field syntax errors

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

492-045 Address element too long syntax errors

492-046 Address element too short syntax errors

492-047 Address element global title syntax errors

492-048 Address element subsystem number syntax errors

012 Inbound messages without SSN This is the number of MSUs received that contained no
destination subsystem number (SSN) in the CDPA field of
the SCCP header.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

013 Inbound SCCP management messages This is the number of MSUs received for SCCP management.

014 Inbound non-UDT management messages This is the number of SCCP management messages received
that were not UDT management messages.

015 Inbound messages addressed to unequipped
subsystems

This is the number of inbound MSUs with a CDPA field in
the SCCP header that a SSN that does not exist in the SS7
configuration.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure
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016 Inbound messages addressed to unallowed subsystems This is the number of inbound messages that contain the
address of a disallowed SSN in the CDPA field of the SCCP
header.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

017 N_NOTICE messages sent to host This is the number of inbound messages sent to a valid and
allowed SSN on this node that were not UDT messages, for
example a UDTS message.

018 N_UNITDATA messages sent to host This is the number of inbound messages sent to a valid and
allowed SSN on this node.

019 Outbound unitdata messages This is the total number of outbound UDT messages.

020 Outbound unitdata service messages This is the total number of outbound UDTS messages.

021 Outbound connection request messages This is the total number of outbound connection request
messages.

022 Outbound unsupported messages count This is the number of messages of an unsupported message
type that SCCP attempted to send. INS releases the message
containing the error.

023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error count This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
containing syntax errors in the SCCP header.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-038 Messages with protocol class syntax errors

492-039 Messages with called party address syntax errors

492-040 Messages with called party pointer syntax errors

492-041 Messages with data pointer syntax errors

492-042 Messages with international call syntax errors

492-043 Messages with option field syntax errors

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

492-045 Address element too long syntax errors

492-046 Address element too short syntax errors

492-047 Address element global title syntax errors

492-048 Address element subsystem number syntax errors
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024 Outbound connectionless msgs containing global title
address

This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that contain only a GT address in the CDPA field in the SCCP
header. INS sends the message to the Home STP for address
translation and routing.

025 Outbound connectionless messages with routing errors This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that could not be routed to an active link.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

026 Outbound CL congestion routing failures This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that resulted in a congestion failure error when routed.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

027 Outbound CL DPC congestion routing failure This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that resulted in a congestion failure at the DPC address.

INS releases the message unless it is a UDT message with
“Return on Routing Failure” set in the option field. In this
case, it returns the message to the CGPA.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

028 Outbound CL SSN unequipped routing failure This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that resulted in an unequipped routing failure. This is a result
of sending a message to an undefined node.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

029 Number of connectionless msgs sent to prohibited
subsystem

This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that were sent to a prohibited SSN.

INS releases the message unless it is a UDT message with
“Return on Routing Failure” set in the option field. In this
case, it returns the message to the CGPA.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure
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030 Outbound CL network routing failure This is the number of outbound connectionless messages
that resulted in a general network routing failure error.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

031 Outbound connection oriented messages This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that were sent to the network.

032 Outbound connection oriented messages with routing
failures

This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that could not be routed to an active link.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

033 Outbound connection oriented congestion routing
failures

This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that resulted in a congestion failure error.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

034 Outbound CO DPC congestion routing failure This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that resulted in a congestion failure at the DPC
address.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

035 Outbound CO SSN unequipped routing failure This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that resulted in an unequipped routing failure.
This is the result of attempting to send a message to an
undefined SSN.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure
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036 Outbound CO SSN prohibited routing failure This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that were sent to a prohibited subsystem.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

037 Outbound connection oriented CO failure This is the number of outbound connection oriented
messages that resulted in a general network routing failure
error when routed.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure

038 Messages with protocol class syntax errors This is the number of messages containing an unsupported
protocol class in the Protocol Class field of the SCCP header.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

039 Messages with called party address syntax errors This is the number of messages containing syntax errors in
the CDPA field of the SCCP header.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

040 Messages with called party pointer syntax errors This is the number of messages containing syntax errors in
the CDPA pointer field of the SCCP header.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

041 Messages with data pointer syntax errors This is the number of messages containing syntax errors in
the data pointer field of the SCCP header.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count
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042 Messages with international call syntax errors This is the number of messages containing syntax errors in
the national/international call indicator of the CDPA indicator
field.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

043 Messages with option field syntax errors This is the number of messages containing syntax errors in
the unitdata option field.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

044 Unitdata message returned due to routing failure This is the number of UDT messages that were returned to
the calling party due to the detection of a routing error when
the system tried to route the messages to the called party.

If the SCCP Options field is set to “return message on error,”
INS returns the message to the CGPA. Otherwise, it releases
the message.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

045 Address element too long syntax errors This is the number of messages that contain a CDPA field
that is too long. The size of the CDPA field is computed
based on the CDPA indicators.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

046 Address element too short syntax errors This is the number of messages that contain a CDPA field
that is too short. The size of the CDPA field is computed
based on the CDPA indicators.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count
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047 Address element global title syntax errors This is the number of messages that contain a GT address
indicator in their CDPA indicator field but do not contain a
GT address in their CDPA field.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

048 Address element subsystem number syntax errors This is the number of messages that contain an SSN
indicator in the CDPA indicator field but do not contain a
SSN in the CDPA field.

Related registers:

492-011 Inbound message syntax error count

492-023 Outbound connectionless messages syntax error
count

049 - 053 Reserved (for internal use only)

054 Outbound extended unitdata messages This is the number of outbound extended unitdata (XUDT)
messages that were sent.

055 Outbound extended unitdata service messages This is the number of extended unitdata service (XUDTS)
messages that were sent.

056 Inbound extended unitdata messages This is the number of XUDTS messages that were received.

058 - 059 Reserved (for internal use only)

060 Orig. MSUs discarded - invalid SIO net ind This is the number of times an outbound message contained
an SIO Network Indicator that did not match the network
indicator for that network.

061 Originating MSUs discarded - invalid DPC This is the number of outbound MSUs that INS discarded
because it did not recognize the DPC. The DPC is not
defined in the SS7 configuration.

If this register value is not zero, check the SS7 configuration
to verify that there is one record for each possible DPC in the
network.

062 Originating MSUs discarded - invalid SIO This is the number of outbound MSUs that INS discarded
because it did not recognize the SIO.

063 Originating MSUs discarded - route set unavailability This is the number of outbound MSUs that INS discarded
because of route set unavailability.

064 Originating MSUs discarded - invalid SIF length This is the number of outbound MSUs that INS discarded
because it did not recognize the SIFs in the MSUs.

065 Inbound messages discarded - Gateway Virtual PC
unavailable

This is the number of inbound messages that were discarded
because a Gateway Virtual Point Code (GVPC) was not
available.
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066 Inbound messages handled - route on GTT This is the number of inbound, route-on-GTT messages that
were successfully routed to an alias GT translation (GTT)
application.

067 Inbound messages discarded - GTT function
unavailable

This is the number of inbound, route-on-GTT messages that
were discarded because the local GTT application was not
available.

068 MSUs segmented This is the number of outbound messages that were
segmented.

069 Segmentation failed - MSUs too large This is the number of outbound messages that could not be
segmented because the message was too large (could not fit
into 16 segments).

070 MSUs reassembled This is the number of inbound messages that were
reassembled.

071 Reassembly timer started This is the number of times the reassembly timer was
started. The reassembly timer is started upon receipt of the
first segment of a message that needed to be reassembled.

072 Reassembly timer stopped This is the number of times the reassembly timer was
stopped upon receipt of the last segment of a message that
needed to be reassembled.

073 Reassembly failed timer expired This is the number of times message reassembly failed
because all the message segments were not received before
the reassembly timer expired.

074 Received segments out of sequence for reassembly This is the number of inbound segmented messages that
were received out of sequence.

075 Duplicate first segment for reassembly This is the number of duplicate first segments that were
received during reassembly. The first duplicate is retained
and the second discarded.

076 Duplicate segments for reassembly This is the number of duplicate segments (other than
duplicates of the first segment) that were received during
reassembly.

077 No first segment for reassembly This is the number of segmented messages that were
received with no corresponding first segment.

078 First segment returned This is the number of times the first segment of a message
was returned because of an error during reassembly or
because the reassembly timer expired.

079 Reassembly failed - message too large This is the number of received segmented messages
containing more than 16 segments.

080 Service message truncated This is the number of service messages (UDTS or XUDTS)
larger than 272 bytes received from an application. Such
messages are truncated at byte 272 before being sent to the
destination.

081 Syntax errors outbound local SCCP routing This is the number of outbound messages containing syntax
errors that were routed locally to another SSN.
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082 Optional parameter pointer errors This is the number of inbound and outbound messages that
had an error in the optional parameters.

083 Invalid segmentation parameter length This is the number of segmented messages that were
received with an invalid segmentation parameter length. The
segmentation parameter length must be 4.

084 Invalid optional parameter name This is the number of XUDT and XUDTS messages that
contained an invalid name for the optional parameter.

085 Invalid optional parameter length This is the number of XUDT and XUDTS messages that
contained an invalid length for the optional parameter. The
length was set to zero.

086 Invalid optional parameter - no end of optionals This is the number of outbound messages that did not have
an end of optional parameter (00).

087 Destination cannot reassemble segments This is the number of service messages returned from an
adjacent node or a remote node because the node does not
support reassembly.

088 Optional parameter pointer too large for MSUs This is the number of outbound messages that contained
an offset to the optional parameter that is too large for the
setting of the optional parameter.

089 Outbound local SCCP routing This is the number of times a message sent from an
application was routed locally to another application (SSN).

090 Inbound XUDT with F-bit set and remaining segments
zero

This is the number of inbound XUDT messages containing
the segmentation parameter but no segments following the
first segment even though the F-bit was set to 1.

091 Segmentation parameter removed from inbound
XUDTS

This is the number of inbound XUDTS messages containing
the segmentation parameter.

092 Invalid message type for local SCCP routing This is the number of times an application tried to route
messages locally but the message types were not supported
for local SCCP routing.

093 Invalid message type for segmentation This is the number of times an application sent a large
message with an invalid message type.

094 Data length indicator too large for message This is the number of times an application sent a message
containing a route on SSN setting in both the Called/Calling
Party field but the amount of data exceeded the maximum
that could be represented by the Data Length Indicator (256
bytes of user data).

095 Inbound message to unequipped local node This is the number of times a message was received with a
local node index that is unequipped.

096 Inbound message to net. with invalid protocol IDX This is the number of times a message was received with a
local node that contains a protocol index that is not in the
range of 0 - 3.

097 Inbound message with invalid network ID This is the number of times a message was received with a
network ID that is not in the range of 0 - 14.

098 Outbound message from unequipped local node This is the number of times INS attempted to send a
message from a local node that is unequipped.
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099 Outbound message for net. with invalid protocol IDX This is the number of times INS attempted to send a
message from a local node that contains a protocol index
that is not in the range of 0 - 3.

100 Outbound message with invalid network ID This is the number of times INS attempted to send a
message with a network ID that is not in the range of 0 - 14.

101 Outbound message with prot token diff prot IDX This is the number of times INS attempted to send a
message that used a specific protocol but did not identify
the network to be used for sending the message. This forced
INS to choose the default network, but the default network
did not use the protocol required by the message.

102 Local routing MSU discarded when max hop count
exceeded

This is the number of messages discarded by the SS7 Router
process after being routed between local applications too
many times. This can happen when the applications are
loopback applications and the receiving application fails to
change the DPC in the routing label. The result is a message
that repeatedly loops between local applications. To prevent
such a message from tying up system resources, the SS7
Router process will discard the message after it has been
routed a set number of times (default is 4).

103 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 0 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 0.

104 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 1 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 1.

105 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 02 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 2.

106 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 3 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 3.

107 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 4 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 4.

108 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 5 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 5.

109 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 6 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 6.

110 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 7 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 7.

111 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 8 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 8.
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112 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 9 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 9.

113 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 10 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 10.

114 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 11 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 11.

115 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 12 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 12.

116 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 13 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 13.

117 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 14 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 14.

118 SS7 context MSU forwarded to CPU 15 This is the number of SCCP messages forwarded from
an SS7 Router in another processor to the application in
processor 15.

119 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 0 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
0.

120 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 1 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
1.

121 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 2 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
2.

122 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 3 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
3.

123 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 4 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
4.

124 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 5 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
5.

125 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 6 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
6.

126 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 7 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
7.
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127 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 8 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
8.

128 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 9 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
9.

129 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 10 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
10.

130 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 11 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
11.

131 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 12 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
12.

132 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 13 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
13.

133 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 14 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
14.

134 ISUP MSU forwarded to CPU 15 This is the number of ISUP messages forwarded from an SS7
Router in another processor to the application in processor
15.

135 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 1

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 1.

136 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 2

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 2.

137 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 3

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 3.

138 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 4

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 4.

139 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 5

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 5.

140 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 6

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 6.

141 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 7

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 7.

142 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 8

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 8.

143 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 9

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 9.

144 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 10

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 10.
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145 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 11

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 11.

146 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 12

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 12.

147 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 13

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 13.

148 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 14

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 14.

149 SS7 CONTEXT MSU PROCESSING FAILED DUE TO
NON-EXISTENT CPU 15

This is the number of SCCP messages which are not
processed due to non-existent processor 15

NOTE:  Registers 135-149 are pegged, when the context routing is enabled and the message is received with the
transaction ID of a non-existent processor which is not configured on the system.

A.7 Group 493: SS7 Local subsystem statistics

Registers in statistics group 493 collect data for the local subsystem.

A.7.1 Register Set IDs—Group 493: Local subsystem statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for the local SS7 subsystem. The register set ID has the format:

LSSN-###

where ### is the local SSN (2 to 255).

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all SS7 subsystems:

LSSN-~~~~~~~~~~~

A.7.2 Registers—Group 493: Local subsystem statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 10: Registers—Group 493: Local subsystem statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Subsystem OOS requests granted This is the number of times the mated SSN has granted the
local SSN’s request to go out-of-service (OOS).

002 Subsystem OOS requests denied This is the number of times the mated SSN has denied the
local SSN’s request to go OOS.

A.8 Group 494: SS7 Remote node statistics

Registers in statistics group 494 collect data for each point code defined as a destination in the SS7 network.
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A.8.1 Register Set IDs—Group 494: Remote node statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each point code associated with nodes defined in the Nodes
configuration. The register set ID has the format:

RND-nodename

where nodename is the name of the remote node.

Each register set contains statistics values for one point code. Typically, one point code corresponds to one node. However, if
routing has been configured on a network basis or on cluster basis, one point code represents multiple nodes. In this case the
register set for the point code contains statistics values for all nodes in the network or in the cluster.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all point codes:

RND-~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.8.2 Registers—Group 494: Remote node statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 11: Registers—Group 494: Remote node statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Number of node isolations If this point code single node, this is the number of times INS
was informed that a remote node was prohibited or out of
service.

During this period INS cannot send user traffic to the remote
node.

Related registers:

494-002 Duration of node isolation

494-003 Number of resumes for node

002 Duration of node isolation If this point code single node, this is the total number of
seconds the remote node was out of service or prohibited.

Related registers:

494-001 Number of node isolations

494-003 Number of resumes for node

003 Number of resumes for node If this point code single node, this is the number of times INS
was informed that the remote node came back into service
or was no longer prohibited.

Related registers:

494-001 Number of node isolations

494-002 Duration of node isolation

004 Remote node UPU rcv count (“unknown” cause) This is the number of times User Part Unavailable (UPU)
messages having an “unknown” cause for the failure were
received from all remote nodes.
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005 Remote node UPU rcv count (“unequipped” cause) This is the number of times UPU messages having an
“unequipped” cause for the failure were received from all
remote nodes.

006 Remote node UPU rcv count (“inaccessible” cause) This is the number of times UPU messages having an
“inaccessible” cause for the failure were received from all
remote nodes.

007 Gateway Virtual PC -removal (by CCMI) count This is the number of times a GVPC was removed by
operator action using the Command Control and Monitoring
Interface (CCMI) tool.

008 Gateway Virtual PC - removal (by CLI) count This is the number of times a GVPC was removed by
operator action using the Command Line Interface (CLI) tool.

009 Gateway Virtual PC - removal (by application) count This is the number of times a GVPC was removed by an
application process using the C-API interface.

010 Gateway Virtual PC - restoral (by CCMI) count This is the number of times a GVPC was restored by
operator action using the CCMI tool.

011 Gateway Virtual PC - restoral (by CLI) count This is the number of times the a GVPC was restored by
operator action using the CLI tool.

012 Gateway Virtual PC - restoral (by application) count This is the number of times the a GVPC was restored by an
application process using the C-API interface.

A.9 Group 500: Protocol service routing statistics

Registers in statistics group 500 collect data for each protocol service configured in the system.

A.9.1 Register Set IDs—Group 500: Protocol service routing statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each protocol service used in the system. Each register set
contains statistics register values for one protocol service. The register set ID has the format:

SVC-servicename

where servicename is the 8-character name assigned to the protocol service during configuration.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all protocol services:

SVC-~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.9.2 Registers—Group 500: Protocol service routing statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 12: Registers—Group 500: Protocol service routing statistics

Record Numbers Description

001 Inbound request and response messages routed The number of inbound request or response messages
routed for the service identity successfully.
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Record Numbers Description

002 Outbound request and response messages routed The number of outbound request or response messages
routed for the service indentity successfully.

003 Inbound status messages routed The number of inbound status messages the service sends
to the application.

004 Inbound event messages routed The number of inbound event messages the service sends to
the application.

005 Outbound status messages routed The number of outbound status messages the application
sends to the service.

006 Outbound event messages routed The number of outbound event messages the application
sends to the server.

007 Inbound request messages returned (application
unavailable)

The number of inbound request messages returned because
no application copies were available for the task ID and
server class.

008 Inbound messages discarded (application unavailable) The number of inbound messages that have been discarded
because no application copies were available for the task ID
and server class. These messages can be protocol response,
event, or status messages sent from the protocol services
layer.

009 Outbound request and response messages returned (no
service available)

The number of outbound request or response messages
returned to the application because no service identities
were available to route the message and the application
requested a message return.

010 Outbound request and response messages discarded
(no service available)

The number of outbound request or response messages
returned to the application because no service identities
were available to route the message and the application did
not request a message return.

011 Outbound request and response messages returned
(specific service unavailable)

The number of outbound request or response messages
returned to the application because the specific service
identity requested was unavailable and the application
requested a message return.

012 Outbound messages discarded (specific service
unavailable)

The number of outbound messages returned to the
application because the specific service identity requested
was unavailable and the application requested a message
return. These messages can be protocol response, event, or
status messages sent from the protocol services layer.

A.10 Group 600: IOAIN/IOAOUT process statistics

Registers in statistics group 600 store the statistics related to the performance of the I/O Access In (IOAIN) and I/O Access
Out (IOAOUT) processes.

These processes provide an interface between the SS7 Management processes and SS7 Router process on the server and
the software on the communications controllers, also referred to as IO controller.
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IOAIN receives inbound messages from the software on a controller and either consumes them or routes them to an SS7
Management process or the SS7 Router process. IOAOUT receives outbound messages from SS7 Management processes
and the SS7 Router process and routes the messages to a communications controller.

A.10.1 Register Set IDs—Group 600: IOAIN/IOAOUT process statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each processor and each register set contains statistics register
values for one processor. The register set ID has the format:

IOA-##

where ## is a processor number from 00 through 15. For example, IOA-01.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

IOA-~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.10.2 Registers—Group 600: IOAIN/IOAOUT process statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 13: Group 600: IOAIN/IOAOUT process statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Message bundles sent by IOAIN to router This is the number of message bundles sent to the SS7
Router by IOAIN.

002 Messages sent by IOAIN to router This is the total number of messages sent to the SS7 Router
by IOAIN.

Related registers:

600-001 Message bundles sent by IOAIN to router

003 Message bundles bound for router discarded by IOAIN This is the number of message bundles destined for the
SS7 Router that were discarded by the IOAIN. The message
bundles were discarded because a Message Transfer System
(MTS) error occurred during transport.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If the value is large
over a period of time, report the problem to Technical
Customer Support through the Global Customer Support
Center (GCSC).

004 Messages bound for router discarded by IOAIN This is the number of messages destined for the SS7 Router
that were discarded by IOAIN. A message is discarded if an
MTS error occurs during transport. This register value should
be 0 (zero).

If this register value is large over a period of time, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

Related registers:

600-003 Message bundles bound for router discarded by
IOAIN

005 Message bundles received by IOAOUT from router This is the number of message bundles received by IOAOUT
from the SS7 Router.
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Register Numbers Description

006 Messages received by IOAOUT from router This is the number of messages received by IOAOUT from
the SS7 Router.

Related registers:

600-005 Message bundles received by IOAOUT from router

007 Message bundles received from router discarded by
IOAOUT

This is the number of message bundles received by IOAOUT
from the SS7 Router that were discarded by IOAOUT.
Message bundles are discarded if a message or message
bundle is improperly formatted.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

008 Messages received from router discarded by IOAOUT This is the number of messages received by IOAOUT from
the SS7 Router that were discarded by the IOAOUT. A
message is discarded if the path to the software on the IO
controller cannot be opened.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If this register value is
large over a period of time, report the problem to Technical
Customer Support through the GCSC.

009 Message bundles received by IOAIN from IO controller This is the number of message bundles received by IOAIN
from one or more IO controllers.

010 Messages received by IOAIN from IO controller This is the total number of messages received by IOAIN from
one or more IO controllers.

Related registers:

600-002 Messages sent by IOAIN to router

600-022 Messages sent by IOAIN to SS7 Management

011 Message bundles sent by IOAOUT to IO controller This is the number of message bundles sent by IOAOUT to
one or more IO controllers.

012 Messages sent by IOAOUT to IO controller This is the total number of messages sent by IOAOUT to one
or more IO controllers.

Related registers:

600-011 Message bundles sent by IOAOUT to IO controller

013 IO controller errors detected by IOAIN This is the number of error conditions IOAIN detected on
the path between one or more IO controllers and IOAIN.
Error conditions include problems such as device errors and
NonStop Kernel operating system file system errors.

This register value will typically be 0 (zero).

014 Message bundles bound for IO controller discarded by
IOAOUT

This is the number of message bundles destined for one or
more IO controllers that were discarded by IOAOUT.

IOAOUT discards a queued message bundle if it detects
an error condition on the path between a IO controller and
IOAOUT. Error conditions include problems such as device
errors and operating system file system errors.
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Register Numbers Description

015 Messages bound for IO controller discarded by IOAOUT This is the total number of messages destined for one or
more IO controllers that were discarded by IOAOUT.

IOAOUT discards queued messages if it detects an error
condition on the path between a IO controller and IOAOUT.
Error conditions include problems such as device errors and
operating system file system errors.

Related registers:

600-014 Message bundles bound for IO controller discarded
by IOAOUT

016 IO controller group output flushes by IOAOUT This is the number of times the IOAOUT process sent
message bundles to one or more IO controllers. The
IOAOUT process prepares and sends message bundles to IO
controllers after draining all queued messages from the SS7
Management process and the SS7 Router process.

Related registers:

600-011 Message bundles sent by IOAOUT to IO controller

017 Table Mgr insert messages received by IOAIN and
IOAOUT

This is the number of times IOAIN and IOAOUT received
messages from the Table Manager indicating that a link has
been added to the configuration database.

When IOAIN and IOAOUT receive this message, they update
their in-memory copies of the configuration information.

018 Table Mgr update messages received by IOAIN and
IOAOUT

This is the number of times IOAIN and IOAOUT received
messages from the Table Manager indicating that the
configuration of a link in the configuration database has
changed.

When IOAIN and IOAOUT receive this message, they update
their in-memory copies of the configuration information.

019 Table Mgr delete messages received by IOAIN and
IOAOUT

This is the number of times IOAIN and IOAOUT received
messages from the Table Manager indicating that a link has
been removed from the configuration database.

When IOAIN and IOAOUT receive this message, they update
their in-memory copies of the configuration information.

020 Invalid Table Mgr messages received by IOAIN and
IOAOUT

This is the number of times IOAIN and IOAOUT received
invalid messages from the Table Manager. Invalid messages
are the result of a configuration mismatch.

When IOAIN or IOAOUT receives an invalid message from
the Table Manager, it issues an event report (ER). This
register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the problem
to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.
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Register Numbers Description

021 Table Mgr access errors encountered by IOAIN and
IOAOUT

This is the number of times IOAIN and IOAOUT could not
access the Table Manager. When IOAIN or IOAOUT cannot
access the Table Manager, it issues an ER.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

022 Messages sent by IOAIN to SS7 Management This is the number of messages IOAIN sent to SS7
Management.

Related registers:

600-010 Messages received by IOAIN from IO controller

023 Messages received by IOAIN consumed by IOAIN This is the number of messages IOAIN received that were
intended for action by IOAIN. IOAIN does not send this type
of message to SS7 Management or to the SS7 Router.

Related registers:

600-010 Messages received by IOAIN from IO controller

024 Messages received by IOAIN for unknown server class
test

This is the number of messages IOAIN received that
contained a destination server class that is not the server
class for SS7 Management or SS7 Router. Unknown server
classes are the result of a configuration mismatch.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

025 SS7_SEND errors encountered by IOAIN This is the number of messages IOAIN encountered that
resulted in a MTS error. IOAIN processed the error as it
was sending a message bundle to SS7 Management or SS7
Router.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

Related registers:

600-003 Message bundles bound for router discarded by
IOAIN

026 Invalid client messages received by IOAIN This is the number of invalid messages IOAIN received from
an IOAIN in another processor.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

027 Messages with unknown orig server class received by
IOAOUT

This is the number of messages IOAOUT received that
contained an originating server class that is not the server
class for SS7 Management or SS7 Router. Unknown server
classes are the result of a configuration mismatch.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

028 Reserved
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Register Numbers Description

029 Invalid messages from IO controller received by IOAIN This is the number of messages IOAIN received from one
or more IO controllers that had an invalid message number.
This error condition indicates a problem in the IO controller.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

030 IOAIN mate failures This is the number of times IOAIN detected that its mate in
another processor has failed. When it detects such a failure,
the surviving IOAIN assumes responsibility for messages
from the IO controllers associated with the failed IOAIN.

031 CPU failures detected by IOAIN This is the number of times IOAIN detected that a processor
has failed. When it detects such a failure, IOAIN opens any IO
controllers that are now controlled from the local processor.

032 Invalid message bundles from IO controller received by
IOAIN

This is the number of message bundles IOAIN received from
one or more IO controllers that had a formatting error. IOAIN
discards invalid message bundles.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

033 Internal errors encountered by IOAIN checking link
ownership

This is the number of times IOAIN had an internal error when
it checked link ownership.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

034 IO controller ownership changeovers by IOAIN This is the number of times IOAIN took control of the
messages from the IO controllers associated with a failed
mate IOAIN in another processor.

Related registers:

600-030 IOAIN mate failures

035 IO controller ownership changebacks by IOAIN This is the number of times IOAIN relinquished control of
messages to its restored mate IOAIN in another processor.

Related registers:

600-034 IO controller ownership changeovers by IOAIN

036 Invalid MTS messages received by IOAOUT This is the number of improperly formatted messages sent
by SS7 Management or SS7 Router to IOAOUT. IOAOUT
discards such messages.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.

037 SS7_RECEIVE errors encountered by IOAOUT This is the number of times IOAOUT encountered an MTS
error.

This register value should be 0 (zero). If not, report the
problem to Technical Customer Support through the GCSC.
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Register Numbers Description

038 Messages from SS7 Mgmt discarded by IOAOUT This is the number of times IOAOUT discarded messages it
received from SS7 Management that were destined for a IO
controller. The messages were discarded because there was
no path available to the IO controller.

Related registers:

600-014 Message bundles bound for IO controller discarded
by IOAOUT

600-015 Messages bound for IO controller discarded by
IOAOUT

039-057 Reserved

A.11 Group 790: Resource counting registers statistic

Registers in statistics group 790 collect data for activity associated with the Resource Counting Registers (RCR) facility. The
system maintains statistics for each processor that uses the RCR facility.

A.11.1 Register Set IDs—Group 790: Resource counting registers statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each processor in the system. The register set IDs have the
format:

RCR-CPU-xx

where xx is the processor number from 00 through 15. For example, RCR-CPU-04. If no processes in this processor use RCR,
the register value is not populated.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

RCR-CPU-~~~~~~~~

A.11.2 Registers—Group 790: Resource counting registers statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 14: Registers—Group 790: Resource counting registers statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Number of RCR write calls This is the number of times a “write” operation was called by
the processes.

002 Number of RCR read calls This is the number of times a “read” operation was called by
the processes.

003 Number of RCR write-read calls This is the number of times a “writeread” operation was
called by the processes.

004 Number of RCR write-abs calls This is the number of times a “write-abs” operation was
called by the processes.

005 Number of RCR read-abs calls This is the number of times a “read-abs” operation was called
by the processes.
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Register Numbers Description

006 Number of RCR write-read-abs calls This is the number of times a “writeread-abs” operation was
called by the processes.

007 Number of successful RCR read class calls This is the number of times a “read-class” operation was
successfully called by the processes to read RCR registers in
the specified class.

008 Number of global updates done This is the number of times a “write” operation of processes
resulted in global update of registers.

009 Number of global retrieves done This is the number of times a “read” operation of processes
resulted in retrieval of information from global registers.

010 Number of local updates done This is the number of times a “write” operation of processes
resulted in update of local registers.

011 Number of local retrieves done This is the number of times a “read” operation of processes
resulted in retrieval of information from local registers.

012 Number of register resets done This is the number of times a “read-class” or “reset-class”
operation of processes resulted in resetting the register
values to the reset value.

013 Number of bundles sent This is the number of bundles sent by the RCRP of this
processor to the RCRP of remote processors.

014 Number of bundles received This is the number of bundles received by the RCRP of this
processor from the RCRP of remote processors.

015 RCR bytes in use This is the number of bytes in use from the RCR pool.

016 Number of classes This is the number of classes in use.

017 Number of configurations This is the number of configurations in use.

A.12 Group 791: Resource counting registers statistic

Registers in statistics group 791 collect data for activity associated with the Resource Counting Registers (RCR) facility for
privileged counters. The system maintains statistics for each processor that uses the RCR facility.

A.12.1 Register Set IDs—Group 791: Resource counting registers statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each processor in the system. The register set IDs have the
format:

RCR-CPU-xx

where xx is the processor number from 00 through 15. For example, RCR-CPU-04. If no processes in this processor use RCR,
the register value is not populated.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

RCR-CPU-~~~~~~~~

A.12.2 Registers—Group 791: Resource counting registers statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.
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Table 15: Registers—Group 791: Resource counting registers statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Number of RCR write calls This is the number of times a “write” operation was called by
the processes.

002 Number of RCR read calls This is the number of times a “read” operation was called by
the processes.

003 Number of RCR write-read calls This is the number of times a “writeread” operation was
called by the processes.

004 Number of RCR write-abs calls This is the number of times a “write-abs” operation was
called by the processes.

005 Number of RCR read-abs calls This is the number of times a “read-abs” operation was called
by the processes.

006 Number of RCR write-read-abs calls This is the number of times a “writeread-abs” operation was
called by the processes.

007 Number of successful RCR read class calls This is the number of times a “read-class” operation was
successfully called by the processes to read RCR registers in
the specified class.

008 Number of global updates done This is the number of times a “write” operation of processes
resulted in global update of registers.

009 Number of global retrieves done This is the number of times a “read” operation of processes
resulted in retrieval of information from global registers.

010 Number of local updates done This is the number of times a “write” operation of processes
resulted in update of local registers.

011 Number of local retrieves done This is the number of times a “read” operation of processes
resulted in retrieval of information from local registers.

012 Number of register resets done This is the number of times a “read-class” or “reset-class”
operation of processes resulted in resetting the register
values to the reset value.

013 Number of bundles sent This is the number of bundles sent by the RCRP of this
processor to the RCRP of remote processors.

014 Number of bundles received This is the number of bundles received by the RCRP of this
processor from the RCRP of remote processors.

015 RCR bytes in use This is the number of bytes in use from the RCR pool.

016 Number of classes This is the number of classes in use.

017 Number of configurations This is the number of configurations in use.

A.13 Group 800: CPU utilization statistics

Registers in statistics group 800 collect CPU utilization data for each processor in microseconds:

• Time the processor is alive (available for processing)
• Time consumed by processes
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• Time consumed by interrupt handlers
• Time the processor is unused (idle time)

These statistics are also gathered by the Measure subsystem on the NonStop server and can be viewed using Measure. In
most cases it is more convenient to view and report statistics using the facilities provided by the INS software. However, you
must use Measure to view group 800 statistics if you want measurements for a collection interval less than five minutes. Five
minutes is the smallest collection interval that is allowed by the node software.

The statistics in this group are not installed with INS. If you want to use these statistics, you must create the configuration
records for this statistics group. See the information on Processor Statistics in the Configuration Planning Guide for
instructions on installing these records.

A.13.1 Register Set ID—Group 800: CPU utilization statistics

The register set ID for group 800 is CPU-UTILIZATION.

A.13.2 Registers—Group 800: CPU utilization statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period. There are four registers for each processor in the system and
one register (065) that reports the total processor time used by PROSTAT.

Table 16: Registers—Group 800: CPU utilization statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 CPU 00: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 00 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-002 CPU 00: Total time consumed by processes

800-003 CPU 00: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-004 CPU 00: Idle time

002 CPU 00: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 00.

Related registers:

800-001 CPU 00: Total time CPU alive

800-003 CPU 00: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-004 CPU 00: Idle time

003 CPU 00: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 00.

Related registers:

800-001 CPU 00: Total time CPU alive

800-002 CPU 00: Total time consumed by processes

800-004 CPU 00: Idle time
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Register Numbers Description

004 CPU 00: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 00 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-001 CPU 00: Total time CPU alive

800-002 CPU 00: Total time consumed by processes

800-003 CPU 00: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

005 CPU 01: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 01 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-006 CPU 01: Total time consumed by processes

800-007 CPU 01: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-008 CPU 01: Idle time

006 CPU 01: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 01.

Related registers:

800-005 CPU 01: Total time CPU alive

800-007 CPU 01: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-008 CPU 01: Idle time

007 CPU 01: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 01.

Related registers:

800-005 CPU 01: Total time CPU alive

800-006 CPU 01: Total time consumed by processes

800-008 CPU 01: Idle time

008 CPU 01: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 01 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-005 CPU 01: Total time CPU alive

800-006 CPU 01: Total time consumed by processes

800-007 CPU 01: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers
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Register Numbers Description

009 CPU 02: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 02 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-010 CPU 02: Total time consumed by processes

800-011 CPU 02: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-012 CPU 02: Idle time

010 CPU 02: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 02.

Related registers:

800-009 CPU 02: Total time CPU alive

800-011 CPU 02: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-012 CPU 02: Idle time

011 CPU 02: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 02.

Related registers:

800-009 CPU 02: Total time CPU alive

800-010 CPU 02: Total time consumed by processes

800-012 CPU 02: Idle time

012 CPU 02: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 02 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-009 CPU 02: Total time CPU alive

800-010 CPU 02: Total time consumed by processes

800-011 CPU 02: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

013 CPU 03: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 03 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-014 CPU 03: Total time consumed by processes

800-015 CPU 03: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-016 CPU 03: Idle time
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014 CPU 03: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 03.

Related registers:

800-013 CPU 03: Total time CPU alive

800-015 CPU 03: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-016 CPU 03: Idle time

015 CPU 03: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 03.

Related registers:

800-013 CPU 03: Total time CPU alive

800-014 CPU 03: Total time consumed by processes

800-016 CPU 03: Idle time

016 CPU 03: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 03 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-013 CPU 03: Total time CPU alive

800-014 CPU 03: Total time consumed by processes

800-015 CPU 03: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

017 CPU 04: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 04 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-018 CPU 04: Total time consumed by processes

800-019 CPU 04: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-020 CPU 04: Idle time

018 CPU 04: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 04.

Related registers:

800-017 CPU 04: Total time CPU alive

800-019 CPU 04: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-020 CPU 04: Idle time
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019 CPU 04: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 04.

Related registers:

800-017 CPU 04: Total time CPU alive

800-018 CPU 04: Total time consumed by processes

800-020 CPU 04: Idle time

020 CPU 04: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 04 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-017 CPU 04: Total time CPU alive

800-018 CPU 04: Total time consumed by processes

800-019 CPU 04: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

021 CPU 05: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 05 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-022 CPU 05: Total time consumed by processes

800-023 CPU 05: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-024 CPU 05: Idle time

022 CPU 05: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 05

Related registers:

800-021 CPU 05: Total time CPU alive

800-023 CPU 05: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-024 CPU 05: Idle time

023 CPU 05: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 05.

Related registers:

800-021 CPU 05: Total time CPU alive

800-022 CPU 05: Total time consumed by processes

800-024 CPU 05: Idle time
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024 CPU 05: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 05 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-021 CPU 05: Total time CPU alive

800-022 CPU 05: Total time consumed by processes

800-023 CPU 05: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

025 CPU 06: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 06 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-026 CPU 06: Total time consumed by processes

800-027 CPU 06: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-028 CPU 06: Idle time

026 CPU 06: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 06.

Related registers:

800-025 CPU 06: Total time CPU alive

800-027 CPU 06: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-028 CPU 06: Idle time

027 CPU 06: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 06.

Related registers:

800-025 CPU 06: Total time CPU alive

800-026 CPU 06: Total time consumed by processes

800-028 CPU 06: Idle time

028 CPU 06: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 06 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-025 CPU 06: Total time CPU alive

800-026 CPU 06: Total time consumed by processes

800-027 CPU 06: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers
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029 CPU 07: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 07 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-030 CPU 07: Total time consumed by processes

800-031 CPU 07: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-032 CPU 07: Idle time

030 CPU 07: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 07.

Related registers:

800-029 CPU 07: Total time CPU alive

800-031 CPU 07: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-032 CPU 07: Idle time

031 CPU 07: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 07.

Related registers:

800-029 CPU 07: Total time CPU alive

800-030 CPU 07: Total time consumed by processe

800-032 CPU 07: Idle time

032 CPU 07: Idle time This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 07.

Related registers:

800-029 CPU 07: Total time CPU alive

800-030 CPU 07: Total time consumed by processes

800-031 CPU 07: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

033 CPU 08: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 08 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-034 CPU 08: Total time consumed by processes

800-035 CPU 08: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-036 CPU 08: Idle time
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034 CPU 08: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 08.

Related registers:

800-033 CPU 08: Total time CPU alive

800-035 CPU 08: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-036 CPU 08: Idle time

035 CPU 08: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 08.

Related registers:

800-033 CPU 08: Total time CPU alive

800-034 CPU 08: Total time consumed by processes

800-036 CPU 08: Idle time

036 CPU 08: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 08 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-033 CPU 08: Total time CPU alive

800-034 CPU 08: Total time consumed by processes

800-035 CPU 08: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

037 CPU 09: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 09 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-038 CPU 09: Total time consumed by processes

800-039 CPU 09: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-040 CPU 09: Idle time

038 CPU 09: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 09.

Related registers:

800-037 CPU 09: Total time CPU alive

800-039 CPU 09: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-040 CPU 09: Idle time
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039 CPU 09: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 09.

Related registers:

800-037 CPU 09: Total time CPU alive

800-039 CPU 09: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-040 CPU 09: Idle time

040 CPU 09: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 09 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-037 CPU 09: Total time CPU alive

800-038 CPU 09: Total time consumed by processes

800-039 CPU 09: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

041 CPU 10: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 10 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-038 CPU 09: Total time consumed by processes

800-039 CPU 09: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-044 CPU 10: Idle time

042 CPU 10: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 10.

Related registers:

800-041 CPU 10: Total time CPU alive

800-043 CPU 10: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-044 CPU 10: Idle time

043 CPU 10: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 10.

Related registers:

800-041 CPU 10: Total time CPU alive

800-042 CPU 10: Total time consumed by processes

800-044 CPU 10: Idle time
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044 CPU 10: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 10 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-041 CPU 10: Total time CPU alive

800-042 CPU 10: Total time consumed by processes

800-043 CPU 10: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

045 CPU 11: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 11 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-046 CPU 11: Total time consumed by processes

800-047 CPU 11: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-048 CPU 11: Idle time

046 CPU 11: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 11.

Related registers:

800-045 CPU 11: Total time CPU alive

800-047 CPU 11: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-048 CPU 11: Idle time

047 CPU 11: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 11.

Related registers:

800-045 CPU 11: Total time CPU alive

800-046 CPU 11: Total time consumed by processes

800-048 CPU 11: Idle time

048 CPU 11: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 11 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-045 CPU 11: Total time CPU alive

800-046 CPU 11: Total time consumed by processes

800-047 CPU 11: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers
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049 CPU 12: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 12 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-050 CPU 12: Total time consumed by processes

800-051 CPU 12: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-052 CPU 12: Idle time

050 CPU 12: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 12.

Related registers:

800-049 CPU 12: Total time CPU alive

800-051 CPU 12: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-052 CPU 12: Idle time

051 CPU 12: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 12.

Related registers:

800-049 CPU 12: Total time CPU alive

800-050 CPU 12: Total time consumed by processes

800-052 CPU 12: Idle time

052 CPU 12: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 12 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-049 CPU 12: Total time CPU alive

800-050 CPU 12: Total time consumed by processes

800-051 CPU 12: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

053 CPU 13: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 13 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-054 CPU 13: Total time consumed by processes

800-055 CPU 13: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-056 CPU 13: Idle time
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054 CPU 13: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 13.

Related registers:

800-053 CPU 13: Total time CPU alive

800-055 CPU 13: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-056 CPU 13: Idle time

055 CPU 13: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 13.

Related registers:

800-053 CPU 13: Total time CPU alive

800-054 CPU 13: Total time consumed by processes

800-056 CPU 13: Idle time

056 CPU 13: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 13 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-053 CPU 13: Total time CPU alive

800-054 CPU 13: Total time consumed by processes

800-055 CPU 13: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

057 CPU 14: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 14 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-058 CPU 14: Total time consumed by processes

800-059 CPU 14: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-060 CPU 14: Idle time

058 CPU 14: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 14.

Related registers:

800-057 CPU 14: Total time CPU alive

800-059 CPU 14: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-060 CPU 14: Idle time
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059 CPU 14: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 14.

Related registers:

800-057 CPU 14: Total time CPU alive

800-058 CPU 14: Total time consumed by processes

800-060 CPU 14: Idle time

060 CPU 14: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 14 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-057 CPU 14: Total time CPU alive

800-058 CPU 14: Total time consumed by processes

800-059 CPU 14: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

061 CPU 15: Total time CPU alive This is the number of microseconds that processor 15 was
up and running (alive).

Related registers:

800-062 CPU 15: Total time consumed by processes

800-063 CPU 15: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-064 CPU 15: Idle time

062 CPU 15: Total time consumed by processes This is the number of microseconds consumed by all
processes running in processor 15.

Related registers:

800-061 CPU 15: Total time CPU alive

800-063 CPU 15: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

800-064 CPU 15: Idle time

063 CPU 15: Total time consumed by interrupt handlers This is the number of microseconds consumed by interrupt
handlers in processor 15.

Related registers:

800-061 CPU 15: Total time CPU alive

800-062 CPU 15: Total time consumed by processes

800-064 CPU 15: Idle time
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064 CPU 15: Idle time This is the number of microseconds that processor 15 was
not running processes or interrupt handlers.

Related registers:

800-061 CPU 15: Total time CPU alive

800-062 CPU 15: Total time consumed by processes

800-063 CPU 15: Total time consumed by interrupt
handlers

065 Processor time consumed by PROSTAT This is the number of microseconds consumed by the
Processor Statistics process.

A.14 Group 801: IPU utilization statistics

Registers in statistics group 801 collect IPU utilization data for every IPU in each processor. The registers of this group are
not installed with INS. If you want to use these registers, you must create the configuration records for this statistics group.
For more information about instructions on installing these records, see topic IPU Statistics in the HPE INS Configuration
Planning Guide.

A.14.1 Register Set ID—Group 801: IPU utilization statistics

CSSCPU-##-IPU@@, where ## is the processor number from 00 through 15, and @@ is the IPU number from 00 to 07. For
example, CSSCPU-00-IPU00.

A.14.2 Registers—Group 801: IPU utilization statistics

Table 17: Registers—Group 801: IPU utilization statistics

Registers Description

001 Busy time This is the amount of time (in microseconds) that processes
have been executing in the IPU during the interval.

002 Queue time This is the amount of time (in microseconds) that processes
have been on the ready list in the IPU during the interval.

003 Dispatch count This is the number of dispatch interrupts in the IPU during
the interval.

004 Idle Time This is the amount of time (in microseconds) that the IPU is
in the idle state during the interval.

005 Max Busy in % The maximum percent of IPU that is busy during the interval.

006 Min Busy in % The minimum percent of IPU that is busy during the interval.
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A.15 Group 900: Node CPU statistics

Registers in statistics group 900 collect data for activity in each processor in the system. If the processor does not exist, the
register values that correspond to that process will always be set to 0.

Note that registers 017 through 040 in this statistics group collect data related to messages that have a task ID of 40
(application messages). This data is similar to the data collected in group 902 (registers 017 through 040). The registers
in this group (900) collect statistics for all applications in each processor, whereas group 902 collects statistics for each
application in each processor.

A.15.1 Register Set IDs—Group 900: Node processor statistics

The Statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each processor configured in the system. Each register set
contains statistics register values for one processor. The register set ID has the format:

CSSCPU-##

where ## is the processor number from 00 through 15. For example, CSSCPU-00.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

CSSCPU-~~~~~~~~~

A.15.2 Registers—Group 900: Node CPU statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period, except where stated otherwise.

Table 18: Registers—Group 900: Node CPU Statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 XMM pool size Number of bytes in the current XMM In-pool buffer.

002 XMM pool free words Number of words currently not utilized in the XMM In-pool.

Related registers:

900-003 XMEM In-pool % free

003 XMM pool % free Percentage of the XMM In-pool that is currently unused.

INS computes this percentage using the values in registers
001 XMEM In-pool size and 002 XMEM In-pool free words.

Related registers:

900-004 XMEM pool % used

004 XMM pool % used Percentage of the XMM In-pool that is currently in use.

INS computes this percentage using the value in register
003 XMEM In-pool % free.

Related registers:

900-003 XMEM In-pool % free

005 XMM pool failures Number of times that a request was made for a buffer from
XMM In-pool and the buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer.
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006 STAT Pool Size Number of bytes in the current STAT pool.

007 STAT Pool Free Words Number of words currently not utilized in the STAT pool.

008 - STAT High Water Mark Highest STAT pool usage in bytes during that 5 minutes
interval.

011 XMM OUT-POOL Size Number of bytes in the current XMM Out-pool buffer.

012 XMM OUT-POOL Free Words Number of words currently not utilized in the XMM Out-pool.

Related registers:

013 XMM OUT-POOL % Free

013 XMM OUT-POOL % Free Percentage of the XMM Out-pool that is currently unused.
INS computes this percentage by using the values in
registers 011 XMEM OUT-POOL Size and 012 XMEM
OUTPOOL Free Words.

015 XMM OUT-POOL Failures Number of times that a request was made for a buffer from
XMM Out-pool and the buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer.

016 Reserved

017 INQ - discard queue count Number of application messages that were discarded before
the application received the message. The message can be
discarded because of queue overflow, or overload.

The action caused by overload is defined on the Overload
Definitions records. Selected message types can be
prevented from being discarded by specifying the message
types on the Application Summary record.

Related registers:

900-032 INQ total daily discards

018 APPQ - discard queue count Number of application messages that were discarded
because the application took too long to process the
messages.

MTS keeps track of how long it takes an application to
process a message from the time the message is received
on INS. If the time required to do this exceeds the maximum
time period allowed for this processing, MTS discards the
message.

The maximum time period allowed for this processing is
specified in the Duration 2 parameter on the Application
Summary record.

Related registers:

900-033 APPQ total daily discards
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019 OUTQ - discard queue count Number of outbound messages that were discarded from
the outbound queue (OUTQ) because of queue overflow.
The outbound message must have been generated from an
application in response to a received message.

Related registers:

900-034 OUTQ total daily discards

020 INQ - total queue count Number of application messages that were received and
placed in the inbound queue (INQ).

Related registers:

900-029 INQ average time in queue

021 APPQ - total queue count Number of messages that were read by a process with a task
ID of 40 in this processor.

Related registers:

900-030 APPQ average time in queue

022 OUTQ - total queue count Number of reply messages that were generated by
applications.

Related registers:

900-031 OUTQ average time in queue

023 INQ - max queue count Largest number of application messages that were pending
in the INQ in this processor.

024 APPQ - max queue count Largest number of applications that were simultaneously
processing transaction.

025 OUTQ - max queue count Largest number of reply messages from applications that
were pending in the OUTQ.

026 INQ - total queue time Total time that application messages were pending in the
INQ. The time can be in unit of microsecs or 10 microsecs
or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided by PIP(12)
QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

900-029 INQ average time in queue

027 APPQ - total queue time Total time that messages were being processed by
applications. The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

900-030 APPQ average time in queue
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028 OUTQ - total queue time Total time that reply messages from applications were
pending in the OUTQ. The time can be in the unit of
microsecs or 10 microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000
microsecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME- SCALING-
UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

900– 031 OUTQ average time in queue

029 INQ - average time in queue Average time an application message was pending in the
INQ.

The system computes the time using the values of 900-020
INQ total queue count and 900-026 INQ total queue time
(microsecs). The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUETIME- SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

900-020 INQ total queue count

900-026 INQ total queue time (microsecs)

030 APPQ - average time in queue Average time that applications used to process messages.

The system computes this time using the values of registers
900-021 APPQ total queue count and 900-027 APPQ total
queue time. The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUETIME- SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

900-021 APPQ total queue count

900-027 APPQ total queue time

031 OUTQ - average time in queue Average time a reply message from an application was
pending in the OUTQ.

The system computes this time using the values of registers
900-022 OUTQ total queue count and 900-028 OUTQ total
queue time. The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUETIME- SCALING-UNIT

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

900-022 OUTQ total queue count

900-028 OUTQ total queue time
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032 INQ - total daily discards Number of application messages that were discarded from
the INQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period
is measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The
message can be discarded because of queue overflow,
timeout, or overload.

The timeout is defined by the Duration 1 parameter of the
Application Summary record for the individual applications.
The action caused by overload is defined on the Overload
Definitions records. Selected message types can be
prevented from being discarded by specifying the message
types on Application Summary records.

Related registers:

900-017 INQ discard queue count

033 APPQ - total daily discards Number of application messages that were discarded during
this 24-hour period because the application took too long to
process the message. The 24-hour period is measured from
midnight to midnight, system time.

MTS keep track of how long it takes an application to
process a message from the time the message arrives on
INS. If the time required to do this exceeds the maximum
time period allowed for this processing, MTS discards the
message.

The maximum time period for this processing is specified as
the Duration 2 parameter on Application Summary records.

Related registers:

900-018 APPQ discard queue count

034 OUTQ - total daily discards Number of reply messages that were discarded from
the OUTQ during this 24-hour period. MTS procedures
discarded the messages because they were held too long in
the OUTQ. The 24-hour period is measured from midnight
to midnight, system time. The reply message must have
been generated from an application in response to a
received message.

MTS keep track of how long it takes for the reply to be sent
to the network for a received message. If the total processing
time take longer than the maximum time period allowed for
this processing, MTS discards the message.

The maximum time period allowed for this processing
is specified as the Duration 3 parameter on Application
Summary records.

Related registers:

900-019 OUTQ discard queue count
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035 INQ - total daily msg count Number of application messages that were received and
placed into the INQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour
period is measured from midnight to midnight, system time.

Related registers:

900-020 INQ total queue count

036 APPQ - total daily msg count Number of messages read by applications. The 24-hour
period is measured from midnight to midnight, system time.

Related registers:

900-021 APPQ total queue count

037 OUTQ - total daily msg count Number of reply messages that were placed into the OUTQ
by applications during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour
period is measured from midnight to midnight, system time.

Related registers:

900-022 OUTQ total queue count

038 INQ - total daily queue time Total time all application messages spent in the INQ during
this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is measured from
midnight to midnight, system time. The time can be in the
unit of millisecs or 10 millisecs or 100 millisecs or 1000
millisecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-
UNIT.

The default time unit is in millisecs.

Related registers:

900-026 INQ total queue time (microsecs)

039 APPQ - total daily queue time Total time used by applications to process messages in this
processor during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is
measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The time
can be in the unit of millisecs or 10 millisecs or 100 millisecs
or 1000 millisecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME-
SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in millisecs.

Related registers:

900-027 APPQ total queue time

040 OUTQ - total daily queue time Total time all reply messages from applications spent in the
OUTQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is
measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The time
can be in the unit of millisecs or 10 millisecs or 100 millisecs
or 1000 millisecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME-
SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in millisecs.

Related registers:

900-028 OUTQ total queue time
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041 INQ- Timeout Discard Message Count Number of messages in the application’s INQ that were
discarded due to timeout before the application read
the message. The timeout is defined by the Duration 1
parameter of the application summary record.

Related registers:

900-032 INQ total daily discards

042 APPQ-Timeout Discard Message Count Number of application messages that were discarded
because the application took too long to process the
messages.

MTS keeps track of how long it takes an application to
process a message from the time the message is received
on INS. If the time required to do this exceeds the maximum
time period allowed for this processing, MTS discards
the message. The maximum time period allowed for this
processing is specified in the Duration 2 parameter on the
application summary record.

Related registers:

900-033 APPQ total daily discards

043 OUTQ-Timeout Discard Message Count Number of reply messages that were discarded from the
outbound queue (OUTQ) because the total time required
to receive, process, and reply to the message exceeded the
allowed value.

The reply message must have been generated from an
application in response to a received message.

MTS keeps track of how long it takes for the reply to be sent
to the network for a received message. If the total processing
time exceeds the maximum time period allowed for this
processing, MTS discards the message.

The maximum time period allowed for this processing
is specified as the Duration 3 parameter on application
summary records.

Related registers:

900-034 OUTQ total daily discards

044 Context save - number of entries Number of entries the Context Save subsystem placed in
extended memory in this processor. When an application
requests the services of the Context Save subsystem, that
subsystem places the context data for the transaction in
extended memory.

Related registers:

900-045 Context save bytes in use
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045 Context save - bytes in use Number of bytes contained in the Context Save entries in
this processor.

Related registers:

900-044 Context save number of entries

046 Context save - total bytes gotten Number of context bytes restored to the applications in this
processor.

When an application can resume processing a transaction
that was previously suspended and saved by the Context
Save subsystem, it notifies the Context Save subsystem.
The Context Save subsystem retrieves and returns the
appropriate context to the application so it can continue
processing the transaction.

047 Context save - timeout count Number of context entries in this processor that have timed
out.

When the Context Save subsystem saves a context entry,
it measures the length of time the data spends in extended
memory. If the time defined by the application elapses before
the Context Save subsystem receives a message from the
application indicating it is ready to resume processing the
transaction, the Context Save subsystem removes the data
and associated pointers from extended memory.

048 Context save - maximum buffer in use Largest number of extended memory buffers that were used
for saving context entries in this processor.

Related registers:

900-045 Context save bytes in use

049 - 069 Reserved

070 Total transactions forwarded Number of transactions the Message Forwarder (MF)
forwarded from this processor to other processors because
the application specified in the message was not available in
this processor.

When MTS receives a transaction, it examines the task ID
and server class specified in the message. If the application
defined by the task ID and server class is not available in this
processor, the message is routed to the MF to forward the
message to another processor.

071 Total replies forwarded Number of reply messages the MF forwarded from this
processor to other processors because there was no link on
this processor or the link was not functioning.
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072 Total Contexts forwarded Number of messages the MF forwarded from this processor
to other processors because the message was part of an
ongoing conversation. The initial message was received, and
its context saved, in another processor.

The message was sent to another node for processing and it
did not return to the same processor where the context data
was saved. Upon receipt, MTS determined that the message
contained a context resumption indicator and the processor
that originally handled the transaction. MTS routed the
message to the MF process to forward the message to the
named processor.

073 - 076 Reserved

077 Total messages received by Message Forwarder Total number of messages that were queued to the MF in
this processor. The messages were received in this processor
and require forwarding to another processor.

078 Total messages discarded by Message Forwarder Total number of messages the MF in this processor
discarded because the required application was not available.

When MTS receives a transaction, it examines the task ID
and server class specified in the message. If the application
process defined by the task ID and server class is not
available in this processor, the message is discarded.

079 - 094 Application messages forwarded to CPU # Each of these 16 registers shows the number of application
messages that were sent from this processor to the
processor named in the register description. The required
application was not available in this processor. The # in
the description shown is replaced with the number of
the processor (0 through 15) where the messages were
forwarded.

The MF in this processor forwards an application message to
another processor if the application process specified in the
message is not available in this processor.

Related registers:

900-095 - 110 Reply buffers forwarded to CPU #

900-111 - 126 Context buffers forwarded to CPU #
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095 - 110 Reply buffers forwarded to CPU # Each of these 16 registers shows the number of reply
messages that were sent from this processor to the
processor named in the register description. The # in
the description shown is replaced with the number of
the processor (0 through 15) where the messages were
forwarded.

The MF in this processor forwards a reply message to
another processor if there is no I/O application process with
“replies” open in the processor where the message was
processed.

Related registers:

900-079 - 094 Application messages forwarded to CPU #

900-111 - 126 Context buffers forwarded to CPU #

111 - 126 Context buffers forwarded to CPU # Each of these 16 registers shows the number of messages
related to context saves that were sent from this processor
to the processor in the register description. The # in the
description shown is replaced with the number of the
processor (0 through 15) where the messages were
forwarded.

This is the number of messages the MF sent from this
processor to another processor because the message was
part of an ongoing conversation. The initial message was
received, and its context saved, in the other processor. The
new message contains a context resumption indicator and
names the processor that originally handled the message.

Related registers:

900-079 - 094 Application messages forwarded to CPU #

900-095 - 110 Reply buffers forwarded to CPU #

127 - 129 Reserved

130 Total messages received by Message Receiver Number of messages the Message Receiver (MR) in this
processor received from MFs in other processors.

131 Total replies received by Message Receiver Number of reply messages the MR in this processor received
from MFs in other processors.

132 - 135 Reserved

136 Total messages discarded by Message Receiver Number of messages the MR discarded because the
required process was not available.

When the MR receives a message, it examines the task ID
and server class specified in the message. If the application
process defined by the task ID and server class is not
available in this processor, the MR discards the message.
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137 - 152 Total messages received from CPU # Each of these 16 registers shows the number of messages
received by this processor from the processor named in
the register description. The # in the description shown is
replaced with the number of the processor (0 through 15)
that sent the message.

This is the number of application messages the MR in this
processor received from the MF in the named processor.

153 - 168 Total replies received from CPU # Each of these 16 registers shows the number of replies
that were received into this processor from the processor
named in the register description. The # in the description is
replaced with the number of the processor (0 through 15)
that sent the message.

This is the number of replies the MR in this processor
received from the MF in the named processor. When it
receives a reply message, the MR queues the outbound reply
for output over links connecting this processor to the IO
controller.

169 Reserved

170 SIGNALTIMEOUT - out of tolerance ( < 30 secs) Number of MTS signal timeouts (as opposed to system
signal timeouts) issued in this processor that exceeded the
timer specified in the program by more than 3 seconds but
less than 30 seconds.

171 SIGNALTIMEOUT - out of tolerance ( < 60 secs & >=
30 secs)

Number of MTS signal timeouts issued in this processor that
exceeded the timer specified in the program by 30 seconds
or more, but less than 60 seconds.

172 SIGNALTIMEOUT - out of tolerance ( >= 60 secs) Number of MTS signal timeouts issued in this processor that
exceeded the timer specified in the program by 60 seconds
or more.

173 SIGNALTIMEOUT - total ‘popped’ Total number of MTS signal timeouts issued in this
processor that timed out and resulted in a message sent to
a process. The signal timeouts were posted but were not
canceled.

174 SIGNALTIMEOUT - total posted Total number of MTS signal timeouts that were posted by all
processes in this processor.

175 SIGNALTIMEOUT - total canceled Total number of MTS signal timeouts that were canceled by
all processes in this processor.

176-199 Reserved

200-261 Reserved

262-300 Reserved

A.16 Group 901: Local record caching statistic
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Registers in statistics group 901 collect data for activity associated with the Local Record Caching (LRC) facility. The system
maintains statistics for each file that uses the LRC facility.

A.16.1 Register Set IDs—Group 901: Local record caching statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each file. Each register set contains statistics register values for
one file. The register set ID has the format:

CA xxxxxfilename

where xxxxx is the file code for the file (5 decimal digits) and filename is the last 8 characters (maximum) of the file name. For
example: CA65002APPLDATA.

A.16.2 Registers—Group 901: Local record caching statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 19: Registers—Group 901: Local Record Caching Statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 LRC - probes This is the number of times LRC was called to “look up” a
record. Note that this is not the number of times the local
cache memory was read. Instead, it is the number of searches
that were made into the LRC hash table.

For example, when a new record is placed into local cache
memory, this counter is incremented twice, once when
it searches the hash table to look up the record (and
determines that the record is not in local cache memory),
and once when it searches the hash table to determine
where to store the record in local cache memory.

This register value should approximate the sum of these
register values:

901-012 LRC - total number of LRC reads attempted

901-013 LRC - total number of LRC adds performed

901-014 LRC - total number of LRC deletes attempted

If this register value is high compared to the value for
register 012, you may want to adjust the learning counter(s).

002 LRC - bit rejects This is the number of times records were flagged “not LRC
present” because LRC had not yet “learned” them. LRC
checked to see if the records were in local cache memory,
but none of them were present.

If this register value is large relative to register 901-001 LRC
- probes, then key learning is operating efficiently because
infrequently accessed records are not being learned by LRC.

003 LRC - key rejects This is the number of times records were flagged “not LRC
present” because LRC had not yet “learned” the record keys.

The threshold for key learning is specified on the Cache
Definitions record for the file. If the key learning threshold is
zero, this register value is always zero.
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Register Numbers Description

004 LRC - data hits This is the number of times a call was made into the LRC
hash table and a record was found in the in-memory LRC
files.

If this register value is large relative to register 901-001 LRC
- probes, then LRC is providing data to applications in most
cases.

005 LRC - read count This is the number of times LRC placed records in local
cache memory. LRC places the record in memory when it
physically reads a record from the disk and learns it.

This value does not necessarily indicate the number of
different records that have been learned during a collection
interval because a single record can be learned, forgotten
(due to aging, update or PURGEDATA operation, or
overflow), and learned again during one statistics collection
interval.

006 LRC - delete count This is the number of records LRC deleted from the hash
table. The records were deleted because they timed out
(aging), or were deleted due to an update or because there
was a hash search overflow.

A timeout occurs when an aging parameter expires and
when the cache reset time is reached.

Related registers:

901-010 LRC - overflow count

007 LRC - compare count This is the number of comparisons LRC made while it was
performing hash searches. The LRC uses a hash-coded
sequential search of records in local cache memory to locate
the record requested by an application.

If the configured hashing technique for a given file is perfect,
the value in this register will approximate the value in
register 901-001 LRC - probes because no collisions have
occurred on hash values.

008 LRC - de-compress count This is the number of times records were decompressed
after LRC found them in local cache memory.

This value indicates the success of LRC data compression.
However, it may always be zero. A zero value does not
indicate a problem that requires correction.

009 LRC - record count This is the number of records in the LRC hash key table at
the time of statistics collection.

010 LRC - overflow count This is the number of times LRC declared a hashing overflow.
An overflow typically occurs after LRC searches 100 keys
without locating a particular record.

Related registers:

901-006 LRC - delete count
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011 LRC - count of key table entries in use This is the number of entries in the LRC key table at the end
of the statistics collection interval.

012 LRC - total number of LRC reads attempted This is the number of times the application requested record
data from LRC. This value indicates how many times a
process issued a READUPDATE_ call.

013 LRC - total number of LRC adds performed This is the number of times LRC added records to the LRC
table.

014 LRC - total number of LRC deletes attempted This is the number of times LRC tried to delete records from
the LRC table. Note that this is not necessarily the number
of record deletes that LRC performed as this value does not
account for records that LRC could not locate in the table.

If this register value is high, there may have been a lot of
database updates occurring during the statistics collection
period. If this register value is high and there were no
database updates, the learning counter(s) are set too low.

015 LRC - total number of LRC purgedata operations This is the number of times a PURGEDATA operation
occurred on the LRC tables. When a PURGEDATA operation
occurs, LRC removes all record and key information from
cache. Typically, this occurs once daily.

If this register value is regularly more than a very few per
day, the cause should be identified and corrected.

016 LRC - total number of LRC bytes utilized This is the number of bytes of storage LRC allocated for
record caching for this file during the statistics collection
period.

A.17 Group 902: CSS application statistics (by processor and SSN)

Registers in statistics group 902 collect data for each application (SSN) running in each processor. These statistics are similar
to the statistics maintained in group 900, registers 017 through 040. They differ in that group 900 collects statistics for all
applications in each processor, whereas group 902 collects statistics by individual application in each processor.

A.17.1 Register Set IDs—Group 902: CSS application statistics (by
processor and SSN)

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each application in each processor. Each register set contains
statistics register values for one application in a processor. The register set ID has the format:

CSSCPU-##-SSN-***

where ## is the processor of collection (00 through 15) and *** is the SSN corresponding to the application. For example:
CSSCPU-04-SSN-253.
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A.17.2 Registers—Group 902: CSS application statistics (by processor and
SSN)

Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period, except where stated otherwise.

Table 20: Registers—Group 902: CSS application statistics (by processor and SSN)

Register Numbers Description

001 - 016 Reserved

017 INQ - discard queue count This is the number of application messages that were
discarded before the application received the message. The
message can be discarded because of queue overflow or
overload.

The action caused by overload is defined on the Overload
Definitions records. Selected message types can be
prevented from being discarded by specifying the message
types on the application summary record.

018 APPQ - discard queue count This is the number of application messages that were
discarded because the application took too long to process
the messages.

MTS keeps track of how long it takes an application to
process a message from the time the message was received
on INS. If the time required to do this exceeds the maximum
time period allowed for this processing, MTS discards the
message.

The maximum time period allowed for this processing is
specified in the Duration 2 parameter on the application
summary record.

019 OUTQ - discard queue count This is the number of outbound messages that were
discarded from the OUTQ because of queue overflow. The
outbound message must have been generated from an
application in response to a received message.

020 INQ - total queue count This is the number of application messages that were
received and placed in the inbound queue (INQ).

Related registers:

902-029 INQ avg time in queue

021 APPQ - total queue count This is the number of messages that were read by the
application.

Related registers:

902-030 APPQ avg time in queue

022 OUTQ - total queue count This is the number of replies that were generated by this
application.

Related registers:

902-031 OUTQ avg time in queue
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Register Numbers Description

023 INQ - max queue count This is the largest number of application messages that were
pending in the INQ.

024 APPQ - max queue count This is the largest number of processes within this
application that were simultaneously processing transactions
during the statistics gathering period.

025 OUTQ - max queue count This is the largest number of replies from this application
that were pending in the OUTQ.

026 INQ - total queue time This is the total time that application messages were
pending in the INQ. The time can be in the unit of microsecs
or 10 microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as
decided by PIP(12) QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

902-029 INQ avg time in queue

027 APPQ - total queue time This is the total time that messages were being processed by
applications.

The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10 microsecs or
100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided by PIP(12)
QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

902-030 APPQ avg time in queue

028 OUTQ - total queue time This is the total time that replies from this application
were pending in the OUTQ. The time can be in the unit
of microsecs or 10 microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000
microsecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME- SCALING-
UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

902-031 OUTQ avg time in queue

029 INQ - avg time in queue This is the average time an application message was
pending in the INQ.

The system computes this time using the values of registers
902-020 INQ total queue count and 902-026 INQ total
queue time. The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

902-020 INQ total queue count

902-026 INQ total queue time
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Register Numbers Description

030 APPQ - avg time in queue This is the average time that this application used to process
messages.

The system computes this time using the values of registers
902-021 APPQ total queue count and 902-027 APPQ total
queue time. The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUE-TIME-SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

902-021 APPQ total queue count

902-027 APPQ total queue time

031 OUTQ - avg time in queue This is the average time a reply from this application was
pending in the OUTQ.

The system computes this time using the values of register
902-022 OUTQ total queue count and 902-028 OUTQ total
queue time. The time can be in the unit of microsecs or 10
microsecs or 100 microsecs or 1000 microsecs as decided
by PIP(12) QUEUETIME- SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in microsecs.

Related registers:

902-022 OUTQ total queue count

902-028 OUTQ total queue time

032 INQ - total daily discards This is the number of application messages that were
discarded from the INQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-
hour period is measured from midnight to midnight, system
time. The message can be discarded because of queue
overflow, timeout, or overload.

The timeout is defined by the Duration 1 parameter of the
Application Summary record. The action caused by overload
is defined on the Overload Definitions records. Selected
message types can be prevented from being discarded by
specifying the message types on the Application Summary
record.

Related registers:

902-017 INQ discard queue count
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033 APPQ - total daily discards This is the number of application messages that were
discarded during this 24-hour period because the
application took too long to process the message. The 24-
hour period is measured from midnight to midnight, system
time.

MTS keep track of how long it takes an application to
process a message from the time the message arrives on
INS. If the time required to do this exceeds the maximum
time period allowed for this processing, MTS discards the
message.

The maximum time period for this processing is specified
as the Duration 2 parameter on the Application Summary
record.

Related registers:

902-018 APPQ discard queue count

034 OUTQ - total daily discards This is the number of replies that were discarded from the
OUTQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is
measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The reply
message must have been generated from the process with a
task ID of 40 in response to a received message.

MTS keep track of how long it takes for the reply to be sent
to the network for a received message. If the total processing
time take longer than the maximum time period allowed for
this processing, MTS discards the message.

The maximum time period allowed for this processing is
specified as the Duration 3 parameter on the Application
Summary record.

Related registers:

902-019 OUTQ discard queue count

035 INQ - total daily msg count This is the number of application messages that were
received and placed into the INQ during this 24-hour period.
The 24-hour period is measured from midnight to midnight,
system time.

Related registers:

902-020 INQ total queue count

036 APPQ - total daily msg count This is the number of messages read by this application.
The 24-hour period is measured from midnight to midnight,
system time.

Related registers:

902-021 APPQ total queue count
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037 OUTQ - total daily msg count This is the number of replies that were placed into the OUTQ
by the application during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour
period is measured from midnight to midnight, system time.

Related registers:

902-022 OUTQ total queue count

038 INQ - total daily queue time This is the total time all messages for this application spent
in the INQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is
measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The time
can be in the unit of millisecs or 10 millisecs or 100 millisecs
or 1000 millisecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME-
SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in millisecs.

Related registers:

902-026 INQ total queue time

039 APPQ - total daily queue time This is the total time used by this application to process
messages during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is
measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The time
can be in unit of millisecs or 10 millisecs or 100 millisecs
or 1000 millisecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME-
SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in millisecs.

Related registers:

902-027 APPQ total queue time

040 OUTQ - total daily queue time This is the total time all replies from this application spent in
the OUTQ during this 24-hour period. The 24-hour period is
measured from midnight to midnight, system time. The time
can be in unit of millisecs or 10 millisecs or 100 millisecs
or 1000 millisecs as decided by PIP(12) QUEUETIME-
SCALING-UNIT.

The default time unit is in millisecs.

Related registers:

902-028 OUTQ total queue time

041 - INQ- Timeout Discard Message Count This is the number of application messages that were
discarded before the application received the message
because of timeout.

The timeout is defined by the Duration 1 parameter of the
application summary record.
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042 - APPQ-Timeout Discard Message Count This is the number of application messages that were
discarded because the application took too long to process
the messages.

MTS keeps track of how long it takes an application to
process a message from the time the message was received
on INS. If the time required to do this exceeds the maximum
time period allowed for this processing, MTS discards
the message. The maximum time period allowed for this
processing is specified in the Duration 2 parameter on the
application summary record.

043 - OUTQ-Timeout Discard Message Count This is the number of reply messages that were discarded
from the OUTQ because the total time required to receive,
process, and reply to the message exceeded the allowed
value. The reply message must have been generated from an
application in response to a received message.

MTS keeps track of how long it takes for the reply to be sent
to the network for a received message. If the total processing
time exceeds the maximum time period allowed for this
processing, MTS discards the message.

The maximum time period allowed for this processing
is specified as the Duration 3 parameter on application
summary records.

A.18 Group 903: PDBM I/O statistics

Registers in statistics group 903 collect data associated with the Pending Database Management (PDBM) subsystem.

You can use these statistics to evaluate PDBM performance and, if needed, adjust the parameters passed to the PDBM
supervisor at startup. If applications do not request the services of the PDBM subsystem, these register values are zero.

A.18.1 Register Set IDs—Group 903: PDBM I/O statistics

The register set defined for this statistics group contains statistics register values collected for the entire PDBM subsystem as
it is implemented at the node. This register set ID is:

I/O STATS

A.18.2 Registers—Group 903: PDBM I/O statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.
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Table 21: Registers—Group 903: PDBM I/O statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Read requests This is the number of times a PDBM read procedure was
called to look up a record.

Related registers:

903-002 Read searches

002 Read searches This is the number of comparisons a PDBM read procedure
made before it located the requested record in the key table.

When a PDBM read procedure receives a record request
from an application, it computes a hash value for the record
and compares the hash value to values in the key table.
If the record is not in the table or is not located after 500
comparisons, the event is counted as a read failure.

If the ratio of read searches to read requests is high (for
example, 20 to 1), the searches may be requiring an
excessive amount of time. Therefore, you may want to
increase the key table size or age the records more quickly.
You do this by modifying the appropriate Process Input
Parameters records.

Related registers:

903-001 Read requests

903-003 Read failures

003 Read failures This is the number of times a record could not be located in
the key table.

The read procedure either determined that the record is
not in the database or the read procedure performed 500
searches and could not locate the record.

004 Write requests This is the number of times a PDBM write procedure was
called to write a record.

Related registers:

903-005 Write searches
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005 Write searches This is the number of searches a PDBM write procedure
made within the key table before it located a place to put the
record.

When a PDBM write procedure receives a write request for a
new record from an application, it looks for an empty location
in the key table:

• If the write procedure locates an empty location for the
record, it places the record in the key table.

• If the write procedure does not locate an empty location
for the record, the event is counted as a write failure.

If the ratio of write searches to write requests is high, you
may want to increase the key table size or age the records
more quickly. You do this by modifying the appropriate
Process Input Parameters records.

Related registers:

903-004 Write requests

903-006 Write failures

006 Write failures This is the number of times a PDBM write procedure
determined that a record already existed in the table or
determined that there was no place to put records in the
table.

If the write failed because the key table was full, the PDBM
supervisor then moves the oldest record it located during its
search to the PDBM temporary overflow file and the write
procedure inserts the new record in its place.

If this register value is high, there may have been a lot of
writes attempted for duplicate records or the table was full
most of the time. You may want to expand the key table size
or age records more quickly. You do this by modifying the
appropriate Process Input Parameters records.

007-010 Reserved

A.19 Group 904: Overload statistics

Registers in statistics group 904 collect data for overload conditions that have occurred at the node. The data is collected at
the subnode level and at the processor level. Subnode data reflects the load level for all server classes across all processors in
the system. Processor data reflects load levels across all active server classes within each processor in the system.

You can use these statistics to evaluate node performance and, if needed, rebalance system resources.

A.19.1 Register Set IDs—Group 904: Overload statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for the local node and for each processor in the system. The register
set IDs have the formats:
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SUBNODE

CPU-##

where ## is the processor number from 0 through 15. For example: CPU-4.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

CPU-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A.19.2 Registers—Group 904: Overload statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 22: Registers—Group 904: Overload Statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Transitions to level 1 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 1 overload.

The overload level changes from level 0 (no overload)
to level 1 when the average transaction response time
reaches the trigger response time for level 1 specified on the
Overload Definitions record. The overload level returns to
level 1 (from level 2) when the average response time falls
below the trigger response time for level 2 overload.

Related registers:

904-002 Duration at level 1 (in seconds)

002 Duration at level 1 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 1.

Related registers:

904-001 Transitions to level 1

003 Transitions to level 2 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 2 overload.

The overload level changes from level 1 to level 2 when
the average transaction response time reaches the trigger
response time specified for level 2 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 2 (from
level 3.0) when the average response time falls below the
trigger response time for level 3.0 overload.

Related registers:

904-004 Duration at level 2 (in seconds)

004 Duration at level 2 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 2.

Related registers:

904-003 Transitions to level 2
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005 Transitions to level 3.0 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.0 overload.

The overload level changes from level 2 to level 3.0 when
the average transaction response time reaches the trigger
response time specified for level 3.0 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.0
(from level 3.1) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.1 overload.

Related registers:

904-006 Duration at level 3.0 (in seconds)

006 Duration at level 3.0 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.0.

Related registers:

904-005 Transitions to level 3.0

007 Transitions to level 3.1 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.1 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.0 to level 3.1
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.1 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.1
(from level 3.2) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.2 overload.

Related registers:

904-008 Duration at level 3.1 (in seconds)

008 Duration at level 3.1 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.1.

Related registers:

904-007 Transitions to level 3.1

009 Transitions to level 3.2 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.2 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.1 to level 3.2
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.2 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.2
(from level 3.3) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.3 overload.

Related registers:

904-010 Duration at level 3.2 (in seconds)
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010 Duration at level 3.2 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.2.

Related registers:

904-009 Transitions to level 3.2

011 Transitions to level 3.3 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.3 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.2 to level 3.3
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.3 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.3
(from level 3.4) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.4 overload.

Related registers:

904-012 Duration at level 3.3 (in seconds)

012 Duration at level 3.3 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.3.

Related registers:

904-011 Transitions to level 3.3

013 Transitions to level 3.4 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.4 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.3 to level 3.4
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.4 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.4
(from level 3.5) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.5 overload.

Related registers:

904-014 Duration at level 3.4 (in seconds)

014 Duration at level 3.4 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.4.

Related registers:

904-013 Transitions to level 3.4
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015 Transitions to level 3.5 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.5 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.4 to level 3.5
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.5 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.5
(from level 3.6) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.6 overload.

Related registers:

904-016 Duration at level 3.5 (in seconds)

016 Duration at level 3.5 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.5.

Related registers:

904-015 Transitions to level 3.5

017 Transitions to level 3.6 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.6 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.5 to level 3.6
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.6 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.6
(from level 3.7) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.7 overload.

Related registers:

904-018 Duration at level 3.6 (in seconds)

018 Duration at level 3.6 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.6.

Related registers:

904-017 Transitions to level 3.6

019 Transitions to level 3.7 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.7 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.6 to level 3.7
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.7 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.7
(from level 3.8) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 3.8 overload.

Related registers:

904-020 Duration at level 3.7 (in seconds)
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020 Duration at level 3.7 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.7.

Related registers:

904-019 Transitions to level 3.7

021 Transitions to level 3.8 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 3.8 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.7 to level 3.8
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 3.8 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 3.8
(from level 4) when the average response time falls below
the trigger response time for level 4 overload.

Related registers:

904-022 Duration at level 3.8 (in seconds)

022 Duration at level 3.8 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 3.8.

Related registers:

904-021 Transitions to level 3.8

023 Transitions to level 4 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 4 overload.

The overload level changes from level 3.8 to level 4
when the average transaction response time reaches the
trigger response time specified for level 4 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 4 (from
level 5) when the average response time falls below the
trigger response time for level 5 overload.

Related registers:

904-024 Duration at level 4 (in seconds)

024 Duration at level 4 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 4.

Related registers:

904-023 Transitions to level 4
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025 Transitions to level 5 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
or returned to level 5 overload.

The overload level changes from level 4 to level 5 when
the average transaction response time reaches the trigger
response time specified for level 5 on the Overload
Definitions record. The overload level returns to level 5 (from
level 6) when the average response time falls below the
trigger response time for level 6 overload.

Related registers:

904-026 Duration at level 5 (in seconds)

026 Duration at level 5 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 5.

Related registers:

904-025 Transitions to level 5

027 Transitions to level 6 This is the number of times congestion at the node reached
level 6 overload.

The overload level changes from level 5 to level 6, the
highest level of overload, when the average transaction
response time reaches the trigger response time specified
for level 6 on the Overload Definitions record. At level 6 all
messages are discarded.

Related registers:

904-028 Duration at level 6 (in seconds)

028 Duration at level 6 (in seconds) This is the number of seconds the node was congested at
overload level 6.

When congestion at the node enters level 6 overload, the
MM starts a timer that keeps running until the overload level
changes. When that happens, the MM stops the timer.

Related registers:

904-027 Transitions to level 6

029-030 Reserved

A.20 Group 905: CTX statistics

Registers in statistics group 905 collect data for activity associated with the Context Save (CTX) facility. The system
maintains statistics for each processor that uses the 32-bit CTX facility.

A.20.1 Register Set IDs—Group 905: CTX statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each processor in the system. The register set IDs have the
formats:
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CTX-CPU-xx

where xx is the processor number from 00 through 15. For example, CTX-CPU-04. If no processes in this processor use
Context Save, the register value will not be populated.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

CTX-CPU-~~~~~~~~

A.20.2 Registers—Group 905: CTX statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 23: Registers—Group 904: Overload Statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Number of local contexts This is the number of local contexts that have been created
by a process.

002 Number of local KBs in use This is the number of kilobytes used to store local contexts.

003 Number of local KBs ‘put’ This the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the process to the local CTX memory pool by calls to
the “put” routines.

004 Number of local KBs ‘got’ This the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the local CTX memory pool to the process by calls to
the “get” routines.

005 Number of local contexts discarded This is the number of times that a local context was
discarded because its discard timeout expired.

006 Number of protect contexts This is the number of protected contexts that have been
created by a process.

007 Number of protect KBs in use This is the number of kilobytes used to store the protected
context.

008 Number of remote KBs ‘put’ This is the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the local process to the remote processor's CTX
memory pool by calls to the “put” routines.

009 Number of remote KBs ‘got’ This the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the remote processor's CTX memory pool to the
process by calls to the “get” routines.

010 Number of protected contexts discarded This is the number of times that a protected context was
discarded because its discard timeout expired.

011 Signaltimeout messages sent to applications This is the number of times a context signal timeout timed
out and a message was sent to inform the process.

012 Protect messages sent This the number of context and context release messages
that were sent to the backup processor.

013 Protect messages received This is the number of context and context release messages
that were received from the primary processor.

014 Remote CTX requests sent This is the number of messages sent from other processors
because the necessary context was not available in that
processor.
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015 Remote CTX requests received This is the number of messages received from other
processors because the necessary context was not available
in that processor.

016 Number of creates This is the number of local and protected contexts created
by the processes.

017 Number of puts This is the number of times a “put” operation was called by
the processes.

018 Number of gets This is the number of times a “get” was called by the
processes.

019 Number of releases This is the number of times that contexts were released by
the processes.

020 Number of checks This is the number of times that the contexts were checked
by the processes.

021 Number of locks This is the number of times that contexts were locked by the
processes.

022 Number of unlocks This is the number of times that contexts were unlocked by
the processes.

023 Number of calls for CTX signaltimeouts This is the number of times that a CTX signal timeout was
created by the processes.

024 Number of calls for CTX canceltimeouts This is the number of times that a CTX cancel timeout was
called by the processes.

025 Number of lock timeouts This is the number times a CTX lock persisted more than
lock test time and an ER was sent.

026 Number of lock delays This is the number of times a process was delayed or an
“already locked” returned because a context was locked.

031 CTX pool size (KBs) This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool.

Related registers:

905-033 CTX pool % free

032 CTX pool free size (KBs) This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool.

Related registers:

905-033 CTX pool % free

033 CTX pool % free This is the percentage of the context pool that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 031 CTX pool size (KBs) and 032 CTX pool free
size (KBs) in this group.

Related registers:

905-034 CTX pool % used
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034 CTX pool % used This is the percentage of the context pool that is currently in
use. INS computes this percentage using the value in register
033 CTX pool % free in this group.

Related registers:

905-033 CTX pool % free

035 CTX pool failures This is the number of times a request was made for a buffer
and the context buffer pool routine initially failed to allocate
a buffer.

When this happens, INS recovers by increasing the size of
the buffer pool. If this register value is nonzero, there has
been a failure of the INS software.

A.21 Group 906: 64-Bit CTX statistics

Registers in the statistics group 906 collect data on activities associated with the Context Save (CTX) facility. The system
maintains statistics for each processor that uses the 64-bit CTX facility.

A.21.1 Register Set IDs—Group 906: CTX statistics

The statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each processor in the system. The register set IDs have the
format:

CTX-CPU-xx

where xx is the processor number from 00 through 15. For example, CTX-CPU-04. If no processes in this processor use
Context Save, the register value will not be populated.

This register set ID identifies a cumulative set that sums the statistics in the other register sets for all processors:

CTX-CPU-~~~~~~~~

A.21.2 Registers—Group 906: CTX statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 24: Registers—Group 906: CTX statistics

Register Numbers Description

001 Number of local 64 BIT contexts This is the number of local contexts that have been created
by a process.

002 Number of 64 BIT local KBs in use This is the number of kilobytes used to store local contexts.

003 Number of 64 BIT local KBs ‘put’ This the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the process to the local CTX memory pool by calls to
the “put” routines.

004 Number of 64 BIT local KBs ‘got’ This the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the local CTX memory pool to the process by calls to
the “get” routines.
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005 Number of local 64 BIT contexts discarded This is the number of times that a local context was
discarded because its discard timeout expired.

008 Number of remote 64BIT CTX KBs ‘put’ This is the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the local process to the remote processor's CTX
memory pool by calls to the “put” routines.

009 Number of remote 64BIT CTX KBs ‘got’ This is the number of kilobytes that have been transferred
from the remote processor's CTX memory pool to the local
process by calls to the “get” routines.

010 Number of protected 64 BIT contexts discarded This is the number of times that a protected context was
discarded because its discard timeout expired.

011 Signaltimeout messages sent to applications for 64BIT
CTX

This is the number of times a context signal timeout timed
out and a message was sent to inform the process.

014 Remote 64BIT CTX requests sent This is the number of messages sent from other processors
because the necessary context was not available in that
processor.

015 Remote 64BIT CTX requests received This is the number of messages received from other
processors because the necessary context was not available
in that processor.

017 Number of 64BIT CTX puts This is the number of times a “put” operation was called by
the processes.

018 Number of 64BIT CTX gets This is the number of times a “get” was called by the
processes.

019 Number of 64BIT CTX releases This is the number of times that contexts were released by
the processes.

020 Number of 64BIT CTX checks This is the number of times that the contexts were checked
by the processes.

021 Number of 64BIT CTX locks This is the number of times that contexts were locked by the
processes.

022 Number of 64BIT CTX unlocks This is the number of times that contexts were unlocked by
the processes.

023 Number of calls for 64BIT CTX signaltimeouts This is the number of times that a CTX signal timeout was
created by the processes.

024 Number of calls for 64BIT CTX canceltimeouts This is the number of times that a CTX cancel timeout was
called by the processes.

025 Number of 64BIT CTX lock timeouts This is the number times a CTX lock persisted more than
lock test time and an ER was sent.

026 Number of 64BIT CTX lock delays This is the number of times a process was delayed or an
“already locked” returned because a context was locked.

031 64BIT CTX pool size (KBs) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the context pool.
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032 64BIT CTX pool free size (KBs) This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool.

Related registers:

906-033 64BIT CTX pool % free

033 64BIT CTX pool % free This is the percentage of the context pool that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 031 64BIT CTX pool size (KBs) and 032 64BIT
CTX pool free size (KBs) in this group.

Related registers:

906-034 64BIT CTX pool % used

034 64BIT CTX pool % used This is the percentage of the context pool that is currently in
use. INS computes this percentage using the value in register
033 64BIT CTX pool % free in this group.

Related registers:

906-033 64BIT CTX pool % free

035 64BIT CTX pool failures This is the number of times a request was made for a buffer
and the context buffer pool routine initially failed to allocate
a buffer.

When this happens, INS recovers by increasing the size of
the buffer pool. If this register value is non-zero, it indicates a
failure.

036 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
00)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 00 protected
by the process.

037 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 00) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 00 .

038 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 00)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 00.

Related registers:

906- 039 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
00)

039 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 00) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 00, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 037 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 00) and 038 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 00) in this group.

Related registers:

906-040 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
00)
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040 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 00) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 00, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 039 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
00) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 039 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
00)

041 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 00) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 00.

042 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
01)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 01 protected
by the process.

043 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 01) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 01.

044 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 01)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 01.

Related registers:

906- 045 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
01)

045 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 01) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 01, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 043 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 01) and 044 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 01) in this group.

Related registers:

906-046 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
01)

046 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 01) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 01, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 045 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
01) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 045 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
01)

04764BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 01) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 01.
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048 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
02)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 02 protected
by the process.

049 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 02) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 02.

050 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 02)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 02.

Related registers:

906- 051 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
02)

051 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 02) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 02, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 049 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 02) and 050 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 02) in this group.

Related registers:

906-052 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
02)

052 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 02) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 02, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 051 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
02) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 051 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
02)

053 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 02) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 02.

054 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
03)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 03 protected
by the process.

055 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 03) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 03.

056 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 03)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 03.

Related registers:

906- 057 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
03)
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057 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 03) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 03, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 055 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 03) and 056 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 03) in this group.

Related registers:

906-058 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
03)

058 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 03) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 03, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 057 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
03) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 057 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
03)

059 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 03) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 03.

060 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
04)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 04 protected
by the process.

061 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 04) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 04 .

062 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 04)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 04.

Related registers:

906- 063 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
04)

063 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 04) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 04, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 061 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 04) and 062 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 04) in this group.

Related registers:

906-064 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
04)
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064 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 04) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 04, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 063 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
04) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 063 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
04)

065 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 04) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 04.

066 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
05)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 05 protected
by the process.

067 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 05) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 05 .

068 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 05)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 05.

Related registers:

906- 069 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
05)

069 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 05) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 05, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 067 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 05) and 068 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 05) in this group.

Related registers:

906-070 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
05)

070 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 05) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 05, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 069 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
05) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 069 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
05)

071 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 05) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 05.
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072 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
06)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 06 protected
by the process.

073 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 06) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 06 .

074 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 06)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 06.

Related registers:

906- 075 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
06)

075 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 06) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 06, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 073 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 06) and 074 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 06) in this group.

Related registers:

906-076 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
06)

076 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 06) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 06, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 075 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
06) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 075 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
06)

077 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 06) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 06.

078 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
07)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 07 protected
by the process.

079 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 07) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 07.

080 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 07)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 07.

Related registers:

906- 081 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
07)
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081 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 07) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 07, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 079 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 07) and 080 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 07) in this group.

Related registers:

906-082 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
07)

082 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 07) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 07, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 081 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
07) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 081 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
07)

083 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 07) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 07.

084 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
08)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 08 protected
by the process.

085 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 08) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 08 .

086 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 08)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 08.

Related registers:

906- 087 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
08)

087 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 08) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 08, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 085 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 08) and 086 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 08) in this group.

Related registers:

906-088 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
08)
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088 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 08) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 08, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 087 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
08) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 087 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
08)

089 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 08) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 08.

090 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
09)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 09 protected
by the process.

091 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 09) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 09 .

092 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 09)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 09.

Related registers:

906- 093 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
09)

093 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 09) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 09, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 091 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 09) and 092 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 09) in this group.

Related registers:

906-094 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
09)

094 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 09) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 09, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 093 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
09) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 093 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
09)

095 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 09) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 09.
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096 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
10)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 10 protected
by the process.

097 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 10) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 10 .

098 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 10)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 10.

Related registers:

906- 099 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
10)

099 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 10) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 10, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 097 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 10) and 098 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 10) in this group.

Related registers:

906-100 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
10)

100 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 10) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 10, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 099 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
10) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 099 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
10)

101 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 10) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 10.

102 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
11)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 11 protected
by the process.

103 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 11) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 11 .

104 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 11)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 11.

Related registers:

906- 105 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
11)
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Register Numbers Description

105 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 11) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 11, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 103 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 11) and 104 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 11) in this group.

Related registers:

906-106 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
11)

106 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 11) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 11, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 105 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
11) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 105 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
11)

107 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 11) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 11.

108 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
12)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 12 protected
by the process.

109 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 12) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 12 .

110 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 12)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 12.

Related registers:

906- 111 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
12)

111 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 12) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 12, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 109 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 12) and 110 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 12) in this group.

Related registers:

906-112 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
12)
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Register Numbers Description

112 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 12) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 12, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 111 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
12) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 111 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
12)

113 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 12) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 12.

114 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
13)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 13 protected
by the process.

115 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 13) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 13.

116 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 13)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 13.

Related registers:

906- 117 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
13).

117 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 13) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 13, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 15 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 13) and 116 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 13) in this group.

Related registers:

906-118 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
13)

118 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 13) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 13, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 117 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
13) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 117 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
13)

119 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 13) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated the protection of the
contexts of CPU 13.
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Register Numbers Description

120 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
14)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 14 protected
by the process.

121 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 14) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 14 .

122 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 14)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 14.

Related registers:

906- 123 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
14)

123 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 14) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 14, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 121 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 14) and 122 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 14) in this group.

Related registers:

906-124 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU
14)

124 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 14) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 14, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 123 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
14) in this group.

Related registers:

906- 123 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
14)

125 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 14) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 14.

126 NUMBER OF 64 BIT PROTECT CONTEXTS (FOR CPU
15)

This is the total number of the contexts of CPU 15 protected
by the process.

127 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR CPU 15) This is the maximum number of kilobytes in the pool
allocated by the process for the protection of the contexts of
CPU 15 .

128 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 15)

This is the number of kilobytes currently not utilized in the
context pool, which is allocated for the protection of the
contexts of CPU 15.

Related registers:

906- 129 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
15)
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Register Numbers Description

129 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU 15) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for
the protection of the contexts of CPU 15, that is currently
unused. INS computes this percentage using the values in
registers 127 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL SIZE (KBs) (FOR
CPU 15) and 128 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FREE SIZE
(KBs) (FOR CPU 15) in this group.

Related registers:

130 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 15)

130 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %USED (FOR CPU 15) This is the percentage of the context pool allocated for the
protection of the contexts of CPU 15, that is currently in use.
INS computes this percentage using the value in register
906- 129 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
15).

Related registers:

906- 129 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL %FREE (FOR CPU
15)

131 64BIT CTX PROTECT POOL FAILURES (FOR CPU 15) This is the number of times that a request was made for a
buffer but the context buffer pool routine failed to allocate a
buffer from the context pool allocated for the protection of
the contexts of CPU 15.

A.22 Group 909: Persistent statistics

An INS statistics group 909 is defined with persistent registers. For this statistics group, the INS-NSP process maintains the
persistent counters, that can be periodically written to the disk to maintain the persistence across the node restart.

Statistics group 909 is not added to the INS database (NSDB), by default. You need to add it manually to the NSDB. If the
group 909 is deleted or not present in the NSDB, the Persistence feature is terminated. Customer or application needs to
define the registers or the register set under this group for the statistics to be persistent.

A.23 Group 923: CLIM/coreMain statistics

Registers in Statistics group 923 collect statistics for all the monitored parameters related to the CLIM and the Protocol
Service processes (coreMains) defined in the system.

A.23.1 Register Set IDs—Group 923: CLIM/coreMain statistics
The Statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for each of the monitoring parameters of the CLIM and the Protocol
Service processes. The register set IDs have the following format.

ERAD Queue Related Parameters

C-<CLIM-Provider-Name>-<Protocol-Service-Port>-ER

Where,

CLIM-Provider-Name is the name of the CLIM provider that manages the CLIM where this Protocol Service process runs.
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Protocol-Service-Port is the CLIM protocol service port of the Protocol Service process.

IOAIN Queue Related Parameters

C-<CLIM-Provider-Name>-<Protocol-Service-Port>-I<CPU-Number-In-Hex>

Where,

CLIM-Provider-Name is the name of the CLIM provider that manages the CLIM where this Protocol Service process runs.

Protocol-Service-Port is the CLIM protocol service port of the Protocol Service process.

CPU-Number-In-Hex is the NSK host CPU number in hexadecimal.

CLIM CPU/Memory Related Parameters

C-<CLIM-Provider-Name>-<Protocol-Service-Port>

Where,

CLIM-Provider-Name is the name of the CLIM provider that manages the CLIM where this Protocol Service process
runs.

Protocol-Service-Port is the CLIM protocol service port of the Protocol Service process.

CLIM Related Parameters

C-<CLIM-Provider-Name>

Where,

CLIM-Provider-Name is the name of the CLIM provider that manages the CLIM where this Protocol Service process runs.

A.23.2 Registers—Group 923: CLIM/coreMain statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 25: Registers—Group 923: CLIM/coreMain statistics

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

001 AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH Average number of messages in the
queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

002 LOW WATER MARK QUEUE
LENGTH

Low water mark of the number of
messages in the queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

003 HIGH WATER MARK QUEUE
LENGTH

High water mark of the number of
messages in the queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

004 AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE Average size of the queue in bytes. Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

005 LOW WATER MARK QUEUE SIZE Low water mark of the queue size in
bytes.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

006 HIGH WATER MARK QUEUE SIZE High water mark of the queue size in
bytes.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

007 AVERAGE MESSAGE LIFE IN
QUEUE (micro Sec)

Average time, in microseconds, that a
message stays in a queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

008 LOW WATER MARK MESSAGE
LIFE (micro Sec)

Low water mark of message life in
queue, measured in microseconds.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

009 HIGH WATER MARK MESSAGE
LIFE (micro Sec)

High water mark of message life in
queue, measured in microseconds.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

010 SCTP T3 RETRANSMITS COUNT Count of SCTP retransmissions. Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

011 SCTP T3 TIMER EXPIRY COUNT Number of times that the SCTP T3
timer expired.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

012 PROCESS CPU BUSY AVERAGE
(in percentage)

Average CPU utilization by the protocol
process, measured as a percentage of
the total CPU time.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

013 PROCESS CPU BUSY LOW (in
percentage)

Low water mark of CPU utilization by
the protocol process, measured as a
percentage of the total CPU time.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

014 PROCESS CPU BUSY HIGH (in
percentage)

High water mark of CPU utilization by
the protocol process, measured as a
percentage of the total CPU time.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

015 SYSTEM CPU BUSY AVERAGE (in
percentage)

Average CLIM CPU utilization,
measured as a percentage of the total
CPU time.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

016 SYSTEM CPU BUSY LOW (in
percentage)

Low water mark of CLIM CPU
utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total CPU time.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

017 SYSTEM CPU BUSY HIGH (in
percentage)

High water mark of CLIM CPU
utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total CPU time.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

018 PROCESS MEMORY AVERAGE (in
percentage)

Average memory utilization by the
Protocol process, measured as a
percentage of the total CLIM memory.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

019 PROCESS MEMORY LOW (in
percentage)

Low water mark of memory utilization
by the Protocol process, measured as a
percentage of the total CLIM memory.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

020 PROCESS MEMORY HIGH (in
percentage)

High water mark of the memory
utilization by the Protocol process,
measured as a percentage of the total
CLIM memory.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

021 SYSTEM MEMORY AVERAGE (in
percentage)

Average CLIM memory utilization,
measured as a percentage of the total
CLIM memory.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

022 SYSTEM MEMORY LOW (in
percentage)

Low water mark of the CLIM memory
utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total CLIM memory.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

023 SYSTEM MEMORY HIGH (in
percentage)

High water mark of CLIM memory
utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total CLIM memory.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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A.24 Group 924: CLIM monitoring link statistics

Registers in Statistics group 924 collect data on all the monitored parameters related to CLIM M3UA links defined in the
system.

A.24.1 Register Set IDs—Group 924: CLIM monitoring link statistics

The Statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for monitoring parameters of CLIM M3UA Links. The register set ID
has the following format:

LK-<Link-Name>

Where,

Link-Name is the name of the CLIM M3UA link.

A.24.2 Registers—Group 924: CLIM monitoring link statistics
Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 26: Registers—Group 924: Link Statistics

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

001 AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH Average number of messages in the
queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

002 LOW WATER MARK QUEUE
LENGTH

Low water mark of the number of
messages in the queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

003 HIGH WATER MARK QUEUE
LENGTH

High water mark of the number of
messages in the queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

004 AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE Average size of the queue in bytes. Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

005 LOW WATER MARK QUEUE SIZE Low water mark of the queue size in
bytes.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

006 HIGH WATER MARK QUEUE SIZE High water mark of the queue size in
bytes.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

007 AVERAGE MESSAGE LIFE IN
QUEUE (micro Sec)

Average time, in microseconds, that a
message stays in a queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

008 LOW WATER MARK MESSAGE
LIFE (micro Sec)

Low water mark of message life in
queue, measured in microseconds.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

009 HIGH WATER MARK MESSAGE
LIFE (micro Sec)

High water mark of message life in
queue, measured in microseconds.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

010 AVERAGE SEND BUFFER
UTILIZATION (%)

Average value of Socket Send Buffer
Utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total send buffer allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

011 LOW WATER MARK SEND
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

Low water mark value of Socket Send
Buffer utilization, measured as a
percentage of the total send buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

012 HIGH WATER MARK SEND
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

High water mark value of Socket
Send Buffer utilization, measured as
a percentage of the total send buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

013 AVERAGE RECEIVE BUFFER
UTILIZATION (%)

Average value of Socket Receive Buffer
utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total receive buffer allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

014 LOW WATER MARK RECEIVE
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

Low water mark value of Socket
Receive Buffer utilization, measured as
a percentage of the total receive buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

015 HIGH WATER MARK RECEIVE
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

High water mark value of Socket
Receive Buffer utilization, measured as
a percentage of the total receive buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

016 AVERAGE PEER ADVERTISED
WINDOW

Average value of Peer Advertised
Window, measured in bytes.

This parameter is monitored only for
SCTP associations.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

017 LOW WATER MARK PEER
ADVERTISED WINDOW

Low water mark value of Peer
Advertised Window, measured in bytes.

This parameter is monitored only for
SCTP associations.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

018 HIGH WATER MARK PEER
ADVERTISED WINDOW

High water mark value of Peer
Advertised Window, measured in bytes.

This parameter is monitored only for
SCTP associations.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

019 RETRANSMISSION COUNT Retransmission Count. Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

020 AVERAGE CONGESTION
WINDOW SIZE (FOR SCTP, PRIMARY
IP)

Average value of Congestion Window
Size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of primary
peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

021 LOW WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of Congestion
Window Size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

022 HIGH WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of Congestion
Window Size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of primary
peer IP.
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

023 AVERAGE CONGESTION
WINDOW SIZE (SECONDARY IP)

Average value of Congestion Window
Size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

024 LOW WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of Congestion
Window Size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

025 HIGH WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of Congestion
Window Size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

026 AVERAGE SRTT (FOR SCTP,
PRIMARY IP)

Average value of SRTT, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

027 LOW WATER MARK SRTT (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

028 HIGH WATER MARK SRTT (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

029 AVERAGE SRTT (SECONDARY IP) Average value of SRTT, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

030 LOW WATER MARK SRTT
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

031 HIGH WATER MARK SRTT
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

032 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTTVAR
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Average value of RTTVAR, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

033 LOW WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

034 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

035 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTTVAR
(SECONDARY IP)

Average value of RTTVAR, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

036 LOW WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

037 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

038 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTO (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Average value of RTO, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

039 LOW WATER MARK OF RTO (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTO,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

040 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTO
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of RTO,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

041 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTO
(SECONDARY IP)

Average value of RTO, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

042 LOW WATER MARK OF RTO
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTO,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

043 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTO
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of RTO,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

044 PATH MTU (FOR SCTP, PRIMARY
IP)

Path MTU, in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the MTU to the Primary Peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

045 PATH MTU (SECONDARY IP) Path MTU, in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the MTU to the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

A.25 Groups 925 to 999: CLIM monitoring IP services statistics

Registers in Statistics groups 925 to 999 collect data on all the monitored parameters related to CLIM IPSRV, SIP, and
Diameter Services, with service IDs 1025 to 1099 respectively, defined in the system.

A.25.1 Register Set IDs —Groups 925 to 999: CLIM monitoring IP services
statistics

The Statistics subsystem creates a unique register set ID for monitoring parameters of CLIM IP services. A register set ID has
the following format.

IP-SRV Service Statistics

IPSRV-<Service-Name>

Where,

Service-Name is the name of the CLIM IPSRV Service.

SIP Service Statistics

SIP-<Service-Name>

Where,

Service-Name is the name of the CLIM SIP Service.

Diameter Service Statistics

D-<Service Name>-<Pool Type>-<Thread-Id>

Where,

Service-Name is the name of the INS CLIM Diameter Service.
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Pool Type is the type of pool. I indicates IN pool and O indicates OUT pool.

Thread-Id is the ID of the thread within the pool.

Diameter Service Connection Statistics

D<Diameter-Peer-Name>

Where,

Diameter-Peer-Name is the first 15 characters of the Diameter peer’s Origin-Host with all the dots (.) removed.

A.25.2 Registers—Groups 925 to 999: CLIM monitoring IP services
statistics

Registers collect statistics only for the current collection period.

Table 27: Registers—Group 925: IP services statistics

Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

001 AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH Average number of messages in the
queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

002 LOW WATER MARK QUEUE
LENGTH

Low water mark of the number of
messages in the queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

003 HIGH WATER MARK QUEUE
LENGTH

High water mark of the number of
messages in the queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

004 AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE Average size of the queue in bytes. Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

005 LOW WATER MARK QUEUE SIZE Low water mark of the queue size in
bytes.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

006 HIGH WATER MARK QUEUE SIZE High water mark of the queue size in
bytes.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

007 AVERAGE MESSAGE LIFE IN
QUEUE (micro Sec)

Average time, in microseconds, that a
message stays in a queue.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

008 LOW WATER MARK MESSAGE
LIFE (micro Sec)

Low water mark of message life in
queue, measured in microseconds.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

009 HIGH WATER MARK MESSAGE
LIFE (micro Sec)

High water mark of message life in
queue, measured in microseconds.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

016 AVERAGE SEND BUFFER
UTILIZATION (%)

Average value of Socket Send Buffer
Utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total send buffer allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

017 LOW WATER MARK SEND
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

Low water mark value of Socket Send
Buffer Utilization, measured as a
percentage of the total send buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

018 HIGH WATER MARK SEND
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

High water mark value of Socket
Send Buffer Utilization, measured as
a percentage of the total send buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Register Numbers Description Pegging Type

019 AVERAGE RECEIVE BUFFER
UTILIZATION (%)

Average value of Socket Receive Buffer
Utilization, measured as a percentage of
the total receive buffer allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

020 LOW WATER MARK RECEIVE
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

Low water mark value of Socket
Receive Buffer Utilization, measured as
a percentage of the total receive buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

021 HIGH WATER MARK RECEIVE
BUFFER UTILIZATION (%)

High water mark value of Socket
Receive Buffer Utilization, measured
as a percentage of total receive buffer
allocated.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

022 AVERAGE PEER ADVERTISED
WINDOW

Average value of the Peer Advertised
window, measured in bytes.

This parameter is monitored only for
SCTP associations.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

023 LOW WATER MARK PEER
ADVERTISED WINDOW

Low water mark value of the Peer
Advertised window, measured in bytes.

This parameter is monitored only for
SCTP associations.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

024 HIGH WATER MARK PEER
ADVERTISED WINDOW

High water mark value of the Peer
Advertised window, measured in bytes

This parameter is monitored only for
SCTP associations.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

025 RETRANSMISSION COUNT Retransmission Count. Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

026 AVERAGE CONGESTION
WINDOW SIZE (FOR SCTP, PRIMARY
IP)

Average value of the Congestion
Window size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

027 LOW WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of the
Congestion Window size, measured in
bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

028 HIGH WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of the
Congestion Window size, measured in
bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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029 AVERAGE CONGESTION
WINDOW SIZE (SECONDARY IP)

Average value of the Congestion
Window size, measured in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

030 LOW WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of the
Congestion Window size, measured in
bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

031 HIGH WATER MARK
CONGESTION WINDOW SIZE
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of the
Congestion Window size, measured in
bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the Congestion Window size of the
secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

032 AVERAGE SRTT (FOR SCTP,
PRIMARY IP)

Average value of SRTT, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

033 LOW WATER MARK SRTT (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of SRTT,
measured in micro seconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

034 HIGH WATER MARK SRTT (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

035 AVERAGE SRTT (SECONDARY IP) Average value of SRTT, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

036 LOW WATER MARK SRTT
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

037 HIGH WATER MARK SRTT
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of SRTT,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the SRTT of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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038 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTTVAR
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Average value of RTTVAR, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

039 LOW WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

040 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

041 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTTVAR
(SECONDARY IP)

Average value of RTTVAR, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

042 LOW WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

043 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTTVAR
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of RTTVAR,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTTVAR of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

044 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTO (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Average value of RTO, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

045 LOW WATER MARK OF RTO (FOR
SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTO,
measured in micro seconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

046 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTO
(FOR SCTP, PRIMARY IP)

High water mark value of RTO,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

047 AVERAGE VALUE OF RTO
(SECONDARY IP)

Average value of RTO, measured in
microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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048 LOW WATER MARK OF RTO
(SECONDARY IP)

Low water mark value of RTO,
measured in micro seconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

049 HIGH WATER MARK OF RTO
(SECONDARY IP)

High water mark value of RTO,
measured in microseconds.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the RTO of the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

050 PATH MTU (FOR SCTP, PRIMARY
IP)

Path MTU, in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the MTU to the primary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)

051 PATH MTU (SECONDARY IP) Path MTU, in bytes.

For SCTP associations, this represents
the MTU to the secondary peer IP.

Periodic (resets every 5 minutes)
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Appendix B

Standard CSRF reports

This appendix describes the CSRF reports supplied with the INS software. It details the basic layout of all the reports and
gives examples of individual reports.

B.1 Standard CSRF report format

The formats of CSRF reports are defined using Enform scripts. The file named $ node-volume.CSRSRC.CSRFEF contains all
the Enform scripts for the CSRF reports supplied with the node software.

These Enform scripts define the same basic format for each report, as shown in Figure 3: Standard CSRF report format on
page 172.

• Page header for each register set ID
• Body of the report formatted in columns
• Optional data summary for each register set ID
• Optional data summary for the report and end-of-report message
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Figure 3: Standard CSRF report format

Each time statistics are reported for a different register set ID, the system starts a new report page containing the page
header. The page header contains labeled and unlabeled fields that give pertinent information about the report such as the
title and date of production.
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The body of the report presents statistics values in columnar format with column headings. Column headings are specified in
the Enform script for the report and may be descriptions for statistics register values or may be other text describing the data.
The report might also summarizes the data for each register set ID (SET ID).

Use the callout numbers to locate the information in Figure 3: Standard CSRF report format on page 172:

1. WED-NOV/08/1989

This is the date when the report was produced. The format is:

WWW-MMM/DD/YYYY

where WWW is a 3-letter abbreviation for the week day. MMM is a 3-letter abbreviation for the month, DD is a 2-digit
number for the day of the month, and YYYY is a 4-digit number for the year.

This field is the same as the DATA DATE field unless the report is scheduled for production at midnight (system time).
In that case, the date field is the day following the DATA DATE because the report is produced after the statistics are
available.

2. QCTSCP402AG

This is the 11-character CLLI code for the node to where the statistics are generated.
3. R131USED

This is an R followed by the entry in the Report Name field entry on the Schedule record for the report.
4. 00:00-00:00

This is the time covered by this report. The format is:

HH:MM-hh:mm

where HH:MM is the hour (HH) and minute (MM) the report was last produced, and hh:mm is the hour (hh) and minute
(mm) the most recent statistics were included in the report.

Table 28: Examples

10:30–11:00 (30-minute report)

15:00–16:00 (hourly report)

00:00–00:00 (daily report—data collected
from midnight to midnight)

The time interval depends on the frequency of report production (every 30 minutes, hourly, daily) as defined in the
Schedule record for the report.

If CSRF is suspended and reactivated on the same day, this time interval does not reflect the frequency specified on the
Schedule record. In this case, CSRF prints the first report containing all data that was gathered during the suspension
period—from the time CSRF was suspended to the time it was made active again.

5. PAGE 7

This is the sequential page number assigned to each page of the report.
6. SS7 MESSAGE SIGNALING UNITS-LINK

This is the report title defined in the corresponding Enform script.
7. DAILY (SCHEDULED)

This is text defined in the corresponding Enform script. It identifies the frequency of the report (every 30 minutes, hourly,
daily) and indicates its automatic production.

Example
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– 30 MIN (SCHEDULED)
– HOURLY (SCHEDULED)
– DAILY (SCHEDULED)

In the current software release, all standard reports display the word “SCHEDULED” in this field. Future releases will
support other indicators.

8. DATA DATE: 1989/11/07

This is the date when the report data was collected. This is also the date of the Summary Statistics File where CSRF
obtained the data. The date format depends on the site configuration ( MM/DD/YYYY or DD/MM/YYYY).

9. SET ID: LK0004

This is the statistics register set ID of the statistics being reported.
10.The first column heading in the body of the report is always:

TIME

HHmm

The statistics in each row represent the data values at the time appearing in this column. The data summary interval
specified on the Schedule record dictates the times listed on the report. For example, if the data summary interval is 5
minutes, the times listed on the report are in 5-minute increments (1000, 1005, 1010, and so on).

Certain reports contain data for the current report interval and for all prior report intervals that have occurred on the
reporting day. These reports are called “cumulative” reports. “Noncumulative” reports, on the other hand, contain only data
for the current report interval.

Compare two example reports that are produced every 30 minutes:

Cumulative 30-minute report Lists data for the current 30-minute interval and every 30-
minute interval prior to it.

Noncumulative 30-minute Lists the data collected for the report 30-minute interval
that is being reported.

If a particular time is not shown on a cumulative report, the corresponding data values are zero. For example, if a daily
report lists all times except 1130, you can assume that the statistics values for the time period 1130 to 1200 are zero.

If a report contains the message “Number of target records = 0,” then there was no data to report for the report cycle.
11.Data summary by register set ID

The report can contain a summary of the data for each register set ID. Typically, the summary consists of column totals for
each register set ID (SET ID). The total is the sum of the data values appearing in the column for all time intervals included
on the report. Some reports summarize the data using averages across register sets.

12.Report summary

The end of the report can show a summary of the data across all register set IDs included on the report. Typically, the
summary contains totals. However, some reports summarize the data using averages.

13.End-of-report message

This message identifies the last page of the report.

B.2 Fully-configured CSRF reports

The following reports are fully configured when INS is delivered. You do not need to do anything to generate these reports.
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B.2.1 121CSV: Node totals- context save, hourly

Use this report to determine whether the memory and timeout values set for Context Save are sufficient for the way Context
Save is being used. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#CSV

Register set division: CPU

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

900 044 NUMBER OF ENTRIES

900 045 BYTES IN USE

900 047 TIMEOUT COUNT

900 048 MAX BUFFERS IN USE

B.2.2 121CUS: Node totals- hourly cache usage, hourly

Use this report to determine the Context Save actions that are being performed by the applications or on behalf of the
applications. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#CUS

Register set division: LRC file

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:
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Group Register Column Heading

901 001 PROBES

901 005 READ COUNT

901 006 DELETE COUNT

901 007 COMPARE COUNT

901 008 DE-COMPRESS COUNT

901 009 RECORD COUNT

901 004 CACHE HITS

B.2.3 133CER: Node totals- hourly cache errors, hourly

Use this report to determine whether Context Save is reporting any errors. If Context Save has not “learned” the record yet,
this is considered an error. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#CER

Register set division: LRC file

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

901 002 BIT REJECTS

901 003 KEY REJECTS

901 010 OVERFLOW COUNT

B.2.4 133XMM: Node totals- XMM usage, hourly

Use this report to determine whether the extended memory segment is sufficiently large for the way it is being used. The
attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 12 hours
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Report generated: Every 30 minutes

Spooler location: $S.#RXMM

Register set division: Processor

Summation: Averages by column by register set and all register sets

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

900 001 POOL SIZE

900 002 POOL FREE WORDS

Calculated POOL FREE %

Calculated POOL USED %

900 010 POOL REQUEST FAILURES

B.3 Partially-configured CSRF reports

The following reports are partially configured when INS is delivered. The Schedule records and the Enform scripts are
provided. To active these reports, you must define the Items records that correspond to the report.

The $node-volume.CSRSRC.CSRFEF file contains other Enform scripts that can be used as Enform examples. The additional
scripts should not be used to generate reports.

B.3.1 113GTT: Global title translation, 30 min

Use this report to determine how well GTT is being handled. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#GTT

Register set division: Local node

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

492 067 MSUS DISC. INCOMING 1
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Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

492 024 ROUT FAIL OUTGONG 2

492 066 GTTS PERFORMED 3

492 047 GTTS UNABLE ADDRESS 4

492 010 TO PERFORM XLATION 5

B.3.2 113GTTD: Global title translation, daily

Use this report to determine how many GTT transactions are successfully performed in a day. This report uses the registers
defined for the 131GTT report. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Cumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Once daily

Spooler location: $S.#GTTD

Register set division: Local node

Summation: Subtotal over register set and total

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

From the 131GTT report. GTTS PERFORMED

B.3.3 121AVA: Signaling link unavailability- link, 30 min

Use this report to determine the availability of the links as well as the number of changeback/changeovers. The attributes of
this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#AVA

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column
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Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

490 013 LINK UNAVAILABLE DURATION 1

490 064 MANUAL CHANGEBACKS 2

490 065 LOCAL AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVERS 3

490 053 Used for report 131AVAH 4

490 054 Used for report 131AVAH 5

490 058 Used for report 131AVAH 6

490 058 Used for report 131AVAH 7

490 064 Used for report 131AVAH 8

B.3.4 121AVAD: Signaling link unavailability- link, daily

Use this report to determine the daily number of changeback/changovers. This report uses the registers defined for the
131AVA report. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Cumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Daily

Spooler location: $S.#AVAD

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

MANUAL CHANGEBACKSFrom the 121AVA report

LOCAL AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVERS

B.3.5 121AVAS: Signaling link unavailability- link set, hourly

Use this report to determine the availability of the link sets. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes
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Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#AVAS

Register set division: Link set

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

491 008 TIMES LINKSET UNAVALABLE 1

491 009 DURATION LINKSET UNAVAILABLE 2

B.3.6 123OVLD: Node totals- overload, daily

Use this report to determine the daily number of overload instances and the duration of those instance for the first three
overload levels. This report uses the registers defined for the 133SLCM report. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Daily

Spooler location: $S.#OVLD

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

TOTAL OVERLOADSFrom the 133SLCM report

TOTAL DURATION

B.3.7 123OVLH: Node totals- overload, hourly

Use this report to determine the number of overload instances and the duration of those instance for the first three overload
levels. This report uses the registers defined for the 133SLCM report. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns
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Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#OVLH

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading

TOTAL OVERLOADSFrom the 133SLCM report

TOTAL DURATION

B.3.8 131USED: SS7 Message signaling units- link, daily

Use this report to view how many messages are successfully being processed. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Cumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Once daily

Spooler location: $S.#USED

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

490 015 MSU RETRANSMITTED 1

490 016 MSU OCTETS RETRANSMITTED 2

490 044 MSUS ORIGINATED 3

490 045 MSUS TERMINATED 4

490 049 MSU OCTETS THRU-SWITCHED 5

B.3.9 133SLCD: Signaling link congestion, daily

Use this report to monitor congestion and discards on the signaling links. The attributes of this report are:
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Report type: Cumulative

Report width: 132 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Once daily

Spooler location: $S.#SLCD

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:

Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

490 30 LEVEL 1 REACHED 1

490 36 LEVEL 1 DURATION 2

490 31 LEVEL 2 REACHED 3

490 37 LEVEL 2 DURATION 4

490 32 LEVEL 3 REACHED 5

490 38 LEVEL 3 DURATION 6

490 041 MSUS DISC. PRIORITY 0 7

490 042 MSUS DISC. PRIORITY 1 8

490 043 MSUS DISC. PROIRITY 2 9

B.3.10 133SLCM: Signaling link congestion, 30 min

Use this report to monitor congestion on the signaling links. The attributes of this report are:

Report type: Noncumulative

Report width: 80 columns

Report summary interval: Every 30 minutes

Report generated: Every 12 hours

Spooler location: $S.#SLCM

Register set division: Link

Summation: Subtotal by column by register set and total by column

Statistics used:
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Group Register Column Heading RREG[n]

490 30 LEVEL 1 REACHED 1

490 36 LEVEL 1 DURATION 2

490 31 LEVEL 2 REACHED 3

490 37 LEVEL 2 DURATION 4

490 32 LEVEL 3 REACHED 5

490 38 LEVEL 3 DURATION 6
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